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Abstract 
This paper aims on finding the intrinsic value of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA. It concludes 

with an investment recommendation for potential investors. 

Borussia Dortmund is a German football club being listed on a stock exchange. Notably, it is the only 

German football club, that is publicly listed. The company managed to overcome severe situations of 

financial distress and turmoil amongst the ranks of management. However, like a phoenix the 

company managed to recover and surpass several other competitors in terms of financial and 

sportive success. Parts of this success story are depicted and explained within this very report.  

Basing the valuation models on a fundamental analysis, comprising of a strategic and financial 

analysis yields, the paper shows forecasted financial statements for the company over a horizon of 

five years. The discounted cash flow as well as the economic value added value model both yield a 

value of 6.12 € per share. This differs from the actual value at the cut-off date November 22nd of 5.80 

€. A sensitivity analysis and a scenario analysis tests the estimated intrinsic value of the company. 

Appropriately discounting future earnings, the company´s cost of capital must be estimated. This 

estimation is subject of a sensitivity analysis later in the report.  

This valuation thesis finds the company to be a financially sound investment. However, the industry 

of professional club football within Europe proofs to be a rocky road whilst making predictions. This 

is mainly due to market participants, e. g. fans, customers and clubs not basing their decisions on 

pure reasoning or economic thinking. Hence, potential investors must be aware of the uncertainty 

and noise within the industry. 
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1. Introduction 

The motivation for conducting this thesis is outlined within the following section. Afterwards, the 

problem field and the actual research question, structured by various sub-questions, are being 

presented. 

1.1 Motivation 

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA (henceforth “Borussia Dortmund”) is still the only publicly 

listed football club in Germany. After years of financial distress and sportive turmoil, key personnel 

not only managed to navigate the club through the stormy seas of world-class professional football, 

but also lead the club to success on the pitch, as well as financial wealth.  

In 2016, the squad faced major changes in its structure as the best and most important players Mats 

Hummels, Ilkay Gündogan and Henrikh Mkhitaryan attracted top-teams, willing to sign them up. In 

April, CEO Hans-Joachim Watzke announced that it is unlikely that all three players can be retained 

for the following season. Much to the relief of supporters and shareholders he ensured supporters 

that the club would under no circumstances sell all of the three key players (AudiStarTalk, 2016; N24, 

2016).  

Unfortunately, this promise was not kept, as all three players were transferred to Bayern Munich, 

Manchester City and Manchester United respectively (Boisserée, 2016). As media discussion 

proclaimed, Watzke could not live up to the promise he made to the supporters, media and lastly the 

shareholders (Sport1, 2016). However, volatility was inherent in the share-price with an all-time low 

of just 0.84 € and an all-time high of 10.05 €, this very event did not seem to significantly affect the 

share price of the company (Borussia Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA, 2000). Whereas, one might think 

such an obvious break of a promise would have had devastating effects on the share price and 

consequences on the job security of the manager, no such grim consequences did follow.  

Hence, the interesting question arises, whether the share price of Borussia Dortmund does follow 

other trends than pure economic laws and logics that apply for other companies and industries? In 

order to give potential investors a better overview and to explain these behaviours, this paper aims 

on enlightening the reader on the factors and what exactly constitutes for the trends in the share 

price of Borussia Dortmund.  

1.2 Problem Statement 

As outlined within the motivational section, the share price of Borussia Dortmund is volatile and 

seems to be affected by unconventional factors. From these arguments stems the formulation of the 

actual problem statement and research question.  

The aim of this thesis is to identify Borussia Dortmund´s intrinsic value by applying a fundamental 
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analysis. Furthermore, the enterprise value of the company is subject of this report. In order to make 

the analysis as applicable as possible, the cut-off date is set straight after the most recent annual 

report was published at the annual general meeting in November 2016. Hence, the following 

research question emerges: 

 

What is the intrinsic share value and the enterprise value of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA as 

of the cut-off date at 22nd November 2016 ? 

 

In order to answer this very research question, one must conduct a thorough analysis. The following 

section lists sub-questions according to their order of appearance and/or section within the paper. 

1.3 Sub-questions 
The paper aims on answering several sub-questions related to the structure of the assignment. Each 

section will answer one or more sub-questions. Combining those within the conclusion ensures that 

the actual research question will be answered to the fullest academic extent 

1.3.1 Fundamental Analysis 
- What are the company´s strategic and financial values drivers? 

1.3.1.1 Financial Analysis 

- How did the company historically perform? 

- What are the key value drivers for the company´s financial position? 

1.3.1.2 Strategic Analysis 

- What defines the macro-environment the company is operating in? 

- What are the competitive forces that have an impact on the industry? 

- How does the company constitute a competitive advantage? 

1.3.2 Forecasting 
- What are the expectations for Borussia Dortmund? 

1.3.3 Valuation 
- Given the forecast, what is the intrinsic value of Borussia Dortmund?
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2. Methodology 

The aim of this section is to give an overview of the methodological decisions made in order to 

conduct the analysis within this paper. Furthermore, it depicts valid theories that are referred to, in 

order to answer the research question. Firstly, the author reasons for the cut-off date. This is 

followed by an explanation of and a brief introduction to the applied theories and models in the very 

same chronological order of appearance. Given the boundaries of the project, a thorough academic 

evaluation of any mentioned theories and models is not possible. However, the author aims on giving 

the most integral models an appropriate assessment throughout the paper. Being the key for the 

analytical part, an explanation of the choice of data for this very assignment is vital and carried out 

within this chapter. Moreover, the structure of the paper will be introduced, giving the reader a clear 

overview of the paper. The fourth section will elaborate on literature that specifically discusses 

related academic disciplines. Please note, that references to other academic source materials are 

made throughout the project. Afterwards, the paper elucidates on delimitations given by nature, 

scope and/or other influences. The last section describes and defends the author´s view of science. . 

As certain terms and terminologies arise throughout the project, Appendix 16 lists key abbreviations 

and definitions.  

2.1 Cut-off Date and Time Horizon 
Valuations historically take into account any publicly available information up to a given point in 

time. As this thesis aims on contributing to the knowledge in the field, it should be a realistic mimic 

and a certain cut-off date needs to be set. The football industry does not follow the fiscal year, 

meaning that Borussia Dortmund as well as its peers do base their accounts on the football seasons. 

Unlike, the football season in Scandinavia, European football seasons commence in summer time 

around August and conclude just before summer the following year around May. It also depends on 

international tournaments, as the FIFA World Cup. This results in their fiscal year running from July 

until the end of June in the following year (BVB Annual Report, 2010; BVB Annual Report, 2011; BVB 

Annual Report, 2012; BVB Annual Report, 2013; BVB Annual Report, 2014; BVB Annual Report, 2016). 

Hence, the cut-off date is set a day after the release and confirmation date of the latest annual 

report, which is during the annual general meeting which took place at the evening of Monday, 21st 

November. According to Efficient Market Hypothesis, financial markets would have had enough time 

to incorporate the available information by the cut-off date 22nd November 2016 (Brealey, Myers, & 

Allen, 2017).  

The analysis of financial statements requires selecting a horizon. Whereas, there is no uniform 

solution or approach, at least five years should be analysed in order to yield sophisticated results that 

enable a time-horizon analysis (Petersen, Plenborg, & Kinserdal, 2017). The author has chosen to 
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analyse the past seven years of financial performance for Borussia Dortmund and its peers. Firstly, 

Borussia Dortmund experienced financial distress and vast amounts of debt (faz.net, 2005) when 

Hans-Joachim Watzke took over in 2005 (dpa, 2015). A rigid strategy of cutting costs in the initial 

phase and sane financial investment followed, leaving Borussia Dortmund in a healthy financial and 

sportive position in 2016. The evolution of this masterpiece is the scenery, where the team success is 

set. Hence, the financial analysis will take a slightly broader horizon of seven years. 

The second reason stems from the fact, that developments within the football industry have been 

tremendous within the recent years. Whether it is for the astonishingly high TV-deal of the Premier 

League, ever-increasing transfer-fees or the expansion to new markets like Asia and the US. Football-

related news constantly spread the word of record-breaking developments (Chaudhary, 2016; 

Rumsby, 2016). 

2.2 Theories and Models 

This section introduces models and theories applied throughout the report. One must know, that not 

all models and/or concepts mentioned within the report are listed, as some are deemed to be basic 

in nature and others not crucial. Readers are expected to have at least a basic understanding of 

financial reporting, accounting rules and regulations as well as economic and business theories. The 

chapter lists the models in order of appearance. This is to give the reader a better understanding of 

the report structure, as well as adhering to coherence of the thesis. 

2.2.1 Financial Analysis  

In order to carry out a sophisticated valuation, financial analysts need to reformulate financial 

statements published by the company. The aim is to separate financing and operating or business 

activities accordingly. This results in analytical or standardised balance sheets and analytical income 

statements (Palepu, Healy, & Peek, 2016, chapter 3; Petersen et al., 2017, chapter 4). Eventually, 

these enable analysts to evaluate the core-operating performance of the company, which is more 

difficult to imitate than the financial position of a company (Barney, 1991). Furthermore, it lies the 

foundation for pro-forma statements, utilized for forecasting expected future financial performance 

of the company (Petersen et al., 2017). 

Actually evaluating the historical financial performance of the company, literature widely agrees on 

utilizing the infamous DuPont-Model with its various individual components. The model as it will be 

applied is depicted within the financial analysis section with the upper part of the model 

representing the operational component and the bottom part representing the financial 

composition. However, the sheer presentation of the numbers does not constitute an analysis. 

Hence, it will be supplemented by common-size analysis and indexing of Borussia Dortmund´s 

invested capital, its revenue and expenses. One cannot go without the other, as the two types of 
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analyses highlight two different dimensions, namely relative size and historical development 

(Petersen et al., 2017). Furthermore, comments on risk and liquidity are being made.  

2.2.2 Strategic Analysis 

Conducting a professional valuation does require a financial analyst not only to analyse a company´s 

financial position, but must always be accompanied by a strategic analysis (Petersen et al., 2017). The 

individual steps of such, are displayed within this section. Figures of the individual models are 

depicted in the analytical section when they are actually applied to ensure a more comfortable read. 

This section rather introduces the mainstream theories and models briefly.  

2.2.2.1 PEST-Analysis 

Whereas, some scholars do not strictly require or advise to apply an analysis of the macro-

environment, e. g. Krishna et al., this paper will display such an analysis as suggested by Petersen et 

al. The author deems it to be necessary, as it gives the reader a thorough understanding of the 

broader environment the company is operating in. As there are various versions of the model for the 

choosing, the author decided that the pristine version is sufficient to cover any influential aspects. 

However, the political section will also cover any legal issues, which are indeed relevant for the 

industry. Hence, one may argue, it is actually the PESTL version, or PESTEL, excluding the 

environmental factors. After careful consideration, the author deemed neither environmental nor 

ecological factors as influential. 

2.2.2.2 Porter´s Five Forces 

As is customary, Porter´s renowned model will be applied in order to explore the competitive 

environment within the industry. The model is widely used amongst practitioners and recommended 

by scholars (Petersen et al., 2017). There is exhaustive literature on the model and it is a basic tool 

for business and financial analysts. Michael J. Porter was describing competitive forces within 

industries in various articles (Porter, 1979; Porter, 2003; Porter, 2008). He did so even before he 

came to introduce and explain the actual model to the wider public in a book (Porter, 1980). It 

originates from Porter´s article from 1979 where he did describe the influential forces one by one. 

Furthermore, he outlined how companies shall formulate and reformulate their strategies.  

In a nutshell, Porter´s model is standard in describing competitive forces within the industry 

(Petersen et al., 2017). Even though, this valuation is special due to the industry and the choice of 

company, the model is still capable to facilitate any extraordinary features. Such features are added 

in the analytical part and are referred to specifically. Hence, the author deems it a valid and obvious 

choice.  
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2.2.2.3 The Classic Pillars of Football 

Literature widely suggests to apply a value-chain, or VRIO analysis to gain understanding of a 

company´s business model. However, within the industry of football, the model of “Classic Pillars of 

Football” is widely used. Hence, the author decided to utilize the model and adhere to industry-

specific customs.  

In regards of how the terms “competitive advantage” and “sustained competitive advantage” shall 

be sued, the author is applying the terminology as outlined within the article “Firm Resources and 

Sustained Competitive Advantage” (Barney, 1991). According to his theory, competitive advantage is 

defined as having an implemented strategy for value-creation that is currently not utilized by any 

competitors. On the other hand, the same prerequisites apply for having a sustained competitive 

advantage in addition to that no other potential competitors are able to replicate the strategy 

(Barney, 1991). 

2.2.3 SWOT-Analysis 
A comprehensive analysis will inevitably result in a vast amount of information. In order to put these 

in a structure and displaying them in a convenient manner, the infamous SWOT-Analysis is applied. 

This paper will apply the model to incorporate strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats on 

any level. The ultimate goal of applying this very analysis is to obtain a sub-conclusion of the inputs 

used and arguments collected for the forecast. Hence, the reader acquires necessary knowledge 

throughout the analytical part of the paper, in order to understand the following steps of the 

process.  

2.3 Data Collection 

As this paper takes a financial analyst´s point of view, the incorporated chosen data in the report 

were solely publicly available. Financial and annual reports, news articles and industry-related 

articles and/or reports are the main source of the underlying data for this very thesis.  

Annual financial reports are the main resource for financial information but also strategic outlook 

and further elaborations on the numbers. This applies to Borussia Dortmund as well as its peers. The 

valuation is about Borussia Dortmund, hence, its financials are analysed thoroughly. The reader must 

be aware, that the peer group´s financials and strategic situations are not to be described 

thoroughly, as they are merely used for benchmarking. However, the exact same reformulation 

techniques, accounting quality measures and recognition criteria are applied throughout the peer 

group, to ensure comparability (Koller, Goedhart, & Wessels, 2015; Petersen et al., 2017). 
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2.4 Structure 

In order to give the reader an overview of this very paper, its 

structure is depicted in Figure 2.4. After having introduced to the 

thesis and dealt with any methodological matters within this 

section, the following chapter introduces Borussia Dortmund as 

well as the football industry. By doing so, the company´s history, 

its structure, the management and the industry as such are 

included in the section. Afterwards, the company´s financial and 

strategic positioning is being discussed and analysed. The findings 

are summarised in a traditional SWOT-analysis, concluding the 

analytical part of this assignment. The findings lay the foundation 

for the forecast, as the assumptions rely heavily on historical data 

as well as strategic planning. Within the forecast section, the pro-

forma statements are included and assumptions and estimates 

will be justified and/or criticised. Afterwards, the actual valuation 

is conducted, based on the two models, namely EVA and DCF. 

The assignment concludes with a discussion, remarks and 

potential future recommendations regarding the paper.  

Figure 2.4 (own Creation) 

2.5 Literature 

Academic literature primarily provides guidelines for conducting a valuation. Choosing appropriate 

literature took place on a set of criteria. The first is that any of them are used for teaching at 

Copenhagen Business School, hence ensuring that they are academically relevant. Furthermore, they 

are peer-reviewed and all appeared under renowned publishing houses. The main books of reference 

are ´Financial Statement Analysis´ and ´Business Analysis and Valuation´ (Palepu et al., 2016; 

Petersen et al., 2017) Other books are referred to throughout the report and any of them comply 

with the above mentioned prerequisites.  

One of the various theoretical underpinnings for this very valuation paper is the structure and 

approach suggestions given within the paper “Ratio analysis and equity valuation: From research to 

practice” from 2001 (Nissim & Penman, 2001). The authors give a brief historical introduction to the 
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topic of equity valuation. Furthermore, they provide exhaustive references to other valuation 

approaches.  

Valuation techniques applied within this very thesis are widely used among practitioners (Petersen et 

al., 2017). Moreover, academic research has given much attention to the testing and application of 

such tools and techniques. Discussions about the correct application and advantages and 

disadvantages in that regard have been controversial and manifold (Koller et al., 2015; Nissim & 

Penman, 2001; Petersen et al., 2017; Thomas & Gup, 2010). It remains to say, that even though any 

applied techniques are widely acknowledged, alternative techniques will be granted mentioning 

within this thesis.  

Several academic articles on the football industry, accounting techniques as well as valuation as such 

are referred to. Any such articles and reports were accessed through the library of Copenhagen 

Business School and are deemed of high academic quality.  

Furthermore, industry reports, annual reports and newspaper articles are consulted in order to 

support arguments and give the paper a case-based and relevant background.  

2.6 Delimitations and Scope 

The very nature of the valuation of the company sets the first fringe of the paper. Using mostly 

financial figures, the paper mainly draws upon secondary, quantitative data. This is due to the 

perspective, this paper is set, namely that of a financial analyst advising potential investors. This 

paper aims on conducting a valuation form the point of view of an analyst. The financial analyst is 

analysing the company for potential investors. A critical assumption must be made beforehand, 

namely that the investors that this report is prepared for do not have any emotional attachment to 

the club. The reason is rather trivial. Roughly 60 per cent of the company shares are free float and it 

is safe to assume that a fair amount is hold by fans and supporters. They do invest for other reasons 

in the company than professional investors would, as their prime motivation is not to earn a return, 

but rather to own a part of their club. This arguments is unfolded further within the report, however, 

this very thesis wants to inform professional investors about the company and its share price.  

Another delimitation as well as perspective of the paper is the cut-off date for this assignment. 

November 22nd 2016 defines the cut-off date as described earlier on, as the annual report was 

published at November 21st 2016. Therefore, information that dates later than that, shall not be 

included in the analysis or valuation of the company. However, reference of such more recent events 

may be made within the conclusion or other non-core parts, as to justify the chosen company, create 

awareness and/or interest or to simply put the performance in a more recent perspective in the 

conclusion. 
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The author itself does hold a strong interest in football as such, especially the German Bundesliga 

and Borussia Dortmund. Hence, throughout the report some knowledge and information might be 

assumed as public or common, even though the reader would not agree. However, the author tried 

to give references, to the best of his capacities, throughout the report might be sections, phrases or 

facts that are not within the scope of the reader´s knowledge. Hence, the next section tries to 

identify and clarify some of the potential misleading definitions or phrases.  

2.7 Scientific Approach 
As this master thesis concludes the studies at Copenhagen Business School, a renowned University, 

the paper must abide by academic standards. Hence, the nature of this approach as well as the 

scientific view of the author is being addressed within this section. 

As is customary for students within the field of Business, Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill´s “Research 

Methods for Business Students” was consulted on what the research design should look like 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016). This section should primarily yield an opportunity to critically 

assess the author´s assumptions and views leading towards the research design, as Saunders et al. 

depict in their infamous onion model. “Research philosophy is an over-arching term relating to the 

development of knowledge and the nature of that knowledge” (Saunders et al., 2016). How 

knowledge is created and/or viewed upon is determined by several assumptions. These various types 

of assumptions one makes concerning Ontology, Epistemology and Axiology when conducting 

research, may be depicted on a continuum reflecting two sets of extremes, namely Objectivism and 

Subjectivism (Saunders et al., 2016). Each of the assumptions are now being discussed in turn.  

2.7.1 Ontology 
Basically, the term “refers to the assumptions about the nature of reality” (Saunders et al., 2016). 

The author believes, that reality is the consequence of objects contributing to it. As whether it is 

possible to portrait an absolute, objective one true reality, the author is highly doubtful. In that 

regard, rather than having a universalism-approach to ontology, the author deems reality to be a 

complex, external construct, that is created and contributed to by social entities. Furthermore, these 

objects are influenced by processes, experiences and practices that further differentiate and 

complicate the construct of reality (Saunders et al., 2016).  

2.7.2 Epistemology 
Obviously, within financial reports there is some sort of discretion on how numbers are reported, 

however, through standards, independent auditing, a conscious board and lastly financial markets, 

one may assume these information to be almost absolutely objective. As this paper does not aim to 

answer the rather philosophical question of what constitutes reality amongst financial markets, the 

author will accept with healthy critical and analytical capabilities what is reported as knowledge. That 
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does not mean, that for instance reported figures will not be rearranged or viewed critically. 

Whereas, the fundamental analysis within the report mainly draws upon figures, regulations and 

statistics, some parts of the analysis will be of descriptive nature and therefore, are rooted in values 

and assumptions. 

Still, the majority of methods and techniques applied in this paper are widely used in reality and by 

financial analysts (Petersen et al., 2017). Hence, the author concludes that the methods in place work 

successful, however, critically reflecting on the very case at hand.  

2.7.3 Axiology 
One might argue, the author´s values play an insignificant role in this very assignment, as the 

structure and methods are rather generic. However, as described within the delimitations section, 

the author holds a thorough interest in the industry. Whereas, a deeper knowledge of the topic may 

hence be assumed, this might also lead to certain arguments being overstretched or not stressed 

enough, e. g. in the strategic analysis. Hence, one might argue that the author´s view is a rather 

subjectivist one (Saunders et al., 2016). 

2.7.4 Theory development 
Whereas, the analytical parts will incorporate some unforeseen and unprecedented elements, due to 

the exceptional nature of the industry and company, the paper mainly deploys a deductive approach. 

Clearly, an inductive approach is not followed, as no major new theory is presented or generated. 

However, one might argue that the paper partly utilizes an abductive approach because of the 

previously mentioned elements, the modification of the theories as such are not fundamental. 

Rather these elements, e. g. the customer recognition and differentiation, rather aim on giving the 

reader are clearer picture and are case specific.  

In that regard, a pragmatic approach to answering the research questions gives the author the 

necessary latitude in choosing methods 

2.7.5 Conclusion to the Theory of Science 
The author deems the study to be a deductive approach and follows a pragmatic philosophy towards 

the research. This conclusion is done based on a HARP-test as well as reflections being made 

throughout studies. The problem within this paper is addressed and subject to solving, however, 

other researchers might find other approaches or solutions more appropriate. For example, other 

researchers might be using other valuation techniques, reorganizing financial statements in other 

ways or stress other points in the strategic analysis, leading to a different forecast. Hence, a rather 

subjectivist view is attributed to the author. The findings of this paper are subject to criticism and 

must be put in perspective, which is also done at the end of the paper.  
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3. Borussia Dortmund and the Club-Football Industry 

Conducting a valuation of a company requires a thorough understanding and analysis of the 

company and the industry. In order to elucidate on the business model and BVB´s environment 

within the Strategic Analysis section, this section introduces the company Borussia Dortmund. First, a 

brief history of the club and company will give the reader an understanding of the historical 

development of BVB from solely being a football club, founded in 1909 to the only publicly listed 

football club in Germany by today. Afterwards, the reader shall be given insights to its ownership- 

and broader company structure. Moreover, the legal form, the management mission and vision as 

well as the industry as such are subject to further exploration. The industry-section further 

elaborates on single members of the peer group and the selection process.  

3.1 History in Brief 

The history of Borussia Dortmund started with the IPO in 2000. Obviously, the football club BVB e. V. 

does indeed exists since 1909. As the two are closely related, a brief introduction to the football club 

itself is necessary, even though, it is not the actual item of valuation. The majority of the time the 

club resided in the first division in German football. When the Bundesliga was actually founded in 

1962 the club was amongst the teams (Bundesliga.de, 2013). Even though, the club was relegated 

and spent four years in the second division in the beginning of the 1970s, it remains a vital part of the 

German professional football community as of now (Borussia Dortmund e.V., 2000; Bundesliga.de, 

2013). 

Being one of the founding members of the Bundesliga, the top German football division, and in fact 

having scored the first goal, the club may proudly look upon a long history of tradition, success but 

also financial distress and sportive failure (Borrusia Dortmund e.V., 2016; Bundesliga.de, 2013). Long 

after Timo Konietzka scored the first goal, City and club are still entwined and the foundation for the 

history and tradition are the people themselves. The founding members were workers in mines and 

in fact, this historic feature prevails. The Ruhr-district is one of the most populated regions in 

Germany. Historically, the region was economically very powerful with plenty of ore mines and steel 

production (Keynes, 1920). However, with the shift from production economy and globalisation 

making its run through history, the Ruhr-district lost economic power throughout the years and is 

nowadays just within the average GDP per capita amongst other German states (see Appendix 12). 

Later within the assignment, buying power becomes important as future ticket prices, hence, income 

for Borussia Dortmund depends on it. Furthermore, CEO Watzke already promised, that ticket prices 

simply keep up with inflation, in order to acknowledge the fans and people of the region and to 

account for the economic circumstances (Watzke, 2016). 
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Up to this date, the company and the club both represent the authenticity and are proud of their 

roots. It is essential to bear that in mind throughout the thesis, as when it comes to management 

practices, transfer deals and behaviour or financing Borussia Dortmund kept a very conservative view 

on these issues. Avoiding risk, any remaining debts are priced with fixed interest only, just to name 

one example (BVB Annual Report, 2016).  

Nowadays, the club finds itself in a healthy position and may be without a doubt called the 

undisputed number two in German football after Bayern Munich. So far, the club managed to win 

the Bundesliga eight times and claim the Champions League trophy once (Borussia Dortmund e.V., 

2000). Since October 2000, BVB-shares are available for purchase on the stock exchange. Yet another 

time, Dortmund is the first German football club being able to claim a first-time achievement, as no 

other German football club is publicly listed, as of now (Borussia Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA, 

2000).  

3.2 Structure 
When introducing Borussia Dortmund, one must be aware of the club´s share structure. The initial 

public offering of the BVB 

shares took place in October 

2000. Since then, the share 

experienced a stoic downfall at 

first. However, after an all-time 

low in 2009 at just 0,84€ per 

share, the share managed to 

recover slowly but steadily as         Figure 3.2a (BVB Annual Report, 2016) 

depicted in the graph (see Appendix 2).Borussia Dortmund´s share included three major capital 

increases throughout its lifetime. After going public in 2000, the share capital amounted to 19.5 

million €. The first increase took place in 2004 and increased the capital to 29.25 million €. In 2006, a 

two-step increase lead to amounts of 43.875 million € and 61.425 million € respectively. The same 

pattern was followed in 2014 leading to a respective 67.545 million € and 92 million €, where it 

remained ever since. Divided into the exact same number of shares, hence, a nominal value of one 

per share, the shares do not have any face value. They are publicly listed at the stock exchanges in 

Frankfurt, Berlin, Hamburg, Munich, Stuttgart and XETRA, an electronic stock exchange (Borussia 

Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA, 2000)  

The shareholder structure is presented in the following figure. One may easily see, that the main 

shareholders relate to the club. Evonik, Signal Iduna and Puma are all sponsors of Borussia Dortmund 

Bernd Geske is a member of the supervisory board. Hence, his interests and those of the club are 
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aligned. The vast amount of free float shares shows, that the company is truly owned by the public. 

Please note, that the influence of the shareholders remains, however, rather limited. The special 

form of the company will be addressed in the following section. The football club itself does also 

have shares in the company group, leading to a further alignment of interests. 

The corporate structure of Borussia 

Dortmund includes various associate 

companies, which they own by 100% 

as of 2016, apart from Orthomed 

GmbH. Orthomed is a medical centre 

and does provide the necessary 

services to the professional team as 

well as to the youth academy  

Figure 3.2b                (BVB Annual Report, 2016; Orthomed GmbH, 2017). The other 

66% of the company are owned by Orthomed GmbH itself (BVB Annual Report, 2016). The names are 

rather trivial and revealing, and most companies are located at the same address as the club and 

company. Besttravel organizes trips and tours in relation to any games or other club-related holidays. 

The remaining 49% of the company were just purchased in June 2016 by Borussia Dortmund (BVB 

Annual Report, 2016). BVB Merchandising is solely responsible for the advertising and selling of club-

related products. Sports & Bytes does manage anything related to information technology within the 

company. BVB Event & Catering is responsible for any service and catering on match-days for 

customers and was formed in 2013, which had an impact on revenue recognition. This issue will be 

addressed in the financial analysis. BVB Asia Pacific is a relatively new associate as it opened its gates 

in September 2015 and does promote the brand Borussia Dortmund within the Asian market. One 

may perceive it as a clever maneuver and necessary as it depicts the growing importance of football 

within Asia. Furthermore, it shows the tremendous growth opportunities within the market.  

3.3 The KGaA 
There is merely a legal issue to be addressed when evaluating Borussia Dortmund, namely the so-

called ´KGaA´. This form of company is rather unusual and should therefore, be introduced briefly. 

German companies that want to go public and want its juridical entity to be a company may chose 

this specific form. The legally responsible entity should still be included in the name of the company, 

hence Borussia Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA. However, this form of company may also include a 

common AG or its European pendant SE (Schmitz-Schunken, 2015). 

As this paper aims on valuing the company, one must be aware that there are already financial 

analysts, giving recommendations. These analysts are employed by renowned German and 
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international banks or research centres, such as Bankhaus Lampe KG, Edison Research Investment 

Ltd. or Oddo Seydler Bank AG (Borussia Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA, 2000). 

The share itself started promising with a share price of 11 € on its initial public offering (Borussia 

Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA, 2000). However, the quota soon plummeted and never recovered fully 

to the individual share price of its first listing. Still, due to the three capital increases and including 

any dividends, investors that bought shares in the very beginning were able to make a profit. This is 

due to an average issuing price of 4.83 € and a market value of 5.81 € as of November 21st 2016 

(Tress, 2016). 

Finally, the special form of the company means, that the company is not the actual club. Rather, it is 

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA being the operative body of the club ´Ballspielverein 

Borussia´, which is the actual club in question. Yet again, the KGaA is managed by the ´Borussia 

Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH´. Even though, this might seem a bit confusing, the following 

section introduces the managers of the company, being responsible for the operative business.  

3.4 The Management 
Both club and company suffered from sportive failure as well as, poor decision making in the mid-

2000s. Hence, the president Gerd Niebaum and the Managing Director Michael Meier were replaced 

in 2004 respectively 2005 by Reinhard Rauball and Hans-Joachim Watzke. These two key persons 

maneuver the company through the uncertain stormy seas of professional football ever since. As it 

turns out, they succeeded, as the club is in a healthy situation and managed to pay off any remaining 

financial debt in 2015 (BVB Annual Report, 2015; Tress, 2016) Thomas Tress compliments the trio as 

being responsible for the financial operations from 2006 onwards. Officially, Watzke and Tress are 

both Managing Directors, whereas Watzke inherits the position as Chairman (BVB Annual Report, 

2016). 

3.5 Mission and Vision 
Despite the unorthodox industry, Borussia Dortmund functions like any other company. Accordingly, 

they do state a mission they to accomplish. 

“The current strategy can mainly be outlined as follows: 

 Sustained adjustment of the sporting perspectives / intensification of the promotion of junior 

talents 

 integration of the fans 

 Use of the brand "Borussia Dortmund" 

 Additional successive improvements to the financial structure 

 Sustained capital market communication” 
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(Borussia Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA, 2016) 

 

The club Borussia Dortmund aims on providing football on the highest level. The company Borussia 

Dortmund ensures, that this is done in a sustainable manner and mistakes from the past remain in 

the past. Hence, Borussia Dortmund has a risk management system in place where the company 

identifies risks and counteracts them. Furthermore, the management itself states that they will 

continue to follow a prudent and conservative management style, so the company does not run at 

any risk (BVB Annual Report, 2016). 

3.6  The industry 
This section briefly introduces the competitions Borussia Dortmund is partaking. However, 

interesting it might be, the actual reason behind is that the flows of revenues are directly affected by 

sportive performance in these competitions. Hence, some fundamental knowledge about these is 

incremental. Furthermore, this serves as an introduction to the competitive off-pitch market 

environment. It is crucial for understanding the mechanisms behind the driving forces, eventually 

defining the strategic and financial value drivers.  

3.6.1 Borussia Dortmund´s Competitions 
The club competes in the German first division of football, called ´Bundesliga´. Being one of the 

founding members of the division, Borussia Dortmund e. V. may proudly look back at more than 100 

years of tradition. Further competitions are the UEFA Champions League or UEFA Europa League, the 

German cup “DFB-Pokal” and lastly the “DFL-Supercup”. A club may only partake in either the UEFA 

Champions League or UEFA Europa League. However, teams that do not promote to the knock-out 

stages in the group stages of the UEFA Champions League, and are placed on 3rd position are 

relegated towards the UEFA Europa League knock-out stages. 

The Bundesliga comprises of 18 teams. Positioning of the teams are awarded in regards of the points 

they received throughout a season. Three points are awarded per win, one per draw and zero per 

lose. The two last teams get relegated straight away and position 16 must play a two-legged game 

against the team that ended up on the third position of the second division. The first three teams 

directly qualify for the group stage of UEFA Champions League, by far the most prestigious 

international club competition. The team on the fourth position is obliged to qualify through an 

additional knock out round. If it fails to do so, it will partake in the UEFA Euro League. 

Positions five and six are also qualified for the Euro League plus the winner of the DFB-Pokal. 

However, if that winner is already qualified for a European competition, the team on the seventh 

position will qualify. As these qualifications may seem somewhat confusing, the following illustration 

shall enlighten the reader in regards to the regulations.  
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For readers without any prior knowledge on the structure of international football competition, this 

arguably may be confusing. Within Appendix 1, one can find an illustration that provides help for 

understanding the qualification regulations. Moreover, the company analysis unveils how exactly 

these revenue streams are affected by positioning and sportive success. Again, this is crucial 

knowledge in order to ascertain the consequences of not qualifying for e. g. UEFA Champions League. 

Furthermore, the author draws upon the knowledge during the ´Sensitivity Analysis´, as the 

positioning constitutes for the scenarios.  

3.6.2 The Brand ´Bundesliga´ 
The Bundesliga is a growing market. Supporting 

this bold claim, the average match attendance 

has developed positively throughout the recent 

years.  

Competition is fierce amongst the European top 

leagues for TV contracts. These contracts are on 

offer when previous contracts expire and TV 

stations can bid for the rights for broadcasting. 

The German first division is indeed one of the top   Figure 3.6.2 (Statista, 2016d) 

leagues in Europe. In order to provide a picture of how massive the football industry is, a ranking of 

the top eleven broadcasting fees of the biggest professional sports worldwide include six 

competitions that consist solely of football and the Olympic Games, having established football as an 

Olympic sport. The Bundesliga ranks eighth position (Statista, 2016a) 

Supporting this statement, it ranks second after Spain, before England and Italy in the infamous five-

year ranking, published by UEFA (United European Football Association, 2016, see figure xxxx). The 

higher a country´s ranking, the more starting positions it will have for participants in the Champions 

League and Europa League. The ranking does solely include sportive success and does not account 

for economic figures.  

Therefore, one might want to compare the average attendance of the biggest European football 

divisions. According to Statista, since the Bundesliga surpassed the Premier League in 2003/2004, it 

tops the ranking of average attendance (Statista, 2016a). Whereas, the attendance does not 

automatically lead to better economic figures, it provides a picture of the demand in the market and 

how attractive the Bundesliga is.  

3.6.3 Football – A Global Economic Competition  
The football industry is far more diversified than just the German first division. As outlined earlier, 

clubs have the opportunity to compete on an international level with each other in competitions like 
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the Champions League or Euro League. Moreover, European countries in general have their own 

professional football divisions and associations. 

In a nutshell, trying to value companies within the football industry is extremely difficult, as a 

comparison between the clubs proves hindered by high volatility in accounting numbers. This fact is 

also stated by KPMG in their new approach on how to value football companies adequately in their 

opinion (KPMG, 2016). They have themselves developed a simplistic formula, focussing on the main 

revenue drivers, which they identify as profitability, popularity, sporting potential, broadcasting 

rights and home ground. More or less the exact same revenue drivers are identified within the 

financial analysis, however, KPMG rightly claims that “most football clubs are not profitable” and 

“earnings are more volatile than revenues” (KPMG, 2016). Even though, that is true and the author is 

aware of that, Borussia Dortmund not only manages to be a profitable company but moreover, 

decreased its financial liabilities in recent years and nowadays benefits from its sound financial 

health. Chapter four aims on unveiling the mystic ingredients that enabled the managers to perform 

such a miracle in an industry, where profitability and sporting success do not always correlate.  

3.6.4 The Peer Group 
The following section introduces the peer group, how it has been compiled and the variables for 

selecting such. Afterwards, short profiles of the individual peers will be presented. 

3.6.4.1 Compilation of the List 

One must know that football companies are not primarily aiming on making a profit (KPMG, 2016). 

Borussia Dortmund´s financial situation proved to be healthy, compared to other football companies. 

The compiled list draws upon other variables than just the financials, however, taking into account 

the huge variance within the industry. Yet again, the fact that football goes beyond the scope of 

rational thinking and investing is reflected in the financial situations of several clubs, e. g. Paris St. 

Germain, FC Chelsea etc. The owners of these clubs apparently do not require a return on their 

investment but just want to purchase sportive success. Fortunately, it is not that simple and the 

problem has been analysed and addressed by the UEFA that introduced Financial Fair Play (UEFA, 

2015c). Chapter five elaborates further on regulative matters. 

Altogether, the final peer group comprises of European football companies that share sources of 

value creation in order to make them comparable. Any of the football clubs generate revenue 

according to the ´five pillars of football´ principle and all of them develop young talents for their 

squad and to sell them further. The compilation of a peer group within the sector is prone to 

subjectivity by nature and other valuations within the sector included various companies as peers 

(BVBshare, 2000), one even including Madison Square Garden, arguing for the involvement in the 

entertainment and sports sector (Seydler, 2013). It remains to state, that one hundred analysts might 
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come up with two hundred different peer groups, so the methodology behind this process is 

rightfully subject to criticism.  

3.6.4.2 What constitutes the Peer Group 

One must notice, that being in the peer group does not necessarily mean, that the companies are 

competing. First and foremost, the availability of data turned out to be the most challenging factor, 

as no other German football team is publicly listed. Hence, the list was widened to other European 

Football leagues. Football companies reporting under IFRS are still a rarity, however, uniform 

standards are a prerequisite in order to compare the companies properly. Furthermore, one must 

ensure that the chosen peers are comparable in terms of how they create value.  

Yet another problematic issue was the availability of the annual reports in English language. For 

instance, Ajax Amsterdam does publish its annual reports in Dutch, Sporting Lisbon in Portuguese. 

Clubs as Manchester United or Arsenal London have also been considered for the peer group, 

however dismissed for several reasons. Manchester United´s value chain goes beyond the five classic 

pillars as they are described within the company-analysis. Hence, it is not applicable. Arsenal London 

would have been a perfect fit, however, the company discloses its financial reports from 2015 

onwards under FRS 102. Previous years were disclosed under UK GAAP. Hence, the financials would 

have not been easily comparable and reformulating or making assumptions under two various 

standards would have introduced too much noise (Petersen et al., 2017).  

The following paragraphs briefly introduce the peer group. An exhaustive introduction to the 

companies and their respective clubs is obviously impossible.  

3.6.4.3 FC Porto 

The club owns the stadium, which fits 50.399 spectators. Furthermore, the club does promote its 

own brand and may also look back at an impressive history and tradition. As unveils later, the club 

followed the opposite path to Borussia Dortmund. Financial distress and some unlucky sign-ups lead 

them down the same road as Borussia Dortmund in 2004 almost resulting in bankruptcy. However, 

the club did not substantially changed its behaviour, resulting in an auditor expressing concern about 

the ongoing operations of the club. This is simply yet another indicator, that the football industry 

does not purely follow economic laws. Porto serves as an example of how negative football clubs 

may constantly operate and still be in business. However, once Financial Fair Play takes effect, this 

might be subject to change. The Macro Analysis yields further clarifications on the matter.  

3.6.4.4 Juventus Turin 

Juventus Turin faced similar problems of financial distress in the past. Similar to Borussia Dortmund, 

the Italian record champion managed to overcome such struggles and eventually ended up playing 

the final in 2015 against Barcelona in the Champions League. A very similar story of success. 
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However, the proud Italian club has not yet reached the end of its road, as they are still reducing for 

instance Financial Leverage, suffered form notoriously low Solvency Ratios and just recently 

managed to earn a positive Return on Equity (See Appendix 6).  

The ownership of the stadium is still the club´s with space for 41.475 visitors. Amongst football fans, 

the stadium does inherit a legendary reputation. The naming rights are not sold to any sponsors.  

3.6.4.5 FC Celtic Glasgow 

The Scottish record champion is a legendary football club amongst football fans. Celtic Park is a 

renowned stadium and famous for the special atmosphere, especially when the anthem ´You´ll never 

walk alone´ tunes in. It fits 60832 people. The club is bound to win the Scottish Premiership and did 

so, for the last five years (transfermarkt.de, 2000a). The club owns its stadium, as does Borussia 

Dortmund.  

As it will unveil in the Financial Analysis, Celtic does follow a similar prudent strategy. Hence, the 

capital structure and its spending habits are alike and Celtic may be perceived as the closest peer 

within the group. Furthermore, this strategy did result in two outstandingly successful year in 2013 

and 2014 at the Champions League group stage. Again, very similar to Borussia Dortmund. One 

extraordinary issue about Celtic is, that they are not subject to pay taxes. This is partly due to clever 

tax avoidance in regards to depreciation and dividends reclassified as interest as well as a lower tax 

rate as e. g. Borussia Dortmund (Celtic Glasgow Annual Report, 2016).  
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4. Financial Analysis 

This section shall elaborate on the financial analysis of Borussia Dortmund KGaA as it is conducted 

during this project. Firstly, some comments on the quality of accounting are being made. This is 

followed by sections elaborating on the construction of analytical financial statements and the 

company´s historical performance. 

4.1 Accounting Quality 
Borussia Dortmund is required to disclose financial statements according to German Business Law 

(Handelsgesetzbuch, ´HGB´) and International Financial Reporting Standards (henceforth “IFRS”) in 

order to be publicly listed at German stock exchanges, e. g. Frankfurt Stock Exchange (Frankfurt Stock 

Exchange, 2017).  

4.1.1 IFRS: Amendments and Recognition Criteria 
The accounting standards have not been changed or altered substantially throughout the course of 

the analysis. Notifications are given where certain items have been adjusted or merged. The same 

criteria apply to the peer group. Any alterations or future applications are stated to have little or no 

impact (BVB Annual Report, 2016). However, this statement may be questioned, as Borussia 

Dortmund is not able to predict the future, independent auditing as well as the interest to paint a fair 

and valid picture of the company´s financials counter that argument (Borussia Dortmund GmbH & 

CO. KGaA, 2000).  

Furthermore, regarding any amendments or changes in regards to IFRS-regulations, Borussia 

Dortmund as well as its peers do state within their annual reports, that certain IFRS standards are not 

yet adopted or have been adopted within the reporting period. However, Borussia Dortmund states, 

that they do not or at least they do not expect them to have any impact (BVB Annual Report, 2016, 

page 142, basic principles). The same applies to the peer group in general.  

4.1.2 Exchange Rates 
Celtic Glasgow is reporting its financials in Pounds Sterling, the figures are to be transcribed into the 

EUR currency. Obviously, ratios would not be affected by keeping figures in Pounds Sterling, 

however, any absolute figures such as revenues and costs need to be comparable within the same 

currency. Doing so, the ECB´s official average exchange rate for Euro to Pounds Sterling at each of the 

end dates of the fiscal years is applied. Hence, the average rate between 1st July and 30th June of each 

fiscal year is depicted in figure 4.1.2.  

One may question, why the cut-off date is not chosen for the average exchange rate. However, the 

reported numbers refer to the fiscal years and not the publishing of the numbers at the annual 

general meeting. Furthermore, the effect on the exchange rate would have been marginal.  
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Figure 4.1.2 (ECB, 2016, own creation) 

4.1.3 Reports of Independent Auditors 
Lastly, any financial statements used and compared were audited by professional auditing 

companies. Borussia Dortmund was audited throughout the years by KPMG. The individual auditors 

changed throughout the years, hence, objectivity remains persistent.  

Juventus Turin was audited by Ernst and Young. Celtic Glasgow is audited by BDO LLP and FC Porto´s 

auditing company is Deloitte.  

As these statements were approved by renowned auditing companies, the data provided is deemed 

reliable as well as relevant. Furthermore, the market was given the very same financial data, hence, 

even if there was any misconceptions or other flaws, the information level would still remain the 

same among all participants. Therefore, there are none potential matters of concern to be found in 

the financial statements, as far as the author is concerned.  

One special note on FC Porto is to be made. Even though, the auditing company gave permission to 

report the values in going-concern values, they clearly express their fears on the company´s 

operations. Doing so, they state that “… all of its share capital is lost …”, “… current assets are clearly 

lower than current liabilities …” and “…has not complied with the requirements of the "break-even" 

as defined by the UEFA Club Licensing and Financial Fair Play Regulations …” (FC Porto Annual Report, 

2016, annual report 2016, page 100).     

4.2 Analytical Financial Statements 

Transforming reported financial statement for Borussia Dortmund and its peers is a fundamental 

requirement in order to differentiate between the core operations and their financing activities. 

Various scholars suggest different approaches (Palepu et al., 2016), where in essence the ultimate 

goal remains the same. Within this report, the analytical balance sheet and income statement, as 

suggested by Petersen et al were utilized to solve the task at hand (Petersen et al., 2017, chapter 4). 

4.2.1 Analytical Income Statement 
Alterations made from the pristine version of the income statement will be justified within this 

section. Furthermore, items where there might be potential doubts on their classification, shall also 

be assessed and eventually grouped.  

4.2.1.1 Depreciation, Amortization and Write-Downs 

This very element was removed from the pool of all the other operational revenues and expenses 

primarily, to show the item Earnings before Interest, Tax and Depreciation and Amortization 

Years 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010

ECB Euro in Pound Sterling 0,7488 0,7626 0,8348 0,8247 0,8455 0,8569 0,8792

ECB Pound Sterling in Euro 1,3355 1,3113 1,1979 1,2126 1,1827 1,1670 1,1374
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(henceforth “EBTIDA”). It will be used for comparison with peers but also as an important 

benchmark. Within the football business, depreciations refer to the value of contract-time that did 

forfeit during the financial period. (BVB Annual Report, 2016). Hence, one may assume, the item 

faced a steady increase throughout the analytical period due to the increased value of the squad. Up 

to four or five years of contract are a customary practise within the industry, as one can see from e. 

g. Celtic´s annual reports (Celtic Glasgow Annual Report, 2016, note 16). Furthermore, the item is 

split into depreciation of players and other depreciation. By doing so, readers can easily observe the 

differences in behaviour of the two items. Clearly, there is a much higher volatility within the 

depreciation of players than in the depreciation of e. g. PPE (see Appendix 4). 

4.2.1.2 Other operating Income 

This very item was simply removed from Total Revenues and transferred to the operating section. 

The reason is, that the income is made up of fees paid for national team players that the club will be 

compensated for. For instance, the player ´Aubameyang´ played for his national team Gabun during 

the Africa Cup 2015 and his club was compensated for his absence during the season (BVB Annual 

Report, 2015). As discussed earlier, this very item did pose a potential flaw in numbers that was 

accounted for from the years 2011/2012 backwards, as reimbursement fees for national team 

players were included in revenues. 

Furthermore, this item accounts for insurances, should the club fail to reach a certain stage within a 

competition. These losses and/or incomes are accounted for under this item, in case such an 

insurance exists (BVB Annual Report, 2016). This is also the cause for the extraordinary high amount 

in the fiscal year 2014/2015. As the club failed to qualify for the Champions League in the previous 

season, an insurance compensated for the loss incurred, due to lower payments received from 

partaking in the Europa League (BVB Annual Report, 2015; Tress, 2016).  

Another potential problem was caused by the item ´fees for national team players´. From the fiscal 

year 2012/2013 the item was removed from ´Other operating income´ and included in ´Revenue´. 

BVB states, the reason for that “this was done in order to improve the presentation of financial 

performance.” (BVB Annual Report, 2013, page 144, note 14). Hence, the author accounted for this 

potential flaw in numbers by including such in the prior years´ item ´Revenues´, hence, excluding it 

from ´Other operating income´. Even though, it does not affect the total operating profit and only 

marginally total revenues e. g. 1,8% in 2012/2013, any analyst must be aware and account for such 

flaws (Palepu et al., 2016; Petersen et al., 2017). 

4.2.1.3 Net Income/Loss from Associates 

´Apples to apples´ is one of the main rules to follow when it comes to reformulating financial 

statements. Investments in associations as well as their income and/or loss are deemed to be of 
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operational nature. Any investments but one are 100% owned by the company as of 2016. Besttravel 

GmbH was acquired in 2016 to a full 100%, whereas previous ownership did amount to 51%. 

Orthomed is still just owned to a 33%. The operations of the medical centre are vital in order to treat 

professional players as well as the youth players. Strengthening the conclusion that Orthomed, and in 

previous years Besttravel, are part of the operating business is that all the headquarters are either 

located at the very same address as the company and club or at least within a walking distance 

Hence, one can argue, that they are closely related to the core operations of the company. All these 

arguments lead to the critical assumption, that the investments as well as the results from associates 

shall be treated as operational.  

Moreover, any income or loss from associates is listed as pre-tax and according to the percentage of 

ownership in the company. Therefore, no adjustments in terms of tax rate or percentage have to be 

made  

4.2.1.4 Net Operating Profit after Tax 

Eventually, the reformulation of the financial statements yield the desired item Net Operating Profit 

after Tax (henceforth “NOPAT”). This item embodies the reason why financial and operating items 

have been divided in the first place, namely, to extract the historical ability of the company to 

generate income from its operations (Petersen et al., 2017). When calculating NOPAT, the effective 

tax rate is applied. 

4.2.1.5 Net Financial Expenses 

Categorizing interest income and interest expense as financing items is generic. However, what 

exactly contributes to these financial figures is difficult to find out. Within the financial statements, 

Borussia Dortmund discloses ´Financial Result´, where any finance costs and finance income is listed. 

However, the term ´Other Interest´ leaves space for speculation. After contacting Borussia 

Dortmund, asking them to further elucidate on the matter, the company kindly refused to disclose 

any financial information apart from the financial statements. Within his AGM speech in 2016, CFO 

Thomas Tress revealed that the only interest they are listing after clearing any debt in 2015, are 

essentially the interest on finance leases and discount interest for receivables that are due in more 

than one year (Tress, 2016).  

4.2.2 Analytical Balance Sheet 
Within this section, the analytical balance sheet constructed for Borussia Dortmund will be 

introduced and explained briefly. Whereas, not all of the categorizations shall be elucidated on, some 

of the key elements and decisions made shall be explained.  
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4.2.2.1 Intangible Assets 

As explained earlier, players are on contracts between them and the club. The football industry has 

special criteria for the recognition of human capital. Intangible assets make up a vast amount of total 

assets. The majority of that amount reflects contracts with players and are valued based on the 

remaining contract years and the historic investment in these players. A minor portion reflects 

industrial property rights and similar rights (BVB Annual Report, 2016) Impairments may take place in 

case a player´s market value is not adequately reflected by the carrying amount. This specifically 

applies to former academy players, as almost no money has been paid for the player. Lionel Messi as 

a famous example never changed clubs, hence, never generated a transfer fee. Without a doubt, his 

value for FC Barcelona is more than they paid for him before starting in the infamous ´La Masia´, 

Barcelona´s football academy. Furthermore, clubs do obviously not purchase players, but rather the 

right to sign a contract with a player (Thompson, 2016). This is similar to a transfer fee of top 

managers in business life.  

Within the annual report, Borussia Dortmund refers to the procedure of using straight-line 

depreciation of the historical costs, including transfer fees and advisory fees (BVB Annual Report, 

2016). Whereas, there used to be some latitude towards the recognition of human capital on the 

balance sheet, in 1995 a professional player named ´Bosman´ won a lawsuit and changed the rules of 

the game. The case and its massive implications could be described in another entire thesis on its 

own. There exists exhaustive readings and literature just for that momentous case (Morrow, 1997). 

Where players are on lone, the amount still reflects those players within the intangible assets section 

and is still subject to depreciation.  

4.2.2.2 Cash and Cash Equivalents 

When it comes to determine as to in which category the balance sheet item “Cash and Cash 

Equivalents” shall be included, making a definite right decision is difficult. Moreover, literature and 

common practice suggests various approaches to set aside an operating portion of cash (Penman, 

2013; Petersen et al., 2017; Thomas & Gup, 2010). Based on empirical evidence from S&P 500 non-

financial companies, one may set aside two percent of sales as operating each year (Koller, Goedhart, 

Wessels, & Copeland, 2010). However, it is hard to determine the exact amount considering the 

nature of the football industry. From the depicted figure, one may see that Cash and Cash 

Equivalents makes up a considerable percentage of Total Assets, i. e. 12,2% in 2016 and 13,9% in 

2015 . However, it was considerably lower in 2010 and 2011. So clearly, simply setting aside 2% of 

sales is not adequate. Furthermore, the CEO announced that reinvestments in the team are to be 

made and hence, dividend was not higher in 2016 (Watzke, 2016). The author decided to set aside a 

portion of cash, as it is subject to reinvestment for players, which will in turn emerge as intangible 

assets in the balance sheet, i. e. as invested capital.  
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The basic question arises, whether cash is necessary for operations or investments in operations. 

Considering the very nature of Borussia Dortmund´s operations, signing up players must be regarded 

as investments in operations, as sportive success may not solely, but inevitably in part sawed by 

investing in player material. Reaping the gains from these investments is likely be rewarded by 

finishing the league at a higher position as if the investments were not made. Effectively, the club 

may harvest financial returns from excellent sportive performance, given that investments in the 

squad are made on a regular basis. 

The operating portion is estimated so Net Interest-Bearing Liabilities amount to zero in the two 

recent years. The methodological notion entails that management will continue to operate the club 

in a financially conservative manner, as it announced and showed throughout the recent years 

(AudiStarTalk, 2016; dpa, 2015; Tress, 2016; Watzke, 2016). Given, that this remains true, they would 

want to be able to pay back liabilities, if called upon at any time. Again, this approach may be 

criticised. However, due to the conservative management approach and the promise, that the cash is 

to be reinvested, the assumptions made are embedded in statements and historical actions of 

Borussia Dortmund´s officials (Borrusia Dortmund e.V., 2016; Tress, 2016; Watzke, 2016). The 

assumption negatively affects financial leverage, the asset turnover ratio and ROIC, as NIBD equals 

zero in 2015 and 2016. Within the forecast as well as the terminal period the very same assumption 

is made. Hence, Financial Leverage remains at a level of zero.  

4.2.2.3 Financial Assets 

Financial Assets comprise of derivatives (BVB Annual Report, 2016) or are classified as long-term 

interest-bearing borrowings (BVB Annual Report, 2010). Hence, they are financial in nature and 

separated from the operational items. This is because the interest income has also been classified as 

financial and again. Again, the golden rule ´apples to apples´ applies. 

4.2.2.4 Trade and other Financial Receivables 

The name being somewhat misleading, the company does provide within note 5 of the 2016 annual 

report information in regards to the financial receivables. However, one must differentiate between 

current and non-current. Whereas, there is no part of non-current receivables that is tagged 

financial, the company discloses such as current. The note explicitly states, that trade receivables are 

not interest-bearing. Furthermore, the extraordinary fluctuation in the numbers implies, that the 

item merely reflects transfer fees receivable at a given point in time. Hence, the position is treated as 

an operating asset.  

4.2.2.5 Liabilities from Finance Leases 

As it contributes to interest expenses, the item is classified as financial liabilities. one must be aware, 

that there is an option to buy the amortised leased assets at the end of 2017 and 2023. As is 
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customary within the industry, some leasing is classified as operating, i. e. leases for the training 

ground (BVB Annual Report, 2016). However, these operating expenses are marginal, and therefore, 

do not need to be reformulated. Moreover, this is common practise amongst the peers as well (Celtic 

Glasgow Annual Report, 2016; FC Porto Annual Report, 2016; Juventus Turin Annual Report, 2016).  

4.2.3 Common-Size Analysis and Indexing  
Trends and relative weights within financial statements represents different ideas. Accounting for 

these notions, a common-size analysis and indexing are utilized, highlighting the two features. Please 

note, that not any detail can be discussed due to the extent of the paper. The reader may find the 

two styles of analyses within Appendix 5 for Borussia Dortmund as well as its peers. However, the 

peer group will not be referred to in detail and are rather a tool and a sanity check for the author and 

the reader. 

4.2.3.1 Balance Sheeet 

This section presents any items included in the balance sheet. The balance sheet is analysed as a 

common size in two ways, namely the common size dependant on Invested Capital and dependant 

on revenues, excluding transfers. This is necessary to unravel trends and check on developments 

whether they are feasible.  

4.2.3.2 Intangible Assets 

As mentioned earlier, Intangible Assets comprise mainly of the player´s contracts. Intangible Assets 

make up a substantial part of total Assets. In 2014 Intangible Assets made up almost a quarter of 

Total Assets, just to see a harsh drop in 2016. What drives these fluctuations? The answer to that is 

to be found within the annual accounts of the company as well as in football newspapers. Once, a 

company sells a player, the player´s value will leave the books. Based on, what the club paid for him 

initially in transfer fees, the contract and any impairment in the process, those transfers can have 

substantial impact on the book value of intangible assets. Not included in the numbers yet, is the 

transfer of Henrikh Mkhitaryan to Manchester United. This will further reduce the value of intangible 

assets. On top, the club lost Mats Hummels and Ilkay Gündogan, hence, the reduction in value of the 

intangible assets (Tress, 2016). By analysing the items one may see that Intangible Assets and Trade 

and other Financial Receivables developed contrary. This is reasonable, as players being sold 

generate trade receivables. The implications for the forecast unravelled in this item is, that 

simplifying the forecast for Non-current Assets may be done by excluding Prepaid Expenses. Other 

Non-Current Assets behaved linear.  

4.2.4 Income Statement 
The historical performance within this section aims on highlighting the important lessons to be 

learned from the financial statements. The goal remains to separate operating from financing items. 
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As it was done in the previous chapter, the same methods is applied on the income statement within 

this chapter.  

4.2.4.1 Depreciation and Amortisation 

The Common-Size and Index analysis once again helps to unravel another interesting feature within 

the financial statements. Namely, that the depreciation and amortisation of the intangible assets did 

indeed increase steadily over the course of time (see Appendix 5). Whereas, the depreciation of 

property, plant and equipment did remain constant, with a maximum deviation to 125. Contrary, the 

amortisation charge for the squad more than quadrupled to 425. That is an important item to 

consider for the forecast. The analysis helped to unveil, that the increase in total depreciation is 

mainly caused by amortisation of intangible assets.  

4.2.4.2 Net Financial Expenses 

From Appendix five one may see, that the clearing of debt left its mark not only on the Financial 

Liabilities, but also on the Net Financial Expenses. First and foremost, the item faced a decrease by 

almost two thirds throughout the course of the analytical horizon. Furthermore, the extraordinary 

high interest expense at the end of the fiscal year 2015 relates to the final payback of any financial 

obligations the company had due (Tress, 2016). Any interest that would have been due on these 

interest payments, had to be settled during that process.  

Hence, one may conclude for the forecast, that the 2015 peak was a one-off and related to a special 

non-recurring event and after all, Borussia Dortmund may now proudly announce, that they do not 

have any more long-term financial debt. For the forecast it means, that net financial expenses are 

likely to remain on the current level of 2016. That is also due to the fact, that the large cash position 

cannot earn a significant interest income under current macro-economic conditions of low interest 

rates.  

4.2.4.3 Operating Expenses 

Especially the common-size analysis of the income statement unveils, that operating costs remain 

more or less stable relative to the revenue. Main causes for fluctuations are the personnel expenses 

and depreciations, assuming that the insurance payment for not qualifying for the Champions League 

is treated as a non-recurring item. Whereas, assuming that these insurances are still entered, from a 

sportive point of view it is unlikely, that Borussia Dortmund will not qualify for the Champions League 

in the upcoming years.  

4.2.4.4 Cost of Materials 

Subject to a harsh increase in 2016 is the item cost of materials. The reason is solely attributable to 

the fact, that BVB Event & Catering GmbH started to provide services during match days, on top of 

organising tours and events. Hence, it may be assumed, that the cost shall at least remain on that 
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higher level, as it is subject to a strategic change in operations, namely to provide additional services 

(BVB Annual Report, 2016; Tress, 2016).  

Making a long story short, other revenues developed almost always positively and steadily 

throughout all the sources of income. Unfortunately, as one may see in the table below, Borussia 

Dortmund decided to split Catering and Merchandising from the fiscal year 2013/2014 onwards. 

Indeed, it gives a better idea of how exactly the revenues have been created and is in coherence with 

the by then newly established company ´BVB Event and Catering GmbH´. However, it unfortunately 

dilutes the indexing of these numbers significantly.  

4.2.4.5 Tax Rate 

Briefly elaborating on the tax rate results in a rather disillusioning conclusion. Figure 4.2.4.5 depicts, 

that the effective tax rate applied to reformulate the financial statements, was fluctuating 

substantially in the analytical period. The theoretical tax rate is reported within the financial 

statements of Borussia Dortmund. However, the effective tax rate almost always has been lower, 

apart from 2010/2011. The outliers are the first two years within the analytical period, disregarding 

them yields an average tax rate of 15.91%, contrary to an average tax rate of 17.59% altogether.  

 

Figure 4.2.4.5 (BVB Annual Report, 2016, Own Research) 

4.3 Analysis of historical financial performance 
This chapter illustrates the development of Borussia Dortmund´s historical financial performance. 

Firstly, the section comments on profitability- ratios as well as growth rates amongst margins and 

ratios. The Du-Pont model is used to structure the section. Afterwards, Borussia Dortmund´s liquidity 

and solvency are being outlined.  

4.3.1 Profitability and Growth 
Opposed to income statement numbers that develop over the course of a year, balance sheet figures 

are reported at a given point in time. Averaging balance sheet numbers between the beginning and 

end of the fiscal years, accounts for that potential flaw (Palepu et al., 2016; Petersen et al., 2017). 

Years 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2010/2009

Effective t: 14.27% 7.82% 17.96% 14.73% 24.76% 43.13% 0.45%

Theoretical t: 32.81% 32.81% 32.81% 32.81% 32.81% 32.81% 32.81%

5 years 17.59%

7 years 15.91%
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That procedure is especially applicable, as Borussia Dortmund´s balance sheet figures appear to 

fluctuate substantially (Palepu et al., 2016). 

Figure 4.3.1 depicts a very simplified version of the 

model. However, the analysis will go much deeper, it 

gives the reader a rough 

structure on how the section 

proceeds. 

 

Figure 4.3.1 ((Petersen et al., 2017, own creation) 

4.3.1.1 Return on Equity 

ROE may be calculated in two different ways and is affected by the Spread, the Financial Leverage 

and the Operating Profitability, represented by ROIC (Petersen et al., 2017). Firstly, ROE is computed 

by dividing Net Income for the year by the Book Value of Equity. Secondly, the Spread between ROIC 

and NBC multiplied with the Financial Leverage must yield the exact same result. However, the latter 

way of computing ROE for Borussia Dortmund is not possible in 2016, as NIBD is zero for 2015 and 

2016. Hence, NFE after tax divided by zero yields a non-valid result. For the remaining years, that 

procedure yields the exact same result as the first way of computation, serving as a sanity check. By 

excluding Porto the author ensures, that invalid figures due to the negative Equity of Porto in 2012, 

2013 and 2014 do not blur the graphics. Celtic and Borussia Dortmund experienced similar  

 

Figure 4.3.1.1a, Figure 4.3.1.1b (BVB Annual Report, 2016, own Research) 

The trend and level of ROE indicates three observations. Firstly, ROE was extremely high in the years 

where Borussia Dortmund managed to win the Bundesliga. Secondly, when paying off the debts in 

2015, ROE suffered extraordinary from it. Lastly, ROE was converging to between eight and ten 

percent in any of the other extraordinary years. FC Porto´s ROE is not able to display, as its results as 

well as its Equity is partly lost during the historical period. Juventus managed to recover substantially 
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from its financial instability. FC Celtic emerges as the closest peer in terms of development of ROE.In 

order to check on these observations, one must dig one level deeper in the model.  

4.3.1.2 Return on Invested Capital 

ROIC may be decomposed into Profit Margin multiplied with the Asset Turnover. PM shows the 

portion of NOPAT or EBIT of revenues, depending on whether the measure reflects a pre- or after tax 

basis. On the other hand, ATO describes how able a company is to generate revenues from the 

invested assets. One must know, that service firms, e. g. law firms, typically yield higher ATO-rates, as 

their performing asset is human capital, which is not adequately reflected within financial statements 

(Petersen et al., 2017).  

 

Figure 4.3.1.2a, Figure 4.3.1.2b (BVB Annual Report, 2016, own Research)  

The two figures depict the development of ROIC for the peer group. Borussia Dortmund is by far the 

best performing company compared to its peers. It is only Celtic, that managed to somewhat 

maintain a reasonable rate of ROIC over the historic period. One needs to bear in mind the different 

situation the football clubs are in as well as the notion that financial stability might not be a prime 

concern for, e. g. Juventus.  

Turnover Rate 

ATO confirms the assumption, that the 

years where the Champions League final 

was reached and titles were won in 2012 

and 2013 were outstanding events. ATO 

fluctuating between 1.1 and 1.7 yields a 

classic service-industry related ATO. The 

Invested Capital is never tied up for more 

than a year. One would expect relatively 

low Profit Margins as “the price is often a    Figure 4.3.1.2c (BVB Annual Report, 2016, own Research) 
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major competitive parameter” (Petersen et al., 2017, see Chapter 5, "decomposition of return on 

invested capital"). Whether that holds true for Borussia Dortmund, one shall see within the following 

section. It remains to state, that the Turnover Rate constitutes one ratio, all four peers at least score 

a somewhat similar result, as may be seen in Figure 4.3.1.2c.  

Profit Margin 

The profit margin for Borussia Dortmund shows a steady increase form 2010 onwards, again resulting 

in a peak during the two most successful years. Not having income from the Champions League was 

offset by the clever deployment of insurance. However, the result in 2014/2015 was just half of the 

following and two thirds of the former year. The decrease is attributable to the lack of income from 

transfer fees in that very year. The extra boost in 2016 is due to an increase in Advertising, yielding 

income from sponsors, also additional sponsors in Asia. Further disclosure of how the Advertising 

rose by almost 12% year on year is not given. Overall, Borussia Dortmund expects any revenue 

streams to increase in the next financial year, including transfer fees (BVB Annual Report, 2016). 

Borussia Dortmund has experienced a somewhat volatile stream of income (see Figure 4.3.1.2), that 

is reflected in their individual revenue contributions. The vast portion of volatility is attributable to 

transfer fees. 

 

Figure 4.3.1.2d (BVB Annual Report, 2016, own Research) 

This corresponds to the industry analysis, as well as the business model. If one excludes the revenue 

stream of transfer fees, the development as shown in figure 4.3.1.2d is by far more reasonable and 

follows a logic, namely that success on the pitch vastly transmutes into income from e. g. sponsors, 

hence, advertising. Figure 4.3.1.2e shows the development of revenues excluding transfer fees.  
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4.3.1.2e (BVB Annual Report, 2016, own Research) 

However, one cannot simply ignore transfer fees altogether as non-recurring items for several 

reasons. Firstly, they are recurring and occur on a yearly basis. Secondly, analysts as well as clubs 

regard transfer fees as one of the pillars of income in the football industry. Thirdly, costs associated 

to transfers would have to be excluded as well, corresponding to the apples to apples principle. 

However, clubs rarely disclose such a diversified cost structure. Hence, one cannot simply ignore the 

individual revenue streams and most somehow attempt to forecast future transfer fee income.  

However, reporting standards for Conference, Catering and Merchandising changed and Advertising 

was developing dramatically after the titles won. Hence, a more recent development of financial 

performance as shown in figure 4.3.2.1f needs to be taken into account. One may clearly see, that 

the behaviour of Revenue streams is dependant one obvious variables. Match operations are 

influenced by 

matches 

played, 

hence, 2016 

shows a rise 

as the club Figure 4.3.1.2f (BVB Annual Report, 2016, own Research) 

participated in the Europa League. Advertising saw a sharp increase due to additional sponsors in 

Asia and the Champions-programme. TV Marketing remained stable in the historical period. 

However, a new deal has been negotiated coming in effect in 2017. This will be discussed in the 

Macro-analysis. Conference and Catering is the main reason why the last revenue stream saw an 

Years 2016 2015 2014

Match operations 115           99              100           

Advertising 116           104           100           

TV Marketing 101           101           100           

Conference, Catering and Merchandising 110           107           100           

Total Revenue 110           103           100           
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increase. This is due to additional operations during other events than football. However, costs were 

rising accordingly.  

As Borussia Dortmund just invested in plenty of young players and has one of the youngest squads in 

the Bundesliga (transfermarkt.de, 2000a), the near future probably not holds exhaustive income 

from transfers such as 2016, however that is highly speculative. Even excluding Mkhitaryan´s transfer 

as it is not included in the 2016 figures yet, Borussia Dortmund has never experienced such an 

income from transfers.  

The individual revenue streams are to be explained further within the company analysis. The 

Leverage Effect vastly determines how much shareholders actually benefit from the performance of 

the company. Hence, the following section elucidates on that very effect.  

4.3.1.3 Leverage Effect 

The Leverage Effect may be split into Financial Leverage and the Spread between Net Borrowing Cost 

and ROIC.  

Financial Leverage 

A steady decline in Financial Leverage displays the company´s urge to pay off any debts outstanding. 

By having accomplished this goal, the company discloses a fully equity funded business by 2016. Club 

and company officials continuously confirm that this strategy is to be pursued in order to avoid 

mistakes being made in the past.  

Figure 4.3.1.3 depicts the 

development of Borussia 

Dortmund´s financial leverage and 

its urge to decrease such. By 2016, 

the company managed to converge 

it to its closest peer Celtic. This is 

due to its constant financial 

consolidation.  

Figure 4.3.1.3 (BVB Annual Report, 2016, own Research) 

Spread 

Net Borrowing Cost must be interpreted with care as it reflects other financial items as well as it does 

not differentiate between lending and deposit rates (Petersen et al., 2017). Minor fluctuations within 

this rate between four and seven percent might be due to these flaws. A tremendous rise in 2015 

mimics the fact that any of the debts were paid off, including interest outstanding. Hence, for this 

very year the Spread was negative. However, any other year yields a positive value, essentially 
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contributing positively to the level of ROE. The rest of the volatility in Spread is due to the level of 

ROIC, for reasons described earlier on. 

Furthermore, it is important to note that 2016 yields no valid result as the NIBD equals zero due to 

the assumptions made. Further explanations on the assumptions about NIBD are to be shared within 

Chapter 7.  

Compared to its competitors, Borussia Dortmund yields similar volatility within the spread. 

Apparently, this is a normal feature within the industry.  

4.3.1.4 Sustainable Growth 

Regarding Borussia Dortmund´s sustainable growth rate, ROIC was always greater than NBC, apart 

from 2015 and the extraordinary repayment scheme. Hence, financial leverage did contribute 

positively to the company´s sustainable growth. Financial leverage was reduced to zero throughout 

the course of time, leaving the company with a no-debt policy to invest. Regarding dividends, the 

company applied a prudent ratio for rewarding its shareholders. However, those shareholders 

benefit from positive changes in share value, hence generating a natural dividend (Brealey et al., 

2017; Petersen et al., 2017).  

4.3.2 Liquidity Analysis  
The following section comments on the company´s short-term liquidity first and its long-term 

liquidity afterwards. 

4.3.3 Short-Term Liquidity 
Commenting on Borussia Dortmund´s solvency yields similar findings as beforehand. The company 

managed to pay off its debts. Hence, ratios measuring short- and long-term liquidity yield positive 

trends and are outstanding as of 2016. As seen within Appendix 7, Borussia Dortmund outperforms 

its peers in any of the short-term liquidity ratios. As of now, the company is fully able to pay any 

outstanding debt by using its vast cash position. 

The current ratio measures the relation between current assets and current liabilities. The company 

is able to cover its current liabilities by a factor of 1.60 as of 2016 (see Appendix 7). 

The liquidity cycle as well as the relation between EBIT and current liabilities yield similar 

observations, namely obvious fluctuations. Even though, transfer fees are already excluded, one can 

observe that the company´s liquidity is depending on sportive success.  
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4.3.4 Long-Term Liquidity 
Borussia Dortmund´s long-term liquidity may best be presented by its solvency ratio and its interest 

coverage ratio. The observation that the company is 100% solvent is supported by the solvency ratio. 

Furthermore, the interest coverage ratio unveils, that the company is fully able to pay any interest on 

its outstanding debt. That ratio is slightly distorted by the extraordinary high interest payments in 

2015 as commented on earlier.  

Bloomberg backs up our former analysis, 

stating that their estimated 1-year default 

probability is as low as ever. Furthermore, 

one can clearly see from the figure 4.4, the 

financial distress Borussia Dortmund faced 

in 2004, as the default probability was well 

above 4.0.      Figure 4.4 (Bloomberg, 2016) 

4.4 Conclusion to the Financial Analysis 
Altogether, this section shows the trend in financial value drivers. Borussia Dortmund is a financially 

sound company as of 2016 and managed to consolidate its financial situation tremendously. ROIC is 

heavily dependant on transfer fees as well as sportive success. This success will be further unfolded 

within the strategic section in order to examine the exact sources of value creation. 

The company´s capital position is very healthy, however, one may question the zero-debt policy. 

Fully financing a company´s operation by equity might be more expensive than splitting the capital 

position into a minor debt part. That is, because a highly solvent company is able to borrow money at 

a lower rate than the cost of equity. This problem is further unfolded in section 8.2.  

Financial value drivers do not emerge in an empty space, but are caused by so-called strategic value 

drivers (Petersen et al., 2017, Chapter 8). Hence, the following Chapter 5 is dedicated to identify and 

unravel such strategic value drivers and identify potential future developments that could impact the 

company.  

5. Strategic Analysis 

Within this section, the surroundings of and the company itself shall be analysed. In doing so, the 

structure comprises of three steps, namely a macroeconomic, an industry and finally a company 

analysis. The reader should be aware, that his very approach is suggested by various scholars as well 

as it is applied in actual valuations (Koller et al., 2015; Petersen et al., 2017) The purpose of such an 

analysis is, that the “subsequent accounting and financial analysis is grounded in business reality.” 
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(Palepu et al., 2016) The purpose is to identify strategic value drivers behind the financial value 

drivers that were unravelled within the previous section. 

5.1 Macro Analysis 

As depicted within the Methodology section, the PEST-Model shall be used whilst conducting the 

macroeconomic analysis. “The primary objective of the macro analysis is to detect macro factors that 

may affect a company´s cash flow potential and risk.” (Petersen et al., 2017). Following this 

statement, the analysis will elaborate on factors that directly or indirectly influence Borussia 

Dortmund. The model does not account for non-club football. That is important, as especially with 

FIFA´s recent headlines, the analysis could not keep within the boundaries of the thesis (bbc, 2015; 

Jamieson & Siciliano, 2016). Furthermore, one can expect people to differentiate between club-

related football and international football. Only most pressing matters and factors are included, as 

the thesis does not claim to conduct a thorough German Football market analysis, or a holistic report 

of German economy.  

Within the Political section, legal aspects are included in the analysis. The section aims on describing 

the environment for the industry. According to the model, any factors that influence the industry are 

included in the analysis. 

Please note, that a major sub-conclusion, embodied by a SWOT, will be drawn at the end of the 

entire strategic analysis. Hence, no sub-conclusion for individual analyses are made after its section. 

This is to avoid repetitions and confusion for the reader.  

5.1.1 Political and Legal Factors 
Within this section, any legislations, political influences or other governing factors are elaborated on. 

Since, the underlying company in question is atypical in nature, the political and legal section 

requires some alteration. Whereas, Borussia Dortmund is obviously subject to German laws, they are 

also bound to abide by UEFA and DFB regulations. The two governing bodies are responsible for 

jurisdiction within the boundaries of European football and German football respectively. Hence, it 

must be acknowledged, that these bodies do have legal power over Borussia Dortmund and are dealt 

with within this section. 

5.1.1.1 50 +1 Regulation 

The DFL, which is part of and adheres to regulations of the DFB, does have a special rule for any 

partaking professional clubs that is special in professional football. Essentially, the rule does prohibit 

investors to buy the majority of shares of a German football club. An exception are clubs that were 

supported or sponsored by an investor for more than 20 years (DFL, 2016). This exception applies to 

´Bayer Leverkusen´ and ´VFL Wolfsburg´, football teams that are inherently linked to two huge 

German companies, namely Bayer and Volkswagen.  
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Borussia Dortmund is the general partner or ´Komplementär´ of the GmbH & CO. KGaA. This situation 

permits to own less than 50% of the shares and private investors may invest in the company on a 

market. However, it is not allowed, that one single investor would take over the majority of the 

shares. 

The reason why that is important, is that potential take-overs by Asian or American investors are not 

even possible on the German market. These take-over already took place in England and Italy. For 

instance, the American Glazer family once owned 100% of Manchester United´s shares via 

companies they own until they sold 10% of their shares. Another example is the take-over of almost 

70% of Inter Milan´s shares by an Asian investor (bbc, 2016; Ziegler, 2014). Therefore, Borussia 

Dortmund is deprived of the opportunity of having a strong investor and change its business strategy 

towards signing up expensive players.  

Whereas, the opportunities and threats of these investments might be a topic of another paper by 

itself, it remains to state, that the regulation prohibits such investments in the German football 

market in general and in Borussia Dortmund. However, the financial impacts of such take-overs are 

vivid in the non-German football industry and the next section deals with a regulation that is 

supposed to deal with that matter.  

5.1.1.2 Financial Fair Play 

The UEFA was concerned with the ever-increasing transfer fees and inflationary effects on the 

market through investments from abroad. The amount of almost-bankruptcies combined with 

questionable management procedures eventually moved the UEFA in 2015 to introduce the financial 

fair play (henceforth “FFP”). It should help incentivising the following goals (UEFA, 2015b): 

• “to introduce more discipline and rationality in club football finances” 

• “to decrease pressure on salaries and transfer fees and limit inflationary effect” 

• “to encourage clubs to compete with(in) their revenues” 

• “to encourage long-term investments in the youth sector and infrastructure” 

• “to protect the long-term viability of European club football” 

• “to ensure clubs settle their liabilities on a timely basis” 

The 102-page regulations (UEFA, 2015a)are exhaustive on the matter. They also explain how 

punishments arise from not abiding by the regulations. They span from mere warnings to the 

withdrawal of a title. Clubs might be expelled from partaking in the Europa League or the Champions 

League. As described earlier for Borussia Dortmund, that can have severe damage on the income 

streams for several reasons, such as actual match operations, but also advertising and TV marketing.  
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Sanctions are awarded for clubs, that cannot cover their expenses with their income. If that is the 

case, the prior year(s) are taken into account and it is determined whether the club might be able to 

abide by the rules in the future. That is not yet another loophole within a legislation, but makes 

sense due to the high volatility in revenues and expenses due to transfer fees, as one observed from 

Borussia Dortmund´s  financial analysis. Furthermore, losses up to 45 million € might be mitigated 

through the help of an investor (UEFA, 2015a).  

The introduction of the regulations was about due as some of the clubs were making losses year 

after year, to be simply covered by investors, e. g. ´Paris St. Germain´, ´Manchester City´. However, 

the regulative body UEFA seems to be somewhat lenient when it comes to enforcing these rules. 

Actual harsh punishments have not yet been given and it remains a mystery whether the UEFA will 

eventually apply the regulations harshly. The goals and punishments are good measures to 

incentivise reasonable behaviour within the whole industry.  

The law applies to Borussia Dortmund as well as any other team that wants to partake in European 

football competitions. Whereas, historically the club would have been threatened by such a 

regulation. However, recent financial health and sound management makes it highly unlikely, that 

the club might ever suffer consequences from the FFP. However, its competitors may very well be 

subject of such infringements.  

5.1.2 Economic Factors 
The following section elaborates on sheer macro-economic factors influencing Borussia Dortmund. 

Whereas, the brand recently expanded to Asia, the primary focus of this section will be German 

market conditions. The Asian and American markets yield huge potential due to the sheer economoic 

power and amount of people of the respective countries. Football is a relatively new fashionable 

trend in these countries. Hence, it is a fair assumption that for the time being they marginally 

contribute to income from marketing or merchandising. 

5.1.2.1 Unconventional and Vicious Business Cycles 

Theoretically, one might assume that financial success could easily be transformed to success on the 

pitch. Hence, higher revenues result due to partaking in the Champions League and finishing the 

league in a higher position. These revenue streams may again be invested for even higher success 

and on and on it spins. If only, it was that simple, as there is a far weaker correlation between input 

and output, i. e. investment and success on the pitch than in other industries (KPMG, 2016) Within its 

report, KPMG refers to Leicester City winning the Premier League title in 2016, the first English 

division. Whilst having substantially lower economic resources than its competitors, the club 

managed to beat the likes of Chelsea London, Arsenal London, Manchester United and Manchester 

City. This miracle proofs, that simply by flooding a club with money, trophies and titles do not come 
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for granted. 

Another great example is Borussia Dortmund itself. Before winning the Bundesliga trophy in 2011, 

the word ´underdog´ still understates the chances that this young and newly formed team with its 

new coach Jürgen Klopp would be able to surpass the mighty rivals from upper Bavaria. Still, at the 

end of the season it was FC Bayern Munich that had to acknowledge the ten-point lead at the end of 

the season. 

This argument should simply highlight, that the football industry does not work like other industries. 

The variable ´unpredictability´ or in economic terms a ´random walk´ must be assessed with far 

greater care within this industry. This gets important when eventually making the forecast and 

valuation of the company. However, on-pitch success does indeed transform into cash inflows as 

discovered within the financial analysis and micro analysis.  

5.1.2.2 TV-Deals and Supreme Position of the Premier League 

The biggest threat for the Bundesliga as a whole including Borussia Dortmund embodies the vastly 

enhanced buying power of English football teams. This is due to several reasons, the most important 

one being the newly struck TV-Deal as well as money from investors.  

The newly struck TV Broadcasting deal for the Premier League will earn the teams within the league 

almost 2.4 billion € per season between 2016 and 2019 (Deloitte, 2016a; KPMG, 2016). Contrary, the 

DFL that is responsible for the marketing and organization of German professional football (Deutsche 

Fußball Liga GmbH, 2016b), was able to increase revenues from TV-contracts by 85%. However, that 

still translates into substantially lower amounts, namely 4.64 billion € between 2017 and 2021 (Eder, 

2016). Including an expected “further increase from international marketing” distribution will 

amount to at least 1.4 billion € on average per season, according to assumptions made by the DFL 

(Deutsche Fußball Liga GmbH, 2016a). The Bundesliga, including any clubs partaking must deal with 

the fact, that English clubs will be financially superior for the next years to come with the two TV 

agreements being entered just recently (Deloitte, 2016a). 
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The 50+1-regulation solely 

applies to Germany. Private 

investors such as the Glazer 

family described earlier on, 

may own a club in England 

and invest money to their 

liking. Prominent examples 

such as Manchester United, 

Manchester City or Chelsea 

London are just the tip of the 

iceberg. Yet again, one may critically assess 

whether this is still a fair competition with and whether the 50+1-regulation should be abandoned in 

modern times like these, however, this is not to be discussed within the boundaries of this paper. It 

simply remains to state that English clubs are able to spend more money on players, being reflected 

within figure 5.1.2.2a, showing the expenditures and income per league is listed. The extent of this 

imbalanced development is exemplified by the second English division being listed sevenths. 

Furthermore, the Chinese division ranks fifths with having the highest difference between 

expenditures and income. Yet another indicator for the increasing importance of football within the 

country of the rising sun.  

As the previous section 

revealed however, this 

might not automatically 

translate into more 

success on an 

international level. 

Actually, even though  

Figure5.1.2.2b (United European Football Association, 2016) 

the English teams historically were financially superior already, they for some reason deliver 

notoriously bad results compared to German or Spanish teams. This is reflected in figure 5.1.2.2, 

where the UEFA 5-years ranking is depicted, unveiling that Germany surpassed England in 2016, 

despite the higher buying power. 

5.1.2.3 Purchasing Power and Economic Downturn 

The company itself is aware of the macroeconomic risk of “high unemployment and slow economic 

growth” (BVB Annual Report, 2016, page 122). Whereas, there is little the company can do to change 

Figure 5.1.2.2a (transfermarkt.de, 2000a) 
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the course of that risk, it already engages in risk mitigation techniques as stated within the annual 

report. However, it is highly questionable, whether simply adjusting cost structures to react to a 

decline in revenue is sufficient to deal with it (BVB Annual Report, 2016).  

A general downturn in the German economy would obviously affect the company, the same way as it 

would affect any other company that is located or conducting business in Germany. Since, football is 

not a necessary commodity one might expect the elasticity of demand to be rather high. In easy 

words, if a family father gets fired he would probably think twice whether he should spend money on 

a ticket for a game, the new jersey or even a Sky-abonnement for following Borussia Dortmund on 

TV. However, one cannot underestimate the status and significance of football and that very special 

club. Hence, the effects of such a macroeconomic event does indeed affect people´s behaviour that 

are not highly attached to the club. The core supporter group though assigns a much higher value to 

attending games or feeling emotional connected with the club. Furthermore, the GDP per Capita 

development in Germany has been positive in recent years. Further, a decline is not to be expected 

(Schäuble, 2016). 

Altogether, Borussia Dortmund is definitely prone to changes in the economy and probably more 

than providers of products, being more essential for life. However, the elasticity of demand may not 

be underestimated. Furthermore, Statista combined information from the European Commission and 

projected a positive development in employment within the industrial sector, that especially prevails 

in the Ruhr-district (Statista, 2016b). Furthermore, the projected GDP is subject to be at least stable 

or even rise as well as inflation. Hence, one may conclude, that the broader economic landscape 

must be observed critically, however is currently not a cause for unease.  

5.1.2.4 Euro Interest Rates and Inflation 

Hitting headline after headline, the interest rate policy of the ECB does affect Borussia Dortmund as 

well. Inflation is forecasted by the ECB to rise from September 2016 to approximately 0.7% up to 

1.8% (ECB, 2016). That is even more interesting, as the ECB itself has the best tool to influence it by 

simply lowering the interest rate, hence, enhancing the money supply. As it has done for the recent 

past, the inflation rate is subject to rise and is projected to do so. The reason why that is important, is 

that it is often used as a proxy for the risk-free rate within the market and is an important input for 

the CAPM model. Furthermore, it constitutes how expensive it is for Borussia Dortmund to take on 

loans or debt.  

5.1.3 Social Factors 
Factors within this section could pose a threat to the company, as they are related with sociological 

and/or demographic factors.  
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5.1.3.1 Demographic Development in Germany 

As almost any other industrialised country, German society suffers from a rising average age amongst 

its population (Destatis, 2016). As this poses a threat in the mid- to long-term future, it does not 

inflict immediate damage. However, it might affect the future amount of supporters and potential 

customers of the company. Furthermore, any other sector and/or industry is affected by this 

development. 

5.1.3.2 Penetrating Emerging Markets 

As the company´s strategy is to expand to other growing markets, the possible future amount of 

supporters and/or customers, is subject to rise. This is based on the assumption, that Borussia 

Dortmund is able to continuously succeed in both, financial matters and sports. Furthermore, 

identification roles are important for such countries. It is not by coincidence, that players as Christian 

Pulisic or Shinji Kagawa are part of the team, in times of promising market growth in the US and Asia. 

Yet again, football is not a rational industry and promotes feelings. Hence, supporters are more likely 

to cheer and support football players of their respective country or region.  

Borussia Dortmund opened a subsidiary in China, being responsible for Branding in the Asian market 

(BVB Annual Report, 2016). Furthermore, a report published by Deloitte on an annual basis reveals 

the Asian market as the bright future market (Deloitte, 2016a). This market opening is even 

supported by the Chinese government, as they would like to promote football in their country. 

Firstly, Chinese football clubs will have more money available to sign up players from other clubs, 

including Borussia Dortmund resulting in a further inflation in transfer fee prices. Secondly, European 

football and Borussia Dortmund as such might be able to attract further spectators via television or 

future online channels, resulting in increasing income from TV-advertising, merchandising or 

marketing.  

The sheer number of potential new customers in the Asian and US market is outstanding. However, 

one must be critical on to what extent this is a contemporary development or a sustainable market 

growth. 

5.1.4 Technological 
The football industry is naturally less prone to technological, disruptive innovations. By sheer logic, 

one may arise at the very same conclusion, as the sports itself nor its rules is affected by any 

technological breakthroughs. Stadium, property and other assets might be subject to these 

technological influences, though one may assume that these are minor.  

5.1.4.1 Virtual Reality, Match-Day Experience and Big Data 

Any of these topics are being discussed within the football industry (Deloitte, 2016a) as well as sports 

entertainment in general (Deloitte, 2016b). Virtual Reality being a potential stadium-experience for 
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home-viewers might turn into a radical innovation for the industry. 

Data analytics for the football industry does already play a major role on the pitch as well as off the 

pitch. More and more statistics being published regarding performance of players making them more 

and more comparable. Just to name a recent example, firstly being applied during the European 

Championship in 2016, ´Packing´ became a widely discussed statistical measure within the world of 

football. Being introduced by former professional player ´Stefan Reinartz´, the term basically 

describes how many players are taken of the game by placing the ball behind them (Honigstein, 

2016). Applying this figure to defenders, it becomes the most significant variable, correlating with 

actually winning the game. This is just one example of how the industry sees innovations from time 

to time.  

5.1.4.2 Cyber Risk 

Whereas, the stadium is subject to constant renovation and upgrading, these costs were historically 

accounted for, did not create major costs and are not expected to differ substantially in the near 

future (Borrusia Dortmund e.V., 2016) As was depicted within the financial analysis, intangible assets, 

i. e. players, are the second largest asset item.  

A further potential technological development is associated with potential future online channels. As 

of now, television rights for football games are very expensive to acquire and generate vast sums of 

money. However, the industry will have to account for the future nonexistence of classic television. 

Deloitte is highlighting the risk of cyber attacks by stating that “the very tools used to gain a 

competitive advantage could expose organizations to new cyber threats.” (Deloitte, 2016b) 

Unfortunately, Borussia Dortmund does not disclose any measures taken against such potential 

cyber risks, however, they incorporate risk management within their management (Dortmund GmbH 

& CO. KGaA, Borussia, 2016). Hence, if such risks were to be preeminent for the company, one may 

assume such risks being identified, classified and dealt with accordingly.  

By concluding that technological impacts on the company are of lesser significance, there is a risk of 

not identifying any unprecedented innovations. However, the probability of such influences arising in 

addition to changing the business model or the industry as such, is assumed to be near zero. 
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5.2 Meso/Industry Analysis 

This section aims on elaborating on the 

competitive environment Borussia Dortmund 

is facing within the football industry. As 

depicted within the Methodology section, 

Porter´s Five Forces structure this section and 

ensure academic excellence. Furthermore, the 

level of competiveness within an industry 

determines the profitability, having a negative 

correlation as higher competition yields lower 

profitability and vice versa (Petersen et al., 

2017). As briefly mentioned earlier, a slight 

adaption of the model is necessary and 

conducted before applying the model on the 

international club-football industry.    Figure 5.2 (Porter, 1979. own creation) 

5.2.1 Customer Recognition 
This section tries to make a further differentiation of customers for Borussia Dortmund, as so far, the 

term has been used interchangeably with supporters, fans, companies as well as other stakeholders 

interacting within the boundaries of a customer - supplier relationship. This lack of differentiation 

might lead to a lack of precision when forecasting revenue streams later on in the process. 

Moreover, it might cause confusion for the sections to come within the industry and company 

analyses. Hence, the following figure depicts a list of various customers as well as the revenue 

streams that Borussia Dortmund discloses. This list is very simplified and might be expanded further, 

splitting the customer groups more detailed. However, the purpose is to simply give the reader a 

picture of how diversified the competition for the various groups is and how those groups might 

generate revenue.  

 

As the sources of revenue are analysed further in the company analysis, a short description of the 

table suffices. Most of the classifications is rather generic. It remains to state, that a differentiation 

between core supporters and other individuals is necessary, as the emotional attachment towards 

the club is higher for the first group. Supporters of the club contribute massively to the atmosphere 

Match Operations TV-Marketing Advertising Catering, Conference, Misc. Transfers

Core Supporters x

Other Individuals x x

Main Sponsors x x

Other Companies x x x

Football Clubs x

Football Institutions x x
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in the stadium as they partake in choreographies, songs, etc. Furthermore, their switching costs for 

following another club or going to another stadium are massively higher than for other individuals 

visiting the stadium for various other reasons.  

Regarding sponsors, one must know that those are not limited to solely engage in relationships with 

just one football club. For example, Puma sponsors Arsenal, Borussia Dortmund as well as plenty of 

other clubs within other sports (Puma, 2016). 

The various revenue streams reveal that other football clubs are willing to pay extraordinary 

amounts of money to sign up players from Borussia Dortmund. Hence, the question arises, whether 

these clubs are customers and if they are buying the service of developing players. Essentially, there 

are two views, one saying that players should be treated as employees and are not to be regarded as 

products. The other view would argue in favour of treating the development of the players as a 

service. Apart from highly troubling ethical questions that will not see further elaboration within this 

chapter, this also leads to a rather economical problem, as the exact value added to the players is 

firstly, difficult to estimate and secondly impossible to forecast for future revenues.  

5.2.2 Threat of Substitution 
Concerning potential substitutes for the product football, with all its various sub-patterns as unfolded 

within the company-analysis, one must distinguish between customers based on the recognition 

criteria. The reason is rather simple, as a fan who would want to follow its favourite club, there is 

simply no other substituting product of other sports or entertainment, to gain a broader grasp. 

Football is the most popular sport in Germany and Europe (Statista, 2016a). Furthermore, the 

industry is expanding to new markets in Asia with Borussia Dortmund being represented in 

Singapore. Hence, one may conclude that for sponsors there are other substitutes, e. g. other sports 

like American Football or Baseball. But for core supporters there is simply no alternative than 

following this very club. 

The threat of substituting products is not seem eminent within the market. Yet again, that is based 

on historical events and might indeed change in the future. However, for the time being, the industry 

does not seem to face any major threat of substitution. Hence, there are no effects on variables for 

the forecast. 

5.2.3 Threat of New Entrants 
As to comment on the threats of new entrants, one must know that the industry of European, 

international as well as German football is well established. It took time, effort and vast amounts of 

money to establish Borussia Dortmund or Bayern Munich as the brands they are today. Not even 

mentioning Manchester United, Real Madrid or FC Barcelona, new entrants to the industry are not 

only prohibited by the necessary factors and capital just mentioned.  

Regulations pose another barrier to entry, as the number of partaking teams in each league and the 
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Champions League is limited by rules. Whilst it is possible to promote through all the leagues and 

ending up in one of the top divisions, the time and effort needed to do so is extraordinary. 

Furthermore, Borussia Dortmund is already a well-established brand in German football.  

However, one may not totally disregard the probability of such newcomers endangering the 

positioning in the future. Two examples are TSG 1899 Hoffenheim and RB Leipzig who are backed up 

by wealthy investors. Whereas, Hoffenheim promoted from the 6th division all the way to the 

Bundesliga by the help of SAP-founder Dietmar Hopp, RB Leipzig draws upon financial resources of 

Red Bull. This lead RB Leipzig promoting to the Bundesliga just in 2016. However, the two projects 

took six to seven years each. Furthermore, they are not endangering Borussia Dortmund´s 

positioning as a brand nor by attracting its investors.  

Concluding this section, the threat of new entrants to the industry leading to a decline in returns is 

not eminent at the time being. Furthermore, any revenue streams such new entrants could affect are 

secured by contracts for Borussia Dortmund. Hence, no specific effects on the forecast are being 

identified.  

5.2.4 Bargaining Power of Suppliers 
Suppliers within the industry comprise of a various set of companies. Typical suppliers within the 

industry are medical centres, sponsors providing the merchandise and several smaller companies 

providing services and minor goods to the clubs. Whilst, the industry indeed inherits high switching 

costs as elaborated earlier, there are literally no significant products any major supplier is providing 

for the industry.  

Several relationships may be put to question in this section and what exactly constitutes the buyer-

seller relationship within the industry. For instance, one might view other clubs as suppliers of 

players to other clubs. However, those operate within the very same industry. Within the industry, 

bargaining power is a very interesting topic. For instance, clubs know that the English Premier League 

is blessed with more resources than any other league. Hence, transfer fees in England have been 

blown out of proportion.  

Furthermore, it is common practice within the industry to sell players within the league at a higher 

rate than selling them to a club abroad, as to not strengthen immediate opponents in the league.  

Yet another view is to perceive the players as suppliers, providing their services to the clubs. One 

might argue, that these suppliers indeed inherit high bargaining power, even being organized in 

unions. Furthermore, their product is vital to the industry. It remains to conclude, that players have 

bargaining power over individual clubs. However, their fate is entwined with the industry itself.  
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No specific suppliers with extraordinary high bargaining power were identified within the industry. 

Hence, there are no effects on any of the forecast variables.  

5.2.5 Bargaining Power of Customers 
As previously mentioned, customer groups differ vastly in motivation and involvement with the club 

and company. Hence, the various groups are to be analysed in detail. Please note, that the sections 

solely describe customer groups´ influence if deemed significant.  

5.2.5.1 Core-Supporters 

Being responsible for the atmosphere within the stadium as well as giving the club its identity, core 

supporters inherit a massive bargaining power over the company. Besides Watzke and Treß 

mentioning the vital importance of the supporters, there are several examples and just to name a 

few in 2012 the atmosphere suffered from core supporters not making any noise during the first 

twelve minutes of the game against Düsseldorf (Nienhaus, 2012). Another example is the protest 

against rising tickets prices in Stuttgart in 2016, where supporters remained silent for the first 20 

minutes of the game (Spiegel, 2016). One may just assume, that this is also the reason why Watzke 

explicitly stated during his AGM-speech that tickets prices are not subject to any increases, apart 

from mimicking inflation (Watzke, 2016). 

5.2.5.2 Sponsors 

Sponsors deserve special mentioning as well, as their financial contribution is massive to the 

accounts of Borussia Dortmund. Between one fourth and one third of the total revenues is made of 

advertising via sponsors. Unfortunately, we do not get to see the individual contributions of the 

various sponsors. Though, what remains true is that the sponsors make up a “large portion of sales”, 

and are hence deemed “powerful” (Petersen et al., 2017, see chapter 8). However, the switching 

costs for such sponsors are presumably large, as the sponsors established a long-lasting relationship 

with Borussia Dortmund and benefit from the brand value. This is reflected in ever-increasing 

amounts of Advertising in Borussia Dortmund´s accounts (BVB Annual Report, 2016, see Appendix 4) 

5.2.6 Rivalry 
This section explores on the nature of rivalry within the industry. “Competition can go from sparse or 

gentle to intense and warlike” (Petersen et al., 2017, see Chapter 8, "Strategic Analysis"). Several 

factors influence the degree of such.  

5.2.6.1 Amount of Competitors 

One must be aware that much of the competition is infringed by set rules and regulations. For 

instance, the amount of potential competitors for sponsors that would like to promote in the first 

German division is narrowed to 18 teams. Hence, the bargaining power for the clubs towards 

potential sponsors is regarded as higher than the other way around. Chapter 3 introduces the rising 
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potential of the brand ´Bundesliga´. Given the assumptions, that companies would want to be 

present in Europe´s largest single market with 82 million inhabitants, a fairly good starting point is 

promoting a brand within the national sports. That being football, is also the reason why revenue 

from Advertising was constantly on the rise during the analytical period for Borussia Dortmund. 

International competition is different though. Companies as well as private customers might be 

drawn to other football leagues  

5.2.6.2 Football – A Commodity? 

The question whether football is a commodity cannot simply be answered by ´yes´ or ´no´. The 

various customer groups perceive the product they obtain differently. In easy words, the elasticity of 

demand for core-supporters is higher than the elasticity of demand for other individuals, e. g. 

families spending time together. Rather than going to a football match they might as well attend 

other sports events. For fans supporting the club for years already and attending every home match, 

switching costs are extremely high. Not only did those supporters spent money on products and 

tickets but also enormous amounts of time and effort on partaking and contributing to the club. Not 

to forget social contacts evolved around the club and other supporter groups.  

It may be concluded that the product for some of the customers is merely a commodity. However, 

for the vast amount of customers, the industry provides relationships, emotions, feasible advertising 

options, events in an outstanding atmosphere and attachment for B2C as well as B2B customers.  

5.2.6.3 Exit Barriers and Fixed Costs 

What constitutes the industry as no other factor is the extremely high exit barriers and fixed costs 

football clubs have. The ownership of a stadium, as valuable as it might seem, comes with massive 

fixed costs, depreciation, overhaul etc. Furthermore, intangible assets comprised mainly of players 

stems a massive portion of total assets as seen within the financial analysis. Depreciation of such 

contributes to fixed costs within the industry, as the accounting for and depreciation of players is 

mandatory by law.  

Quite simply, the sole purpose of a football club is to provide football on the highest level possible to 

its customers. Exiting the industry means abandoning this very aim, hence leading to a dissolve of the 

company itself. An exit of the industry would involve the disposal of the players, stadium, training 

grounds, material, cars etc. Hence, the value of such would not be on a going-concern value but 

rather on a disposal-value. The more liquid those assets are, the more the value represents the fair 

value of such assets (Petersen et al., 2017). This contributes further to the massively high exit 

barriers of the industry. 
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5.2.6.4 Geographic and Sportive Rivalry 

First and foremost, FC Schalke 04 embodies the biggest rival when it comes to competing for 

sponsors and fans in the area (Seydler, 2013). With just 35 kilometres away from one another, the 

other Ruhr-district based club stands for similar values and draws back on a similar history as 

Borussia Dortmund, as being founded by miners. The working-class attitude towards football is 

obviously not longer present on the pitch, however, still an integral part of the branding of both 

clubs. Apart from the sportive rivalry, many a player has decided to swap jerseys between the two 

working-class clubs (transfermarkt.de, 2000b). Amongst fans, this has caused further tension and 

turmoil throughout the years. Hence, the Ruhr-derby has established as one of the biggest derbies in 

European football (Pramesh, 2014).  

As North Rhine Westfalia has a vast amount of inhabitants, it is no surprise that there are plenty of 

professional football clubs located in that state of Germany. FC Köln, Alemania Aachen, Bayer 

Leverkusen or FC Düsseldorf are just a few to mention.  

Fortunately enough, Borussia Dortmund has by far been the most successful club on and off the pitch 

in recent years. Hence, attractiveness for potential sponsors and fans may be assumed the highest 

for Borussia Dortmund compared to the other clubs.  

5.3 Company Analysis  

This section analyses how the company manages to generate the revenue streams one saw 

developing within the financial analysis. The basic questions to ask are what exactly generates the 

revenue streams and to what extent is the company able to influence these streams.  

Primarily, literature suggests to conduct a value-chain analysis in order to assess the “competitive 

strength of the company relative to its peers.” (Petersen et al., 2017, Chapter 8). However, several 

sources describing the industry as well as Borussia Dortmund itself use the terminology “pillar” (BVB 

Annual Report, 2016; KPMG, 2016; Seydler, 2013). The two concepts are of similar expressionism as 

both describe core operations and how these add value to the stakeholders. Hence, the pillars of 

Borussia Dortmund and of its peers are introduced in the following section. 

5.3.1 Classic Pillars of Football  
As shown within the financial analysis, Borussia Dortmund generates revenues from various sources 

of income. However, one may narrow it down to the core business of football with its “classic pillars 

of revenue: games, TV marketing, advertising, retail, and transfers” (Borussia Dortmund GmbH & CO. 

KGaA, 2016). Figure 5.3.1b shows the pillars in visual form, in Borussia Dortmund´s case constituting 

the competitive advantage. Indeed these pillars are utilized not only by the peer group but by the 

vast majority of football companies (Deloitte, 2016a; KPMG, 2016; Seydler, 2013). Figure 5.3.1a 

depicts the increasing importance of TV-Marketing, Transfers and Advertising in German professional 
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football. Contrary, other income, Merchandising and Match Operations remained on a more or less 

constant level. 

 

Figure 5.3.1a (Statista, 2016)  

As mentioned earlier, various customer groups are responsible for the creation of such revenue 

streams. Each of these revenue streams is examined in turn, explaining the exact source of value 

creation as well as the nature of such. Each of the pillars is being discussed in turn, adding the 

ownership of the stadium as a least section of this chapter. Furthermore, the value creators 

Merchandising and Catering, Conference, Miscallenous have been merged, in order to achieve 

coherence between the financial analysis section and the strategic analysis. Furthermore, the classic 

pillars of football constitute the five, whereas Borussia Dortmund decided to split up the revenue 

streams from 2014 onwards.  
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Figure 5.3.1b (Source: Own Research, Borussia Dortmund GmbH & CO. KGaA, 2000; Dortmund GmbH 

& CO. KGaA, Borussia, 2016; Seydler, 2013) 

5.3.2 Match Operations 
Borussia Dortmund´s infamous home ground is the ´Signal Iduna Park´. It does not only make up a 

vast amount of the company´s Property, Plant and Equipment, but is also the largest stadium in 

Germany (see Appendix 10). Furthermore, Borussia Dortmund may proudly reveal that it has the 

highest attendance on average in Germany (see Appendix 9). An incredible average amount of 

81.178 spectators were watching football in the Signal Iduna Park stadium in 2016, meaning that 

every single game was almost sold-out. Furthermore, this means that Borussia Dortmund had the 

highest average attendance rate across Europe. A tiny margin of error remains, where Signal Iduna 

Park fits 81.359 people. The ownership of the stadium is a very important factor, contributing to 

value creation within the football industry (KPMG, 2016). The revenue streams that derive from the 

match operations are being discussed in turn within this section, excluding opportunity costs of not 

having to pay rent. Firstly, Season tickets are being described followed by match-day tickets. These 

revenue streams incorporate operations during any of the match, national as well as international.  

5.3.2.1 Season Tickets 

For the campaign 2016/2017 an amount of 55,000 tickets were issued, showing that the tickets are in 

incredibly high demand (BVB Annual Report, 2016). Just 94 fans did chose not to renew their season 

tickets, according to Borussia Dortmund mostly due to personal reasons. This renewal rate 

constitutes for a record-breaking 99.85% (Borussia Dortmund e.V., 2000).  
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The sale of season tickets holds several advantages for Borussia Dortmund. Firstly, the company 

receives an income of cash before the season even starts and may operate with the cash being 

accounted for in deferred income (BVB Annual Report, 2016). Secondly, most of the season tickets 

award places within the famous “Südkurve”, the stands right behind the home goal (Borrusia 

Dortmund e.V., 2016). It is that very stand vastly contributing to the atmosphere within the stadium. 

Therefore, it is unlikely, that the unique atmosphere will suffer from lacking support any time soon. 

The amount of season tickets being sold is on the rise ever since, peaking this year with 55,000 

(Seydler, 2013). Hence, there is no reason for assuming a decline in the near future, however, neither 

an increase as a portion of match-day tickets is to be made available for other fan-groups, such as 

away fans, affiliated companies etc.  

Financially, Borussia Dortmund discloses the deferred income from season ticket sales under note 12 

in its annual report. Amounts have been rising throughout the analytical period, peaking in 2016 with 

15.8 million € (BVB Annual Report, 2016). The question must be asked, whether that amount is rising 

due to the amount sold or the rising prices? As tickets prices solely mimic an increase in inflation, the 

latter option may be disregarded. Hence, this item depicts an ever rising as well as stable and solid 

income from a loyal fan base.  

5.3.2.2 Match-Day Tickets 

This item includes tickets for home games issued to anyone attending as well as friendlies being 

played during pre-season, e.g. during the promotion tour in Asia in 2015 (BVB Annual Report, 2016). 

Yet again, the company managed to increase this revenue stream from 2015 to 2016. However, one 

must notice that by partaking in the Europa League, the club played additional matches. As this one-

time more or less unsuccessful season for Borussia Dortmund in 2015 lead to the qualification for the 

Europa League, in the future the revenue streams should level back to normal.  

A further mentioning has to be made towards the occupancy of the stadium during international 

matches. The income generated is comparably lower, as standing places are prohibited by the UEFA. 

Hence, only about 66,000 fans find space in the stadium, as seats are to be provided and less space is 

available to fans (Seydler, 2013).  

5.3.3 TV-Marketing 
Another factor that contributes to the value creation is, that football matches can be followed almost 

anywhere on the world on television by now. What exactly contributes to the income from TV-

Marketing Borussia Dortmund unfolds into three areas: Domestic income, UEFA distributions and 

DFB distributions (BVB Annual Report, 2016). However, the terminology being somewhat misleading, 

this chapter further unfolds the pillar into ´Bundesliga´, ´UEFA-CUP´ and ´DFB-Cup´, with the second 
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term representing the Europa League or Champions League, depending on which cup the club is 

performing in.  

5.3.3.1 Bundesliga 

The DFL is responsible for negotiating with TV-stations in regards of rights to broadcasting. 

Furthermore, it is responsible for distributing the revenues amongst the first and second division in 

German professional football. Just in 2016, a new TV-deal was stroke between the DFL and TV 

broadcasters willing to buy the rights. After several discussions amongst clubs and confederation 

over how much tradition, buying power and brand attractiveness of clubs should play a role in 

distributing the money, the following revenue-distribution emerged: 

“National income 

 70% Positioning (5years) 

 23% (Competition Zones – first 6 teams – relegation teams get the same amount) 

 2% Youth-Education (minutes played by U23 players from DFB) 

 5% Sustainability (20 years in 1st and 2nd division)” 

“International Income 

 25% equally weighted distribution on 18 first division teams 

 50% (5years results in EUROPE) 

 25% (Starting spots in EL and CL)” 

(Eder, 2016) 

National and international income refers to where the payments were generated. National income is 

again categorized into four categories. The exact technical distribution is thoroughly explained by 

various resources, however, it is easy to see success translates into revenues. Only a minor portion is 

allocated based on youth player development, as well as a sustainability bonus, some sort of 

benefiting the traditional clubs. International income is distributed more equally, however, the 

international performing clubs may expect a bigger share of the pie than its less successful peers in 

the Bundesliga.  

As shown within the PEST-Analysis, the new TV-Deal yields 4.64 billion € for four years from 

2017/2018 onwards. The old TV-Deal yielded 2.51 billion €, an increase by 85%. 65% of the sum is 

distributed equally and 35% based on historical performance (TOTALSPORTEK2, 2016).  

5.3.3.2 UEFA-Cup 

The Revenue Distribution of the UEFA varies depending on the revenue generated in each season. 

Generally, the Champions League receives 3.3 as much as the Euro League does. Furthermore, the 
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revenue distribution in 2016/2017 follows a 60-40 distribution. 60% of the revenues are allocated 

according to a fixed amount and 40% based on a variable amount, also called the ´market pool´. The 

fixed amount represents actual performance at the very year of participation. The variable amount is 

split in half again. One half accounts for “the performance in the previous domestic championship”, 

whereas the four German clubs receive 40%, 30%, 20% and 10% for finishing first, second, third and 

fourth in the previous season. The second half represents “the value of each market will be paid in 

proportion to the number of matches played by each club” (UEFA, 2016).  

Qualification rounds for Champions League and Europa League may be disregarded as amounts are 

only marginal the process of revenue allocation is somewhat difficult and readers may engage in 

further research and reading, however, the main factors have been listed above and were and are 

not subject to major changes according to the UEFA (UEFA, 2016).  

5.3.3.3 DFB-Cup 

Income from the German domestic cup-competition is simply distributed according to reaching 

stages. In total the cup comprises of 64 partaking teams. The payments have been somewhat volatile 

in the past, but in 2016 winning the Cup would yield a 3,5 million € payment (DFB, 2016; Fußball-

Geld, 2013). The distribution is rather trivial as the amounts simply double from reaching one stage 

to the next, apart from the final. Table 5.3.3.3 summarizes the reward payments for partaking in the 

DFB-Cup. 

 

Table 5.3.3.3 (Source: Own Creation, Fußball-Geld, 2013) 

One may easily depict an upward trend in payments. Amongst other factors discussed earlier, this is 

another indication that German professional football is becoming more and more attractive, even 

outside Germany and Europe, as more payments for partaking clubs may only be awarded if more 

people are watching it and are interested in the outcome of the competition. 

5.3.4 Advertising 
Income streams from advertising are due to deals stroke with sponsors (BVB Annual Report, 2016). 

As the name of the stadium reveals, ´Signal Iduna Holding AG´ represents one of the three main 

sponsors, with the company owning the naming rights to the stadium. This is common practice in the 

€ Thousands 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010

1st Round 155 140 140 72 74 100 100 100

2nd Round 310 268 268 183 183 250 250 238

3rd Round 630 527 527 431 431 531 531 494

Quarter Final 1265 1041 1041 820 820 1125 1125 1038

Semi Final 2550 2073 2073 1250 1250 1750 1750 1750

Second 3260 2500 2500 1400 1400 2000 2000 2000

Winner 4540 3500 3500 1700 1700 2500 2500 2500
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football industry with names as New Emirates Stadium for FC Arsenal London, Allianz Arena in 

Munich or Coface Arena for FSV Mainz 05.  

The other two main sponsors are ´Puma SE´ for the kit and the main sponsor ´Evonik Inudstries AG´. 

Furthermore, the company engages in a programme called “Borussia Dortmund´s Champion 

Partners”, promoting these sponsors on visible places within the stadium and during tv-coverage 

throughout the year. Furthermore, services of such champion partners are being drawn upon when 

needs be. For instance, when having away games the club is flying with Turkish Airlines. This 

programme is designed and aims on strengthening the ties with its sponsors. 

Yet another time, the Asia tour as well as the new subsidiary in Singapore promotes the brand 

Borussia Dortmund further in the Asian market. Borussia Dortmund itself promotes the idea of 

further engagement in the market and concludes that the company inherits “rapidly growing appeal 

in Asia” (BVB Annual Report, 2016, page 109).  

Sustainability with sponsors plays a significant role, as Evonik Industries was retained as a main 

sponsor since 2006. Signal Iduna still has an ongoing contract for the naming rights until the year 

2021. Puma is a partner since 2012. The sponsor is responsible for equipping the professional squad 

as well as amateur and youth teams. Furthermore, products within merchandising are subject to 

sponsoring of Puma (BVB Annual Report, 2016; Seydler, 2013).  

5.3.5 Merchandising, Conference, Catering, miscallenous 
Merchandising represents products being sold to fans and supporters via several sales channels. 

Borussia Dortmund discloses, that sales are conducted via six Fan shops in the Ruhr-area, eleven fan-

shops at and around Signal Iduna park, B2B-sales channels, mail-order business and mobile sales 

channels (BVB Annual Report, 2016, page 111). Sales of these items are subject to increase 

depending on the performance of the squad as well as having internationally recognized stars in the 

team. For readers, not being interested in football that might sound rather weird, however, it is a 

well-known phenomena that well-known players generate jersey sales for their clubs 

(TOTALSPORTEK2, 2016). Actually it is not surprising, that more supporters would like to buy a jersey 

of Messi, Ronaldo or Ibrahimovic than other football players. However, most people tend to overlook 

that these income streams are flowing in to the clubs, not the players themselves. Borussia 

Dortmund dedicates a company on its own to operate the merchandising sector, namely ´BVB 

Merchandising GmbH´.  

Conference, Catering, miscallenous discloses income generated from conferences, bookings for the 

stadium, catering during matches or other events. Being rather generic, the amount of matches as 
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well as the amount of bookings for non-football events drives the revenue generated under this very 

item.  

As mentioned within the financial analysis, miscallenous refers to release fees for national team 

players. Hence, the more national team players Borussia Dortmund is able to produce, the more 

income it generates from this item.  

5.3.6 Transfers 
As being discovered within the financial analysis, this pillar has been by far the most volatile. 

Furthermore, it is also subject to the biggest changes in the future due to the penetration of new 

markets, higher buying power within the market due to investors and new tv-deals as well as the 

issue of the potential final implementation of FFP. These issues have been discussed in detail within 

the macro and industry sections. Hence, it remains to state what exactly this revenue stream is made 

off. 

Any players being sold within the period generate a transfer income, being players over 18 years as 

no contracts are to be entered before that. Players with expiring contracts are not subject to any 

transfer fees. The basic question for the forecast of the model remains whether a) these fees are part 

of the business strategy of Borussia Dortmund as of 2016 and b) these are recurring or non-recurring 

events to be excluded from the forecast.  

Whereas, the development of young players definitely was a part of Borussia Dortmund´s strategy in 

order to recover from the heavy burden of financial debt, this may be questioned as of today. The 

reason for that is, that the club established in the Bundesliga as the undisputed second after Bayern 

Munich. Hence, expectations as well as goals shifted tremendously after titles were won and 

financial independence was restored. According to officials and annual reports, the club will not pay 

outstanding amounts in transfer fees in the future, hence, one may assume that no absolute world-

class players are to be signed up anytime in the near future. However, the time of merely educating 

players for bigger clubs may assumed to be over as ambitions shifted (AudiStarTalk, 2016; BVB 

Annual Report, 2015; BVB Annual Report, 2016; Tress, 2016; Watzke, 2016).  

Secondly, transfer fees are certainly recurring events. However, the sheer amount as well as timing 

of such are impossible to forecast. This stems from the macro- and meso-factors mentioned earlier 

but also from the rapidly changing environment the company is operating in. One thing is for sure, 

namely that Borussia Dortmund will under no circumstances endanger its financial position again. 

Hence, the large cash position is hold in order to sell off any debts outstanding, as well as being 

subject to reinvestment. Hence, future transfer fees generated are also subject to reinvestment as 

the level of competition is to be hold by the club. 
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6. Conclusion to the Fundamental Analysis 

The following chapter depicts a SWOT-analysis of Borussia Dortmund. Afterwards the unravelled 

financial an strategic value drivers are mapped, giving the reader a brief overview and conclusion of 

the fundamental analysis.  

6.1 SWOT-Analysis 
The following section serves as a conclusion to the strategic analysis. Any points elucidated within 

Chapter 5 are briefly listed and displayed within figure 6.1. The SWOT is split in Internal and External 

Factors, the former comprising of Strengths and Weaknesses and the later of Opportunities and 

Threats.  

 

Figure 6.1 (Own Creation) 

In general, Borussia Dortmund may be described as a financially healthy and managed to compile a 

vast amount of cash. This poses a threat as well as an opportunity, as the company needs to be able 

to re-invest the money profitably. Historically, the management did not give a cause for concern. Its 

loyal fan-base gives Borussia Dortmund the advantage on counting on stable income streams from 

match operations. Talking about stable income, long-term agreements with sponsors and Catering 

combined with Merchandising embody stable streams of future income, not having substantial 

growth potential. However, transfers and income from TV-Marketing, even though subject to 

increase by 85% due to the new Deal, are heavily dependent on sporting success or simply on 

individual player´s performance. By now, the company managed to establish as the number two in 

German football and being amongst the constantly competing clubs in the Champions League.  

Penetrating new markets such as Asia is pretty much an unknown as of yet. Merchandise as well as 

Advertising are assumed to be positively affected within the next two to three years. Further 

increases in financial resources are due to be reinvested as well as the large cash position.  
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6.2 Value-Driver Map 
The following table presents the main value drivers for the forecast in chapter seven.  

Strategic Value Driver (Causing Variables) Financial Value Driver 

Match Attendance (Success, Attractiveness, Fanbase) Match Operations 

Sponsors (Success, Attractiveness) Advertising 

Sale of television rights (Success) TV-Marketing 

Utilisation of the Stadium and sale of Merchandise 
(Fanbase, Success) 

Merchandising, Conference, other and 
Catering 

Sale of Players (Success, Player´s performance) Transfer Deals 

Additional income from television rights Additional Income from TV-Marketing 

Figure 6.2 (Own creation) 

One must know, that the following chapter unveils the relation between the main sources of value 

creation and the other items within financial statements. This very list is not exhaustive and is not 

equal to the one Petersen et. al mention. It rather depicts the most integral value drivers, the other 

items being dependant on the stream of revenues. This is due to the industry and the company as 

was unfolded within chapter four and five.  

7. Forecast 

The former analyses unravelled behaviours of line items within the financial statements. 

Furthermore, the strategic value drivers behind the financial value drivers have been identified. 

Based on these findings, the following chapter introduces the design of and inputs for the pro-forma 

statements. Please note, that only incremental value drivers are explicitly forecasted. At first, the 

forecasted income statement will be subject to elaboration. Afterwards, the pro-forma balance sheet 

will be discussed.  

7.1 Income Statement 
The following sections each briefly list the individual input factors for the Pro-Forma Statements 

displayed within Appendix 12. In order to catch any developments, total revenues excluding and 

including transfer fees are and were being analysed.  

7.1.1 Revenue Streams 

Match Operations 

Clearly, this item simply increases by the inflation rate. There are many way approximating an 

inflation rate, whereas the ECB´s target remains around 1.7%, inflation.eu a provider of data for 

inflation in all European countries estimates the historical inflation rate for 2016 to be 1.68% 

(inflation.eu, 2016).  Furthermore, based on the assumption that Borussia Dortmund qualifies for the 

Champions League within the forecast period, no additional matches are being played as in 2016 in 

the Europa League. Hence, the amount of match operations converges back to normal, just being 

increased by inflation rate year on year.  
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Advertising 

After Borussia Dortmund penetrated and still establishes within the new markets, a further increase 

in earnings from Advertising is expected. After the steady decline, the company managed to lift it to 

12% growth in 2016, leading to a 30% weighting of total steady revenues. This is primarily to the new 

markets and income from international Advertising. However, the basic amount of the income is 

predetermined via the long-standing relationships with its three main sponsors and the Champion 

programme. The company does not disclose any further information. The growth is expected to 

decline and converge, as the Brand will be established within the new markets. Hence, the item is 

allowed to grow by 8% in the first year, 5% in the second and converge to 2% in the long-run.  

TV-Marketing 

The new TV-Deal yields 85% more income. Based on historical data, the growth converged to 

between 0.5% and 0.8% growth due to higher international income. Based on these inputs, TV-

Marketing is allowed to grow by a prudent estimate of 0.5% per year. As the new TV-Deal comes into 

effect from 2017/2018 onwards, Additional Income from TV-Marketing is introduced. According to 

various sources, the deal yields 1.4 billion € per season. 65% is distributed equally amongst the 18 

clubs and 35% based on historical performance (TOTALSPORTEK2, 2016). However, exact figures for 

the projected revenues are difficult to estimate. Furthermore, a 85% mark-up from 2017/2018 is not 

appropriate as the income is divided more evenly amongst all German professional clubs, including 

the 2nd division. Therefore, the 85% increase are distributed among the forecast period, leaving the 

terminal period with a 23% increase for future TV-Deals. The slight increase is grounded in the 

prospects within the industry.  

Transfers 

Being by far the most difficult measure to forecast, the transfer of Henrikh Mkhitaryan is included in 

2017. Onwards, the development of the relatively young squad presumably does not yield any major 

future income within the next two periods, apart from the player just mentioned. Dortmund states, 

that the team must be developed first. However, one cannot accurately forecast the transfers, 

hence, from 2018/2019 onwards, a prudent below-average figure of 20 million € is applied, hoping to 

yield a somewhat accurate proxy of future transfer deals. This proxy is being tested with a sensitivity 

analysis later on, giving the reader an idea on how to observe transfer behaviour and how it impacts 

the value of Borussia Dortmund. 

Conference, Catering, miscellaneous 

This item is allowed to grow due to the branch being newly established and generating fair returns in 

the past. However, it is expected to converge to a rather normal growth rate and the terminal period 

yields merely growth of 2.2%.  
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Merchandising 

Merchandising is allowed to remain around its historically stable state, in the long run converging to 

the inflation rate of 1.7%.  

Other Operating Income 

Other operating income is allowed to remain at 1.0% of non-transfer revenues. The only historical 

exception was due to the insurance payment for not qualifying for the Champions League. This is not 

expected to reoccur.  

7.1.2 Development of Costs 
Figure 7.1.2 depicts the historical percentage of costs to total revenues, excluding transfers. The 

reason for excluding transfers is, that there are no costs being directly correlated with transfer fees. 

Partly, other operating expenses rise, when the amount of transfers is rising. Hence, it is not the fee 

but the amount of transfers itself causing it. However, one may easily see a trend in cost 

development within recent years. Each of the costs are elucidated on an explained further in turn of 

appearance.  

 

Figure 7.1.2 (BVB Annual Report, 2016, Own Research) 

Cost of Materials 

Reflecting past performance, this cost driver is subject to further rise due to more Catering activities 

as stated by the CFO (Tress, 2016).Hence, this cost is estimated to remain steadily at 9% of non-

transfer revenues.  

Personnel Expenses 

Since, the key players have been sold, this item is expected to see a drop, converging to its long-term 

average of 44.2%. The exact development of this item is as difficult to forecast as transfer fees due to 

the very same reason. One simply cannot predict how players develop. Salaries in football are very 

much linked to performance. Hence, one could estimate a sharper development of personnel 

expenses, however, it would probably be offset by higher transfer fees due to the sale of such or 

other players. Moreover, this variable is being tested on its sensitivity in Chapter 9.  

Other operating Expenses 

As Borussia Dortmund disclosed, the expenses rose primarily due to the higher amount of matches 

played. Due to the extraordinary amount of matches in 2016, this item is expected to converge back 

to the average of 38.8%. As this item was fluctuating and not clear correlation could be observed, 

averaging historical costs seems a fair assumption.  

Costs as Percentage of Revenue 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Cost of Materials 9.13% 7.85% 7.93% 6.90% 6.46% 5.47% 19.66%

Personnel Expenses 49.85% 44.74% 42.06% 41.91% 41.41% 44.00% 45.59%

Other operating expenses 45.23% 37.49% 34.62% 38.11% 36.52% 38.71% 40.80%
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7.1.3 Depreciation and Amortisation 
Depreciation and Amortisation needs to take into account Trade and other Financial Receivables as a 

basis. Figure 7.1.3a shows, that Amortisation of Intangible Assets historically fluctuated between 44.5 

and 33.0%. Averaging the last five years, the future amortisation of intangible assets is estimated to  

 

Figure 7.1.3a (Own Creation) 

 

Figure 7.1.3b (Own Creation) 

7.1.4 Tax Rate 
The historical tax rate showed somewhat volatile behaviour. However, averaging the effective tax 

rate of recent years yields a tax rate between almost 16% and 17.6%.  

 

Figure 7.1.4 (Own Creation) 

Applying the 5-year average is a fair assumption, due to the financial turmoil the company was facing 

and the two outliers in the first two years of the analytical period.  

7.2 Balance Sheet  
The following section explains the underlying forecast assumptions. For the balance sheet a higher 

degree of aggregation was chosen. Firstly, this is due to the main value drivers being identified within 

the revenues. Secondly, a higher degree of aggregation provides the analyst with latitude and there´s 

no need to individually forecast each and every item. Lastly, the special kind of industry plays a role. 

Selling a player merely transfers value from Intangible Assets to Trade Receivables or Cash. The 

active side of the balance sheet is changed, however the overall value remains stable.  

7.2.1 Current Assets 
For reasons of simplicity, current assets are split in three different items, namely prepaid expenses, 

trade receivables and other current assets. As is visible from the historical accounts, by excluding 

prepaid expenses and trade receivables, other current assets behaved linear.  

Amortisation of Intangible Assets -39.5% -33.6% -35.8% -37.1% -33.0% -44.5% -41.5%

Depreciation of PPE -5.8% -5.0% -4.4% -6.1% -5.5% -5.2% -5.0%

Estimates 5y Average

Total depreciation -12.85%

Amortisation of Intangible Assets -35.80%

Depreciation of PPE -5.37%

Effective tax rate: 14.27% 7.82% 17.96% 14.73% 24.76% 43.13% 0.45% AVG 5 years 17.59%

Theoratical tax rate: 32.81% 32.81% 32.81% 32.81% 32.81% 32.81% 32.81% AVG 7 years 15.91%
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Prepaid Expenses 

This item experienced a harsh increase in just this year. This is due to advance payments relating to 

the professional squad (BVB Annual Report, 2016). As this was a one-off item, it is subject to 

converge back to its average.  

Trade Receivables 

Current Trade Receivables are extraordinarily high due to the amount of transfers last season. As this 

is not expected to reoccur within the forecast period, this item is allowed to gradually decrease from 

its all-time high of 18% to eventually 10% in the terminal period.  

Other Current Assets 

By having excluded the other two items, this item remains stable at 20%, harbouring inventories and 

cash being split into operating and cash used to potentially pay-off NIBD. Accordingly, interest-

bearing assets are also assumed to remain constant.  

7.2.2 Non-Current Assets 
Yet again, a differentiation needs to be undertaken, in order to properly forecast items into other 

non-current assets and prepaid expenses 

Prepaid Expenses 

This item is allowed to gradually decrease to eventually 2% of revenues. The all-time high of 

2015/2016 is not expected to reoccur. However, the payments made within that year are not 

expected to completely disappear. 

Other Non-Current Assets 

Other non-current assets historically behaved stable after the financial consolidation phase. Hence, it 

is expected to remain stable at 102%, the historical average of five years.  

7.2.3 Current Liabilities 
This item is allowed to remain at its average of 25.7% for the whole forecast and terminal period.  

7.2.4 Non-Current Liabilities 
By allowing this item to remain constant at its current rate or 5.5% of non-transfer revenues, one can 

account for the remaining items e.g. deferred income. However, the times of vast amounts of debt 

and financial distress are expected to be over, hence this item solely represents the operating long-

term liabilities.  

7.3 Conclusion to the Forecast 
After having evaluated and carefully designed the pro-forma statements, the following forecasted 

financial ratios emerge, being displayed in figure 7.3.  
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Figure 7.3 (Own Creation) 

ROIC is expected to be higher than WACC, hence generating value to shareholders and company. As 

historically eminent, growth is expected to be generated due to operative performance. EBITDA 

margin remains around the 20% hurdle, as within the last 6 financial years. The peak in 2016/2017 is 

due to the lower personnel expenses, as the three most expensive players left and the sale of 

Mkhitaryan not even included. 

Furthermore, invested capital is still subject to increase within the forecast period. However, sharp 

increases as in the past are not expected, due to the club and company already being more or less at 

the top of business. The no-debt policy is not subject to any adjustments.  

8. Valuation 

This section finally answers the rsearch question on what the intrinsic value of a Borussia Dortmund 

share is as of November 22nd 2016. Furthermore, the issue of mispricing will be addressed, i. e. 

stating whether the adjusted close price of 5.80€ for the 92 million shares was under- or overvalued.  

8.1 Critical Assumptions 
The following section introduces and explains certain assumptions that need to hold in order to gain 

valid results from the valuation models. 

8.1.1 No-Debt Policy, Capital Structure and Reinvestments 
One of the must influencing factors when conducting this very valuation is the fact, that 

management will comprise of the same personnel and the no-debt policy, together with conservative 

management strategy is not to be abandoned.  

The impacts of this assumptions are exhaustive. Firstly, WACC is heavily affected, as essentially the 

cost of debt does not have any weight in the formula. Secondly, future investments in the squad are 

to be made by exploiting the cash position of the company. This topic was addressed during the 

financial analysis. According to officials, a large portion of cash is expected to be reinvested in the 

squad or infrastructure, hence, turning the cash position into intangible or tangible assets. As these 

items are represented in Invested Capital and do require a return, they are not to be deducted from 

Ratios 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Terminal

Average IC 305,784€        303,534€        305,229€        305,151€        307,267€        312,194€             

Average NIBD -€                 -€                 -€                 -€                 -€                 -€                      

Average Equity 305,784€        303,534€        305,229€        305,151€        307,267€        312,194€             

EBITDA Margin 29.93% 21.37% 21.31% 21.19% 21.26% 21.22%

EBIT Margin 13.61% 5.56% 6.01% 6.40% 6.47% 6.43%

NOPAT Margin 9.28% 4.08% 4.41% 4.70% 4.75% 4.72%

Asset Turnover Rate (Total Revenues) 1.134               1.098               1.124               1.150               1.164               1.164                    

Financial Leverage (NIBD/Equity) -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                        

ROIC (Average Year) 10.52% 4.48% 4.96% 5.40% 5.53% 5.50%
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NIBD. Further, additional raise of capital is not expected, as the historic gains from capital increases 

were dedicated to pay off financial debts.  

Moreover, it is assumed that the policy of reinvesting a vast majority of future income, especially 

from transfer fees, remains practice. Obviously, this assumption might make sense in the early years 

of the forecast horizon, however, especially towards the terminal period this assumption might be 

violated any time in the future. This assumption does however, highlight the fundamental problem of 

conducting a precise analysis, which is the revenues from transfer fees.  

8.1.2 Management Behaviour 
It is a common phenomena that managers engage in actions that will make the company comply with 

analysts´ forecasts. The forecast as well as the valuation assumes, that the management will not sell 

players, simply in order to increase revenues and decrease intangible assets. Neither is it likely that 

such conservative managers would do so, nor would it add any value in the long run to the company. 

Since, the managers are in their positions for almost 15 years, a horizon dilemma is not likely to 

surface. 

Furthermore, the management did a great job of finding the right personnel in terms of coaches and 

players in the past. This competitive advantage towards its peers, e. g. FC Porto, leads to positive 

trends in non-transfer operations. Furthermore, the full ownership of the stadium, the no-debt policy 

as well as the ownership structure are positive signs of sustainable management behaviour, leaving 

the company in a healthy position never seen before (Statista, 2016c). 

8.1.3 Forecast Horizon 
The forecast horizon is chosen on basically one reason, namely the expiry date of the TV deal. As the 

industry already makes it difficult to accurately forecast items, it is literally unknown how the future 

income from TV-Marketing would look like. The terminal growth rate is chosen to be just a minor 

portion above the historical additional income, namely 23% compared to 22.5%. This upward trend is 

chosen to illustrate the growing market of football, with no signs of deteriorating. The contract 

expires with the end of season 2020/2021. Hence, the terminal period is chosen right after that very 

fiscal year.  

8.2 Weighted Average Cost of Capital 
The Weighted Average Cost of Capital (henceforth “WACC”) is a measure for estimating a company´s 

cost of capital. One must know, that the mere creation of more revenues or income in general, does 

not per se create value. This solely occurs, if ROIC > WACC. WACC is split in an equity and a debt part. 

The following section elaborates on the individual ingredients for estimating Borussia Dortmund´s 

cost of capital. Eventually WACC serves as a discount rate for the valuation methods. 
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8.2.1 Capital Structure 
Borussia Dortmund does not have and is not projected to have any NIBD in the forecast period. This 

stems from the assumption, that management will not change and adhere to its prudent and rigid 

no-debt policy. It remains to state, that the company is expected to have debt, however, as seen 

from past figures they are also expected to be able to pay-off that debt portion of called upon. 

Hence, the WACC formula is reduced to the equity part, as the cost of debt does theoretically not 

have any effect. Though, one must know that this does not perfectly represent reality, the minor 

debt position of merely 5.5 % in 2016 and 6.6 % in 2015 as well as the immense cash position allows 

an analyst to make that simplification. Furthermore, Bloomberg also estimates the impact of debt on 

WACC to be zero, by giving it a weight of 5.5% and cost of negative 0.1% (Bloomberg, 2016). Since 

Borussia Dortmund does not inherit any NIBD, “the company cost of capital is just the expected rate 

of return on the firm´s stock.” (Brealey et al., 2017) 

There is exhaustive literature about the optimal deployment of capital structure (Brealey et al., 2017; 

Koziol, 2014). Within this assignment, the calculation accepts the fact that Borussia Dortmund does 

not have any debt-portion in its WACC for the foreseeable future, ignoring a discussion whether that 

is beneficial for the shareholders. 

8.2.2 Cost of Equity 
The CAPM is applied in order to determine the cost of equity for the company. The model being an 

established and widespread model within finance yields the required return on equity, by including 

the stock´s beta, a risk-free rate and the market risk premium. Each variable is being discussed in 

order of appearance. This is necessary as to determine what investors require for investing  

8.2.2.1 Estimating Beta 

Estimating beta could be done via several methods. One could refer to historical data or come up 

with an own estimate. For instance, Seydler Research applied a beta of 1.60 in 2013, justifying this 

simplified approach with the “cyclical characteristics” as well as “revenue variability” (Seydler, 2013, 

page 11). Unfortunately, they do not explicitly state the reason for applying 1.60 as beta. However, a 

reasonable point they make is, that by applying the historical beta, one includes the high volatility in 

earnings as well as equity of the past.  

One may criticise, that it is exactly the high volatility that is potentially going to affect the company´s 

return in the future. Hence, the author decided to calculate beta by applying regression analysis. 

Furthermore, data from Bloomberg is used to back the estimates up or make slight adaptations to 

the value. (see Appendix 13). 

In order to estimate the Beta, monthly adjusted close prices from yahoo.finance of the last three 

years up to the cut-off date were utilized (Yahoo.Finance, 2017). The calculation was done in EXCEL 
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and may be found within Appendix 13. As a market proxy, the DAX was utilized, which is a popular 

measure used for mimicking the German market (Frankfurt Stock Exchange, 2016). 

 

Figure 8.2.2.1 (Bloomberg, 2016, own Creation) 

Opposed to Bloomberg´s estimated adjusted beta of 0.623, the author´s calculations yield an 

adjusted beta of 0.660. Both values correspond to monthly returns. By using monthly returns, one 

makes sure that any extreme values do not impact the estimate excessively. The average of the two 

figures yields an adjusted beta of 0.6415, being applied as the beta for this very valuation.  

Figure 8.2.2.1 displays the various beta estimates by Bloomberg. The purpose is to display the 

variance in numbers between applying weekly and monthly returns. This is subject to further 

elaboration in the Sensitivity Analysis. Furthermore, one must know that Bloomberg is applying a 

different cost of 

8.2.2.2 Risk-Free Rate 

The Risk-Free rate is estimated by referring to long-term government bonds. Sources vary regarding 

the durability of such bonds. Bloomberg utilizes a risk-free rate of negative 0.13%, as the German 10 

years Government bond hit a record low of negative 0.19% in July 2016 and Bloomberg, estimating 

WACC as of June 2016. At the cut-off date, the 10 year German government bond was 0.221% as of 

November 22nd 2016 (Bloomberg, 2016). This is applied as a risk-free rate for the CAPM. 

8.2.2.3 Market Risk Premium 

Yet again, one must rely on historical data when estimating the Market Risk Premium, as nobody can 

foresee the future. There are several sources one could consult. Famously, professor Damodaran 

estimates German market return at 5.69%, whereas, Statista estimates it as 5.3% in 2016 

(Damodaran, 2016; Statista, 2016d). Yet another source, namely the IDW – Institute of Public 

Auditors in Germany estimates reasonable estimates to be between 5.5% and 7.0% (FAUB, 2012).A 

survey published in 2016 estimates MRP for Germany at 5.3%, corresponding to the value reported 

by Statista (Fernandez, Pizarro, & Fernandez, 2016). An outlier is produced by the webpage market-

risk-premia.com, estimating MRP in November 2016 at 7.55% (Market Risk Premia, 2016).  

For this very valuation, a slight upward adjustment is made taking into account Professor 

Damodaran´s estimate and referring to the recommendation of IDW. Hence, MRP is set at 5.5%, 

ignoring the value of the outlier altogether.  

Period Adjusted Beta weekly Adjusted Beta Monthly

5years 0.643 0.623

3yeard 0.617 0.424

2years 0.559 0.443
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Just to put the estimates in perspective, Dr. Hafner compared the Market Risk Premia for Germany 

from various sources including his own calculations. The differences in estimates is rather astonishing 

and shows yet again, how estimating values heavily depends on assumptions and data sets (Hafner, 

2017).  

8.2.2.4 Concluding WACC´s ingredients 

After preparing all necessary ingredients, the course may be served as WACC is estimated at 3.749%.  

  

Figure 8.2.2.4 (Own Creation) 

Figure 8.2.2.4 shows the final values used for estimating Borussia Dortmund´s WACC. In this very 

case, WACC equals the cost of equity, the company does not have and is not assumed to have NIBD 

in the forecast period. Chapter 9 tests sensitivity of the estimated value on the WACC estimates.  

8.3 DCF Valuation 
The discounted-cash flow valuation yields a value similar to the market value. Bearing in mind, that 

the market to book ratio is roughly 1.72, the analyst as well as the market value Borussia Dortmund 

higher than its book value. This indicates, that the company is able to generate ROE higher than the 

cost of equity, which is proven by prior chapters 4 and 8.2.2.  

As in many other analyses, the terminal value makes up a vast amount of the actual value of the 

company, in this case 86.6%, leaving the sum of forecast period with 13.4%. This is partly due to the 

relatively short forecast horizon which is chosen on reasons outlined earlier.  

 

Figure 8.3 (Own Creation) 

One must be careful with the outcome of the DCF-model though, as the weight of the terminal 

period contributes the most to the estimate. The terminal growth rate, being subject to a critical 

sensitivity analysis in Chapter 9, is the reason for this effect. Furthermore, it is the relatively low 

Variable Applied Values

Beta 0.6415

Rf 0.221%

Rm 5.500%

Re 3.749%

DCF 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Terminal

Free Cash Flow to the Firm 39,674 €         10,572 €         14,757 €         17,011 €         12,219 €         12,059 €         

WACC 3.749% 3.749% 3.749% 3.749% 3.749% 3.749%

Discount Factor 0.964 0.929 0.895 0.863 0.832

PV of FCFF 38,240 €         9,822 €           13,214 €         14,682 €         10,165 €         573,320 €       

Sum of Forecast Horizon FCFF 86,122 €         Relative 15.3%

Terminal Period 476,949 €       Weights 84.7%

Value of Equity 563,072 €       
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WACC, due to a very low risk-free rate and a Beta that indicates lower volatility in returns than the 

market, causing the terminal period to have a weight of roughly 85%.  

8.4 EVA Valuation 
Unsurprisingly, the EVA-method yields the exact same result as the DCF-method. The reason for that 

is, the concepts underlying the two methods as mentioned within the Methodology-section. Figure 

8.4a displays the calculation. It remains to state, that the Spread is positive in every single year. In 

year 2016/2017 ROIC is extremely high, due to the sale of Mkhitaryan being accounted for in this 

fiscal period. Financial year 2017/2018 yields the worst result in terms of ROIC, due to the drop in 

and prudent measure of income from transfer fees. One must note, that this drop is partly offset by 

the additional income from TV-Marketing, taking effect from 2017/2018 onwards.  

 

Figure 8.4a (Own Creation) 

Altogether, the value estimate is quite similar to the Market Value of Borussia Dortmund´s share, 

being undervalued by just a difference of 32 cents per share as displayed in Figure 8.4b.  

 

Figure 8.4b (Own Creation) 

Hence, one can assume that the market estimates similar future ROIC as the author. The relative 

weights clearly indicate, that the current invested capital contributes the most and the terminal 

period merely by 39%. 

8.5 Peer Valuation Multiples  
This section aims on providing a sanity check of the former PV-approaches. The methods and 

applicability of multiples is being criticised within section 8.6. Harmonic Means are calculated 

disregarding the values of BVB obviously. This is in line with research, e. g. Baker and Ruback (1999) 

(Petersen et al., 2017) 

EVA 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Terminal

NOPAT 32,157 €         13,589 €         15,129 €         16,484 €         16,977 €         17,155 €         

Invested Capital, beginning of Period 309,542 €       302,026 €       305,043 €       305,415 €       304,888 €       309,646 €       

ROIC 10.39% 4.50% 4.96% 5.40% 5.57% 5.54%

WACC 3.749% 3.749% 3.749% 3.749% 3.749% 3.749%

Spread 6.64% 0.75% 1.21% 1.65% 1.82% 1.79%

Cost of Capital 11,606 €         11,324 €         11,437 €         11,451 €         11,431 €         11,609 €         

EVA 20,552 €         2,265 €           3,692 €           5,033 €           5,546 €           5,546 €           

Discount Factor 0.964               0.929               0.895               0.863               0.832               

Present Value of EVA 19,809 €         2,105 €           3,306 €           4,344 €           4,613 €           263,674 €       

Sum of Forecast Horizon EVA 34,177 €         Relative 6.1%

Terminal Period 219,353 €       Weights 39.0%

Invested Capital, 2016 309,542€        55.0%

Value of Equity 563,072 €       

Share-Price Difference € per Share

Actual Price per Share 5.80€               

Estimated Price per Share 6.12€               

Difference per share 0.32-€               
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Figure 8.5 (Own Creation) 

Altogether, Borussia Dortmund is traded above its peers at three multiples, namely EV/Revenue, M/B 

and EV/IC. Appendix 14 shows the calculations for the Multiples and the estimated range depending 

on these multiples. Not surprisingly, EV/NOPAT and EV/IC yield rather troubling results. Hence, the 

value ranges resulting from such are to be considered with critical conscience.  

8.6 Criticism and Applicability  
This section criticises on the lack of applicability of the valuation methods on the industry as well as 

certain companies within the industry.  

8.6.1 Industry 
Clubs within the football industry do not necessarily aim to operate on a profit (Deloitte, 2016a; 

KPMG, 2016) Their primary focus is on being successful in their domestic league, the international 

competition such as the Champions League or Europa League and the domestic cup. Surely, revenues 

are to a great length dependant on the success in such competitions via income from Sponsors 

(Advertising) and future income from TV-Marketing due to a better historical performance. However, 

such successes are impossible to plan and simply by investing more money than competitors this 

may not be achieved.  

8.6.2 Football Clubs with negative Cash Flows 
Yet another problem pose the lack of positive cash-flows of certain companies. Effectively, Borussia 

Dortmund and Celtic embody exceptions within the industry by operating on a net profit. There are 

several problems and flaws attached to the DCF-model. Firstly, it assumes a going-concern value 

(Koziol, 2014). Secondly, by applying WACC, a higher debt to equity ratio yields a higher company 

value. Lastly, non-recurring items or very volatile items blur the value-calculation as in this very case. 

Amount and timing of such items is impossible to forecast, as the item transfer fees embodies in this 

very paper.  

8.6.3 Multiple Valuation 
In regards of Multiples, it is rather difficult to compare the company to its peers due to several 

reasons. One of them is, that Multiples on these companies are not available on renowned websites 

or other resources like Bloomberg. Hence, the numbers solely rely on the author´s capacities as they 

are calculated. That being said, it does not serve as a truly external sanity check. Rather, it puts the 

estimated value in perspective. This is also reflected in the valuation conducted by Seydler and by the 

multiples at Bloomberg (Bloomberg, 2016; Seydler, 2013).  

Ratios BVB (Current) BVB (Projected)Juventus Celtic Porto Harmonic Mean

    Market to Book Value: 1.72                 1.82                 5.66                 1.31                 0.52                 1.05                      

EV/Revenue 1.42                 1.50                 1.22                 1.04                 1.55                 1.24                      

 EV/EBITDA 6.16                 6.50                 4.84                 9.10                 Negative 6.32                      

EV/IC 1.72                 1.82                 2.11                 1.31                 0.14                 0.35                      

 EV/NOPAT 17.08               18.02               69.16               91.92               Negative 78.93                    
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Furthermore, Multiples are based on the assumption that any companies in the peer group share 

similar characteristics regarding future growth potential, margins, risk profile and cost of capital.  

Once again, Multiples prove the point, that the football industry is not driven by solely rational 

market participants, e. g. fans.  

9. Sensitivity Analysis 
This Chapter focuses on the variables being used in the valuation models displayed in the previous 

section. The purpose is to display the dependence of the final values on the individual estimates, 

based on assumptions. In easy words, if assumptions made by the author or other analysts are 

wrong, how sensible is the final value to such mistakes. Furthermore, it gives readers an 

understanding of what values to keep a closer look at when evaluating Borussia Dortmund´s stock 

performance. A valuation must be accompanied by a sensitivity analysis, testing the variables. Those 

variables are ideally established within the fundamental analysis (Petersen et al., 2017). Hence, the 

widely discussed Beta and the terminal growth rate of the individual revenue streams is stress-tested 

first. Afterwards, the sensitivity towards a change in transfer fees and personnel expenses is 

elaborated. Lastly, a sensitivity analysis on the change in additional income from TV-Marketing and 

other operating expenses is conducted.  

9.1 WACC, Beta and growth rate 
By changing all individual revenue streams´ terminal growth rates by the range between -1.00 and 

1.00%, Share prices fluctuate dramatically. Furthermore, applying various available Beta estimates, 

as discussed in Chapter 8, leads to significantly different share price estimates. This is depicted within 

Figure 9.1.  

 

Figure 9.1 (Own Creation) 

Furthermore, one can see that the author, similar to the management of Borussia Dortmund applied 

a rather prudent measure of Beta. However, potential investors must be aware, that just a slight 

change in the forecasted growth rate may lead to a substantially different share price. The actual 

market price, is well within the range of values. Wacc is predominantly determined by the Beta-

estimate, due to the company not having debt. Hence, this analysis solely tests the sensitivity on the 

applied Beta-estimate. 

Change in Terminal Growth Rate for all Revenues

-1.00% -0.50% 0.00% 0.50% 1.00%

Weekly Beta 3 years 0.6170            5.58 5.95 6.51 7.46 9.37

Weekly Beta 5years 0.6430            5.34 5.64 6.10 6.83 8.23

BETA 0.6415            5.35 5.66 6.12 6.87 8.29

Monthly Beta 5 years 0.6230            5.52 5.88 6.41 7.30 9.08
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9.2 Transfer Fees and Cost of Personnel 
Transfer fees within this sensitivity analysis are only adjusted from 2017/2018. The reason is, that the 

transfer fees for 2016/2017 are rather certain due to the sale of players and the non-recognition as 

of yet. Transfer fees indeed have a subtle impact on the share price. One could be tempted to argue 

that changes of 5.00% are massive, however, if one thinks about the fluctuations within the financial 

history of Borussia Dortmund and taking into account ever increasing transfer fees, 5.00% is a rather 

prudent measure.  

 

Figure 9.2 (Own Creation) 

From Figure 9.2 one can clearly see, that just a minor variation in Personnel Expenses from the 

forecast value has tremendous effects on the company´s share price. This is rather generic, as 

obviously a football club´s value depends heavily on the wages payed to players, coaches and 

medical staff. Hence, a potential investor must observe, whether Borussia Dortmund is able to 

attract able players, trainers and scouts, not paying too much and certainly not paying as much as its 

English, Spanish and Asian counterparts.  

9.3 TV-Marketing and Taxes 
The new TV-Deal is subject to great discussion and was elaborated on in great length within this vey 

assignment. Once again, one can clearly see that just a minor change in the terminal value of just the 

additional income of TV-Marketing could make a substantial difference in share price. However, the 

author applied a conservative terminal period increase of just 23% p. a., which is just slightly above 

the recently struck deal. This clearly indicates how much of a difference the announcement of such 

deals can have. Therefore investors must observe industry news and the sportive performance of 

Borussia Dortmund, as it determines the income from TV-Marketing.  

 

Figure 9.3 (Own Creation) 

Changes in Transfer Fees

-5.00% -2.00% 0.00% 2.00% 5.00%

2.00% 3.44 3.67 3.83 3.98 4.21

1.00% 4.59 4.82 4.97 5.13 5.36

0.00% 5.73 5.97 6.12 6.27 6.51

-1.00% 6.88 7.11 7.27 7.42 7.65

-2.00% 8.03 8.26 8.42 8.57 8.80

Personnel Expenses

Changes in terminal TV-Marketing

-1.00% -0.50% 0.00% 0.50% 1.00%

1.00% 4.67 4.82 4.97 5.12 5.27

0.50% 5.25 5.40 5.55 5.70 5.85

0.00% 5.82 5.97 6.12 6.27 6.42

-0.50% 6.39 6.54 6.69 6.84 7.00

-1.00% 6.97 7.12 7.27 7.42 7.57

Other operating 

Expenses
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Other operating expenses have a significant impact on the share price. Hence, one must observe 

whether Borussia Dortmund is able to reduce and constantly adjust the cost-structure within the 

company. As a vast part accounts for the newly established Catering, investors should have a closer 

look on how this branch is developing and whether the cost efficiency can be improved.  

10. TOWS and possible Scenarios 
This section introduces the implications of the SWOT for the strategy of Borussia Dortmund and 

presents two corresponding scenarios.  

10.1 TOWS-Analysis 
As derived from the SWOT-Analysis one can construct possible scenarios to occur within the forecast 

period, changing the forecasted financial statements. One must know, that there are many more 

scenarios possible, even mixtures of the two on display within the next two sections. For the 

company Borussia Dortmund, success on the pitch is the main ingredient for financial performance 

and a rising share price. The big unknown is the transfer fees. The company invested cash in new and 

young players. It is totally uncertain whether those players will make it and lift Borussia Dortmund to 

the absolute elite of world football. Alternatively, those younger players could fail to perform, get 

injured or simply miss-scouted by the staff of Borussia Dortmund. The following two scenarios 

describe such situations.  

10.2 Best Case Scenario: Unexpected Success, Top-Sales and New Markets 
As outlined earlier, sportive success is the basis of financial success. Furthermore, selling newcomers 

and educating young players is a profitable business for Borussia Dortmund. Impossible as it is to 

forecast such income, this scenario tries to outline how much of an impact such transfers play. 

If Borussia Dortmund should be able to win the Bundesliga, DFB-Cup and the Champions League, the 

financial success is immense as outlined within this scenario. Players winning trophies are on the list 

for many a clubs, transfer fees are assumed to increase accordingly as well as Sponsoring and TV-

Marketing, due to a better positioning in the distribution pot and the strengthening of the brand in 

the newly conquered markets. The downside would be the higher amount of personnel expenses 

due to the demand of such better players. Match Operations as well as Catering are assumed to 

remain constant. Merchandising is allowed to increase, accounting for such a scenario and increased 

popularity. Furthermore, other operating expenses slightly increase due to fees due in regards to the 

additional transfers.  
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10.3 Worst Case Scenario: Sportive Failure and Wrong Investment 
In the worst-case scenario, Borussia Dortmund will not be able to fulfil the requirements for 

sustainable progress. This is constituted by sportive success, investing in players and projects with a 

higher return than costs and the strategy of new markets failing. 

Figure 10.3 depicts the values of the two scenarios in 

comparison to the market value and DCF/EVA values. One may 

easily see, that the value of the company is heavily depending on 

the variables outlined earlier as well as the strategies in place 

Figure 10.3 (Own Creation)         turning out to be successful. 

The approximations as well as assumptions of the scenarios are depicted within Appendix 17.  

 

Estimates Value per Share

Best-Case 8.31 €                   

Worst-Case 4.38 €                   

DCF/EVA 6.12 €                   

Actual 5.80 €                   
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11. Conclusion and Investment Recommendation 
The analytical part of the report unveils that the football industry does not follow economic laws like 

other industries. Therefore, one may conclude that professionally investing in the football industry is 

a very risky business.  

By pursuing the outlined prudent and conservative financial strategy, Borussia Dortmund is amongst 

the safest investments in the industry. Still, by operating in the industry the club´s cash flows rely on 

sportive success. Whilst, the club played and is expected to play a good role in the domestic league 

as well as the Champions League, this may not be certain. Still, the probability of being relegated or 

not qualifying for the Champions League or Europa League in consecutive years is low. Furthermore, 

the company established a unique brand, has a loyal fan-base and a very able management. In 

conclusion, for investors wanting to invest in the football industry, Borussia Dortmund is certainly 

one of the safest companies compared to its peers.  

 

Figure 11 (own Creation) 

Figure 11 outlines the value ranges evaluated within chapters eight, nine and ten. The two black bars 

depict the actual price of 5.80€ at November 22nd 2016 and the estimated intrinsic value of 6.12€ per 

share.  

Another problem within the industry is the irrational investment behaviour of football fans that 

simply want to own a share of their club. This further contributes to the noise in the market value of 

the company.  

Forecasting the value of a football company is extremely difficult due to transfer fees. It is literally 

impossible to accurately forecast such fees. Hence, potential investors should observe the company´s 
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ability to educate young players and its investment in its infrastructure and youth academy. 

Furthermore, it will be interesting to see what Borussia Dortmund is going to do with its massive cash 

position. In case it is able to invest it profitably, shareholders can expect an even more successful 

future, with Borussia Dortmund permanently establishing as a top ten club within European Football.  

Taking all these warnings and threats into account, the author is able to give a recommendation to 

buy. Throughout the thesis, Borussia Dortmund´s upside potential has been unveiled. Furthermore, 

investors can be sure that the management of Borussia Dortmund is experienced and responsible, 

operating to the wellbeing of club, company and its shareholders. 
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Appendix 1: Bundesliga Table for Qualifications 
 

 

(Own Creation) 

1. Team 1 Points Goals CL

2. Team 2 Points Goals CL

3. Team 3 Points Goals CL

4. Team 4 Points Goals CL-Qualification

5. Team 5 Points Goals EL

6. Team 6 Points Goals EL

7. Team 7 Points Goals (EL) Depending on DFB-Pokal

8. Team 8 Points Goals

9. Team 9 Points Goals

10. Team 10 Points Goals

11. Team 11 Points Goals

12. Team 12 Points Goals

13. Team 13 Points Goals

14. Team 14 Points Goals

15. Team 15 Points Goals

16. Team 16 Points Goals Relegation Play-off

17. Team 17 Points Goals Relegation  

18. Team 18 Points Goals Relegation



 
 

 
 

Appendix 2: Development of Borussia Dortmund´s Share Price 
 

 

Source: http://aktie.bvb.de/BVB-Aktie/Aktienkurs, accessed 20.03.2017 

http://aktie.bvb.de/BVB-Aktie/Aktienkurs


 
 

 
 

Appendix 3: Borussia Dortmund Historical Income Statement and Balance Sheet 
 

Borussia Dortmund Income Statement 

 

Borussia Dortmund Balance Sheet 

 

 

Income Statement according to IFRS 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Revenue 376,259 €     276,048 €     260,735 €     305,032 €     215,239 €     151,478 €     110,142 €     

Other operating income 3,508 €          16,981 €        5,227 €          2,785 €          7,630 €          4,307 €          2,080 €          

Total Revenue 379,767 €     293,029 €     265,962 €     307,817 €     222,869 €     155,785 €     112,222 €     

Cost of Materials 25,676 €-        20,684 €-        20,312 €-        17,491 €-        12,477 €-        7,658 €-          4,683 €-          

Personnel Expenses (Incl. Social security) 140,215 €-     117,932 €-     107,791 €-     106,216 €-     79,923 €-        61,541 €-        47,961 €-        

Depreciation, amortisation and write-downs 50,238 €-        42,434 €-        30,679 €-        22,414 €-        18,587 €-        17,534 €-        17,159 €-        

Other operating expenses 127,208 €-     98,819 €-        88,727 €-        96,579 €-        70,490 €-        54,144 €-        42,927 €-        

Result from operating activities 36,430 €        13,160 €        18,453 €        65,117 €        41,392 €        14,908 €        508 €-              

Net Income/Loss from investments in associates 8 €                  -  €              27 €                13 €-                59 €                32 €                75 €                

Finance Income 122 €              227 €              210 €              94 €                144 €              256 €              41 €                

Finance cost 2,226 €-          7,386 €-          4,099 €-          5,162 €-          5,004 €-          5,700 €-          5,785 €-          

Financial Result 2,096 €-          7,159 €-          3,862 €-          5,081 €-          4,801 €-          5,412 €-          5,669 €-          

Profit before income taxes 34,334 €        6,001 €          14,591 €        60,036 €        36,591 €        9,496 €          6,177 €-          

Income Taxes 4,898 €-          469 €-              2,621 €-          8,843 €-          9,061 €-          4,096 €-          28 €                

Consolidated net income for the year 29,436 €        5,532 €          11,970 €        51,193 €        27,530 €        5,400 €          6,149 €-          

Year 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Assets

Non-current Assets 302,765 €     289,509 €     249,492 €     212,215 €     210,404 €     196,616 €     204,574 €     

Intangible Assets 65,278 €        96,340 €        61,602 €        28,425 €        25,749 €        18,432 €        20,358 €        

Property, Plant and Equipment 188,423 €     189,518 €     184,502 €     178,382 €     182,602 €     170,740 €     174,185 €     

Investments, Equity Method 302 €              293 €              293 €              266 €              313 €              321 €              339 €              

Financial Assets 107 €              463 €              91 €                113 €              38 €                1,109 €          634 €              

Trade and other financial receivables 34,378 €        1,462 €          1,256 €          2,786 €          -  €              972 €              50 €                

Deferred tax assets 1,136 €          1,136 €          1,252 €          1,450 €          1,669 €          4,916 €          6,633 €          

Prepaid expenses 13,141 €        297 €              496 €              793 €              33 €                126 €              2,375 €          

Current Assets 121,780 €     97,030 €        42,803 €        90,200 €        38,302 €        25,110 €        10,587 €        

Inventories 10,158 €        9,376 €          5,921 €          7,543 €          5,808 €          2,328 €          1,788 €          

Trade and other financial receivables 51,072 €        29,680 €        14,923 €        65,934 €        24,534 €        19,605 €        5,070 €          

Current tax assets 257 €              222 €              187 €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              

Cash and cash equivalents 51,722 €        53,739 €        17,852 €        12,536 €        5,271 €          1,087 €          1,097 €          

Prepaid expenses 8,571 €          4,013 €          3,920 €          4,187 €          2,689 €          2,090 €          2,632 €          

Sum of Assets 424,545 €     386,539 €     292,295 €     302,415 €     248,706 €     221,726 €     215,161 €     

Equity and Liabilities

Equity  309,542 €     286,078 €     145,249 €     140,618 €     93,455 €        67,626 €        62,025 €        

Subscribed Capital 92,000 €        92,000 €        61,425 €        61,425 €        61,425 €        61,425 €        61,425 €        

Reserves 217,655 €     193,887 €     83,606 €        78,719 €        31,805 €        6,002 €          452 €              

Treasury Shares 113 €-              114 €-              116 €-              119 €-              122 €-              127 €-              135 €-              

Equity attributable to parent company 309,542 €     285,773 €     144,915 €     140,025 €     93,108 €        67,300 €        61,742 €        

Minority Interests -  €              305 €              334 €              593 €              347 €              326 €              283 €              

Non-current liabilities 36,192 €        38,834 €        76,032 €        87,379 €        93,305 €        90,735 €        103,726 €     

Non-current financial liabilities -  €              -  €              32,139 €        40,827 €        41,268 €        47,902 €        58,554 €        

Non-current liabilities fin. Leases 18,990 €        21,630 €        20,142 €        19,767 €        21,149 €        9,443 €          6,618 €          

Trade Payables 3,420 €          -  €              50 €                -  €              -  €              -  €              150 €              

Non-current income tax liabilities -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              1,825 €          

Other non-current fin. liabilities 1,782 €          1,204 €          3,701 €          2,469 €          2,141 €          -  €              500 €              

Deferred Income 12,000 €        16,000 €        20,000 €        24,316 €        28,747 €        33,390 €        36,079 €        

Current liabilities 78,811 €        61,627 €        71,014 €        74,418 €        61,946 €        63,365 €        49,410 €        

Provisions 1,372 €          -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              

Current financial liabilities -  €              -  €              8,889 €          4,496 €          5,974 €          13,206 €        15,832 €        

Current liabilities from fin. Leases 2,640 €          2,497 €          1,627 €          1,378 €          1,283 €          529 €              286 €              

Trade Payables 14,635 €        22,809 €        18,115 €        14,200 €        9,636 €          10,525 €        6,460 €          

Other current financial liabilities 34,435 €        15,011 €        20,789 €        36,944 €        22,008 €        19,680 €        10,632 €        

Income Tax liabilities 5,212 €          803 €              571 €              3,448 €          3,826 €          3,154 €          1,132 €          

Deferred Income 20,517 €        20,507 €        21,023 €        13,952 €        19,219 €        16,271 €        15,068 €        

Sum of Equity and Liabilities 424,545 €     386,539 €     292,295 €     302,415 €     248,706 €     221,726 €     215,161 €     



 
 

 
 

Appendix 4: Reformulated/Analytical Financial Statements 
Borussia Dortmund 

 

 

 

Reformulated Income Statement (EUR ´000) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Revenues 376,259 €     276,048 €     260,735 €     305,032 €     219,142 €     152,872 €     110,142 €     

Match operations 46,768 €        39,942 €        40,528 €        44,780 €        31,404 €        27,679 €        23,399 €        

Advertising 84,644 €        75,693 €        72,981 €        69,251 €        57,809 €        49,972 €        38,863 €        

TV Marketing 82,564 €        82,113 €        81,441 €        87,612 €        60,396 €        32,094 €        21,091 €        

Transfer Deals 94,998 €        12,447 €        4,455 €          51,600 €        26,130 €        12,995 €        4,932 €          

Merchandising 39,805 €        39,270 €        35,040 €        45,360 €        41,027 €        27,815 €        19,733 €        

Conference, other and catering 27,480 €        26,583 €        26,290 €        6,429 €          2,376 €          2,317 €          2,124 €          

Total Expenses 293,099 €-     237,435 €-     216,830 €-     220,286 €-     162,890 €-     123,343 €-     95,571 €-        

Cost of Materials 25,676 €-        20,684 €-        20,312 €-        17,491 €-        12,477 €-        7,658 €-          4,683 €-          

Personnel Expenses 140,215 €-     117,932 €-     107,791 €-     106,216 €-     79,923 €-        61,541 €-        47,961 €-        

Other operating expenses 127,208 €-     98,819 €-        88,727 €-        96,579 €-        70,490 €-        54,144 €-        42,927 €-        

Other Revenues 3,516 €          16,981 €        5,254 €          2,772 €          3,786 €          2,945 €          2,155 €          

Other operating income 3,508 €          16,981 €        5,227 €          2,785 €          3,727 €          2,913 €          2,080 €          

Net Income/Loss from investments in associates 8 €                  -  €              27 €                13 €-                59 €                32 €                75 €                

EBITDA 86,676 €        55,594 €        49,159 €        87,518 €        60,038 €        32,474 €        16,726 €        

Total depreciation 50,238 €-        42,434 €-        30,679 €-        22,414 €-        18,587 €-        17,534 €-        17,159 €-        

Amortisation of Intangible Assets 39,368 €-        32,865 €-        22,523 €-        11,576 €-        8,491 €-          8,633 €-          8,463 €-          

Depreciation of PPE 10,870 €-        9,569 €-          8,156 €-          10,838 €-        10,096 €-        8,901 €-          8,696 €-          

EBIT 36,438 €        13,160 €        18,480 €        65,104 €        41,451 €        14,940 €        433 €-              

tax (effective tax rate) 5,198 €-          1,029 €-          3,320 €-          9,589 €-          10,264 €-        6,444 €-          2 €                  

NOPAT 31,240 €        12,131 €        15,160 €        55,515 €        31,187 €        8,496 €          431 €-              

Finance Income 122 €              227 €              210 €              94 €                144 €              256 €              41 €                

Finance cost 2,226 €-          7,386 €-          4,099 €-          5,162 €-          5,004 €-          5,700 €-          5,785 €-          

Tax Shield (effective tax rate) 300 €              560 €              699 €              746 €              1,203 €          2,348 €          26 €                

Net financial expenses, after tax 1,804 €-          6,599 €-          3,190 €-          4,322 €-          3,657 €-          3,096 €-          5,718 €-          

Consolidated Net Income for the year 29,436 €        5,532 €          11,970 €        51,193 €        27,530 €        5,400 €          6,149 €-          

Reformulated Balance Sheet (EUR ´000) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Non-current Assets 302,765 €     289,509 €     249,492 €     212,215 €     210,404 €     196,616 €     204,574 €     

Intangible Assets 65,278 €        96,340 €        61,602 €        28,425 €        25,749 €        18,432 €        20,358 €        

Property, Plant and Equipment 188,423 €     189,518 €     184,502 €     178,382 €     182,602 €     170,740 €     174,185 €     

Investments, Equity Method 302 €              293 €              293 €              266 €              313 €              321 €              339 €              

Financial Assets 107 €              463 €              91 €                113 €              38 €                1,109 €          634 €              

Trade and other financial receivables 34,378 €        1,462 €          1,256 €          2,786 €          -  €              972 €              50 €                

Deferred tax assets 1,136 €          1,136 €          1,252 €          1,450 €          1,669 €          4,916 €          6,633 €          

Prepaid expenses 13,141 €        297 €              496 €              793 €              33 €                126 €              2,375 €          

Current Assets 121,780 €     97,030 €        42,803 €        90,200 €        38,302 €        25,110 €        10,587 €        

Inventories 10,158 €        9,376 €          5,921 €          7,543 €          5,808 €          2,328 €          1,788 €          

Trade and other financial receivables 51,072 €        29,680 €        14,923 €        65,934 €        24,534 €        19,605 €        5,070 €          

Current tax assets 257 €              222 €              187 €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              

Total Cash and cash equivalents 51,722 €        53,739 €        17,852 €        12,536 €        5,271 €          1,087 €          1,097 €          

Prepaid expenses 8,571 €          4,013 €          3,920 €          4,187 €          2,689 €          2,090 €          2,632 €          

Total Assets 424,545 €     386,539 €     292,295 €     302,415 €     248,706 €     221,726 €     215,161 €     

Cash and cash equivalents 23,305 €        24,868 €        17,852 €        12,536 €        5,271 €          1,087 €          1,097 €          

financial assets 107 €              463 €              91 €                113 €              38 €                1,109 €          634 €              

Net operating Assets before Op. Liabilities 401,133 €     361,208 €     274,352 €     289,766 €     243,397 €     219,530 €     213,430 €     

Non-Current Liabilities  15,420 €        16,000 €        20,050 €        24,316 €        28,747 €        33,390 €        38,554 €        

Trade Payables 3,420 €          -  €              50 €                -  €              -  €              -  €              150 €              

Income tax liabilities -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              1,825 €          

Deferred Income 12,000 €        16,000 €        20,000 €        24,316 €        28,747 €        33,390 €        36,079 €        

Other financial liabilities -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              500 €              

Current Liabilities   76,171 €        59,130 €        60,498 €        68,544 €        54,689 €        49,630 €        33,292 €        

Provisions 1,372 €          -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              -  €              

Trade Payables 14,635 €        22,809 €        18,115 €        14,200 €        9,636 €          10,525 €        6,460 €          

Other financial liabilities 34,435 €        15,011 €        20,789 €        36,944 €        22,008 €        19,680 €        10,632 €        

Tax liabilities 5,212 €          803 €              571 €              3,448 €          3,826 €          3,154 €          1,132 €          

Deferred Income 20,517 €        20,507 €        21,023 €        13,952 €        19,219 €        16,271 €        15,068 €        

Invested Capital 309,542 €     286,078 €     193,804 €     196,906 €     159,961 €     136,510 €     141,584 €     



 
 

 
 

 

 

Juventus Turin 

 

 

NIBD (EUR ´000) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Non-Current interest-bearing Liabilities 20,772 €        22,834 €        55,982 €        63,063 €        64,558 €        57,345 €        65,172 €        

Non-current financial liabilities -  €              -  €              32,139 €        40,827 €        41,268 €        47,902 €        58,554 €        

Other financial liabilities (mainly derivates, 2010 exc. Salaries)1,782 €          1,204 €          3,701 €          2,469 €          2,141 €          -  €              -  €              

Non-current liabilities fin. Leases 18,990 €        21,630 €        20,142 €        19,767 €        21,149 €        9,443 €          6,618 €          

Current interest-bearing liabilties 2,640 €          2,497 €          10,516 €        5,874 €          7,257 €          13,735 €        16,118 €        

Current financial liabilities -  €              -  €              8,889 €          4,496 €          5,974 €          13,206 €        15,832 €        

Current liabilities from fin. Leases 2,640 €          2,497 €          1,627 €          1,378 €          1,283 €          529 €              286 €              

Interest-Bearing Assets 23,412 €        25,331 €        17,943 €        12,649 €        5,309 €          2,196 €          1,731 €          

Cash + Cash Equivalents 23,305 €        24,868 €        17,852 €        12,536 €        5,271 €          1,087 €          1,097 €          

Financial Assets 107 €              463 €              91 €                113 €              38 €                1,109 €          634 €              

NIBD -  €              -  €              48,555 €        56,288 €        66,506 €        68,884 €        79,559 €        

Equity 309,542 €     286,078 €     145,249 €     140,618 €     93,455 €        67,626 €        62,025 €        

Invested Capital 309,542 €     286,078 €     193,804 €     196,906 €     159,961 €     136,510 €     141,584 €     

Reformulated Income Statement (EUR ´000) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2011

Ticket Sales 43,668€           51,369€           40,996€           38,051€           31,824€           11,552€           16,990€           

Televisions and radio/media rights 194,897€         194,711€         150,965€         163,478€         90,582€           88,711€           132,484€         

Revenues from sponsoring and advertising 70,008€           53,755€           60,300€           52,599€           53,452€           43,271€           45,678€           

Revenue from products 13,510€           -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  

Revenue from players 46,404€           23,528€           36,431€           11,397€           18,434€           18,239€           14,665€           

Other reveneues 19,414€           24,832€           27,091€           18,277€           19,494€           10,293€           9,915€             

Result of associates 661-€                 -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  

Total Reveneues 387,240€         348,195€         315,783€         283,802€         213,786€         172,066€         219,732€         

Purchase of materials, supplies 3,380-€             3,103-€             3,472-€             2,934-€             2,588-€             2,398-€             2,247-€             

Purchase of products for sale 4,344-€             -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  

External services 51,504-€           45,888-€           47,961-€           45,079-€           41,162-€           33,569-€           27,265-€           

Wages and staff 197,743-€         178,839-€         167,887-€         149,010-€         137,132-€         126,921-€         127,035-€         

Other personnel 23,741-€           19,591-€           16,204-€           14,453-€           12,959-€           12,733-€           11,168-€           

Expenses from reg. Rights 10,941-€           7,090-€             3,830-€             5,580-€             6,297-€             16,171-€           3,422-€             

Other costs 8,441-€             9,343-€             7,259-€             10,034-€           6,180-€             4,506-€             4,919-€             

Other non-recurring revenues and costs 10,639€           1,750€             -€                  -€                  -€                  7,365-€             3,134€             

Total Operating Costs 289,455-€         262,104-€         246,613-€         227,090-€         206,318-€         203,663-€         172,922-€         

EBITDA 97,785€           86,091€           69,170€           56,712€           7,468€             31,597-€           46,810€           

Provisions and other write-downs 1,900-€             435-€                 1,262-€             811-€                 10,443€           11,898-€           -€                  

Amortisation and write-downs 67,047-€           57,874-€           50,846-€           51,415-€           52,305-€           46,745-€           39,487-€           

Other amortisation, write-downs 9,285-€             8,477-€             8,216-€             8,292-€             6,794-€             1,915-€             2,104-€             

EBIT 19,553€           19,305€           8,846€             3,806-€             41,188-€           92,155-€           5,219€             

tax (effective tax rate) 12,711-€           15,199-€           410,466-€         1,742-€             2,454-€             1,619-€             32,792-€           

NOPAT 6,842€             4,106€             401,620-€         5,548-€             43,642-€           93,774-€           27,573-€           

Financial Income 2,409€             2,365€             3,132€             2,364€             1,381€             1,267€             3,584€             

Financial Expenses 10,354-€           10,861-€           11,831-€           9,473-€             6,111-€             2,879-€             6,727-€             

tax shield 5,165€             6,689€             403,645€         3,254-€             282-€                 28-€                   19,748€           

Consolidated Net Income for the year 4,062€             2,299€             6,674-€             15,911-€           48,654-€           95,414-€           10,968-€           



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Celtic Glasgow 

Reformulated Balance Sheet (EUR ´000) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2011

Non-Current Assets 431,980€         362,271€         372,139€         351,441€         362,334€         274,634€         216,982€         

Intangible Assets 219,062€         146,522€         150,703€         149,727€         148,363€         87,446€           107,380€         

Tangible Assets 160,841€         161,237€         157,897€         159,652€         165,435€         144,753€         68,913€           

Investments 9€                      -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  

Deferred tax assets 6,674€             5,269€             5,545€             4,930€             4,233€             2,613€             3,294€             

Receivables from transfers 27,812€           31,649€           29,723€           21,581€           11,664€           10,462€           8,268€             

Other non-current assets 4,221€             4,245€             4,229€             3,003€             19,948€           16,527€           29,127€           

Non-current Advances to suppliers 13,361€           13,349€           24,042€           12,548€           12,691€           12,833€           -€                  

Current Assets 84,357€           104,769€         118,095€         86,049€           60,695€           56,645€           34,861€           

Inventories 1,053€             1,327€             -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  

Trade Receivables 24,039€           31,564€           25,598€           12,643€           25,470€           17,658€           10,679€           

Non-fin. Receivables 3,532€             492€                 6,718€             598€                 410€                 -€                  205€                 

Receivables from transfers 42,977€           48,105€           68,042€           42,202€           29,171€           23,031€           21,102€           

Other current assets 11,200€           5,207€             12,681€           19,429€           4,013€             14,546€           2,875€             

Current Advances to suppliers 1,556€             6,013€             5,056€             11,177€           1,631€             1,410€             -€                  

Assets held for sale -€                  12,061€           -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  

Net operating Assets before op. Liabilities 516,337€         467,040€         490,234€         437,490€         423,029€         331,279€         251,843€         

Provisions for risks and charges -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  350€                 1,580€             

Provisions for employee benfits 4,540€             156€                 5,895€             4,277€             2,044€             -€                  -€                  

Non-financial payables -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  -€                  

Payables due to transfers 56,090€           26,056€           28,608€           29,305€           29,281€           21,456€           17,553€           

Deferred tax liabilities 6,488€             5,897€             5,583€             5,279€             5,438€             2,548€             4,188€             

Other non-current liabilities 3,620€             2,758€             1,684€             56€                   1,015€             3,175€             41,284€           

Non-current advances from customers 31,547€           35,543€           39,614€           40,758€           44,662€           47,595€           -€                  

Provisions for risks and charges 2,670€             354€                 1,158€             425€                 5,753€             13,447€           1,400€             

Trade payables 14,186€           20,130€           14,429€           15,081€           16,939€           44,549€           20,664€           

Non-financial payables 1,206€             2,468€             983€                 1,045€             914€                 985€                 3,098€             

Payables due to transfers 93,140€           67,583€           75,218€           69,141€           63,625€           41,097€           37,483€           

Other current liabilitites 63,083€           57,233€           55,779€           45,780€           40,989€           24,311€           40,732€           

Current advances from customers 15,516€           15,316€           12,625€           17,452€           20,048€           15,556€           -€                  

Total Operating Liabilitites 292,086€         233,494€         241,576€         228,599€         230,708€         215,069€         167,982€         

Invested Capital 224,251€         233,546€         248,658€         208,891€         192,321€         116,210€         83,861€           

NIBD 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2011

Other non current fin. Assets 18,411 €          4,100 €            4,100 €            4,100 €            4,100 €            2,000 €            2,195 €            

Current fin assets 14,192 €          -  €                 -  €                 -  €                 -  €                 -  €                 -  €                 

Cash and Cash Equivalents 28,618 €          3,127 €            1,587 €            1,777 €            654 €                761 €                37,254 €          

Total Financial Assets 61,221 €          7,227 €            5,687 €            5,877 €            4,754 €            2,761 €            39,449 €          

Bonds and other fin. Liabilities 154,832 €        46,400 €          53,697 €          59,636 €          66,042 €          58,145 €          30,155 €          

Financial liabilities -  €                 -  €                 452 €                631 €                759 €                38 €                  283 €                

Bonds and other fin. Liabilitites 77,256 €          149,501 €        157,558 €        105,854 €        65,650 €          65,739 €          2,139 €            

Current fin. Liabilitites -  €                 228 €                11 €                  16 €                  13 €                  -  €                 429 €                

Total Financial Liabilities 232,088 €        196,129 €        211,718 €        166,137 €        132,464 €        123,922 €        33,006 €          

Net Interest-Bearing Debt 170,867 €        188,902 €        206,031 €        160,260 €        127,710 €        121,161 €        6,443 €-            

Equity 53,384 €          44,645 €          42,627 €          48,631 €          64,609 €          4,951 €-            90,304 €          

Invested Capital 224,251 €        233,547 €        248,658 €        208,891 €        192,319 €        116,210 €        83,861 €          



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FC Porto 

Reformulated Income Statement (Pounds ´000)2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2011

Revenues 64,653£           57,853£           81,788£           81,011£           54,884£           65,785£           67,427£           

Profit on Disposal of intangible Assets 12,644£           6,773£             17,052£           5,195£             3,543£             13,228£           5,712£             

Football and Stadium Operations 25,149£           27,969£           28,273£           32,687£           28,941£           30,986£           35,507£           

Merchandising 12,577£           11,679£           13,520£           14,976£           13,342£           14,330£           15,496£           

Multimedia and other Commercial 14,283£           11,432£           22,943£           28,153£           9,058£             7,241£             10,712£           

Operating Expenses 55,454-£           51,691-£           58,138-£           60,891-£           52,619-£           50,424-£           55,268-£           

Football and Stadium Operations 45,484-£           42,374-£           47,191-£           49,562-£           41,262-£           38,761-£           43,395-£           

Merchandising 7,836-£             6,995-£             8,667-£             9,008-£             9,177-£             9,717-£             9,951-£             

Multimedia and other Commercial 2,134-£             2,322-£             2,280-£             2,321-£             2,180-£             1,946-£             1,922-£             

Exceptional operating expenses 1,721-£             740-£                 4,664-£             1,832-£             542-£                 3,990-£             3,140-£             

Loss on Disposal of PPE 106-£                 102-£                 101-£                 96-£                   120-£                 314-£                 100-£                 

EBITDA 7,372£             5,320£             18,885£           18,192£           1,603£             11,057£           8,919£             

Total Depreciation 6,642-£             8,890-£             7,047-£             7,753-£             8,184-£             10,232-£           10,336-£           

Amortisation of intangible assets 4,953-£             7,313-£             5,300-£             5,930-£             6,367-£             8,155-£             8,350-£             

Depreciation of PPE 1,689-£             1,577-£             1,747-£             1,823-£             1,817-£             2,077-£             1,986-£             

EBIT  730£                 3,570-£             11,838£           10,439£           6,581-£             825£                 1,417-£             

tax -£                  -£                  -£                  -£                  -£                  -£                  -£                  

NOPAT 730£                 3,570-£             11,838£           10,439£           6,581-£             825£                 1,417-£             

Finance income 350£                 185£                 53£                   21£                   -£                  -£                  -£                  

Finance Expense 621-£                 562-£                 721-£                 721-£                 790-£                 723-£                 714-£                 

tax shield -£                  -£                  -£                  -£                  -£                  -£                  -£                  

Profit/Loss before tax 459£                 3,947-£             11,170£           9,739£             7,371-£             102£                 2,131-£             

Reformulated Balance Sheet (Pounds ´000) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2011

PPE 55,276£           55,452£           55,594£           52,456£           53,452£           54,357£           55,854£           

Intangible Assets 9,798£             8,356£             7,197£             9,798£             7,333£             10,364£           13,769£           

Trade Receivables 3,966£             2,291£             -£                  -£                  -£                  -£                  -£                  

Inventories 1,889£             2,098£             1,696£             1,734£             2,160£             2,250£             1,775£             

Trade and other receivables 14,682£           12,449£           17,258£           3,934£             4,981£             5,837£             6,845£             

Net operating assets before op. Liabilities 85,611£           80,646£           81,745£           67,922£           67,926£           72,808£           78,243£           

Provision 1,105£             907£                 1,047£             -£                  -£                  -£                  -£                  

Deferred Income 1,343£             2,600£             59£                   119£                 121£                 142£                 183£                 

Trade and other payables 11,879£           14,579£           16,937£           14,048£           15,069£           15,815£           15,978£           

Provisions 196£                 251£                 265£                 1,240£             -£                  -£                  -£                  

Deferred Income 19,872£           12,708£           9,732£             9,253£             12,728£           11,754£           11,796£           

Total operating Liabilities 34,395£           31,045£           28,040£           24,660£           27,918£           27,711£           27,957£           

Invested Capital 51,216£           49,601£           53,705£           43,262£           40,008£           45,097£           50,286£           

NIBD (Pounds ´000) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2011

Interest bearing liabilities/bank loans 6,650£             6,850£             9,844£             10,219£           10,594£           10,968£           11,344£           

Convertible Shares, Debt Element 4,242£             4,262£             4,284£             4,345£             4,441£             4,438£             4,438£             

Current borrowings 304£                 308£                 485£                 489£                 493£                 506£                 511£                 

Cash and Cash equivalents 10,450£           11,770£           14,739£           14,348£           8,198£             10,818£           5,867£             

Net-Interest Bearing Debt 746£                 350-£                 126-£                 705£                 7,330£             5,094£             10,426£           

Equity 50,470£           49,951£           53,831£           42,557£           32,678£           40,003£           39,860£           

Invested Capital 51,216£           49,601£           53,705£           43,262£           40,008£           45,097£           50,286£           



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Reformulated Income Statement (EUR ´000) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2011

Revenues 114,469€        176,089€        96,520€          154,887€        101,317€        121,699€        92,910€          

Sales 4,583€             3,828€             3,720€             2,786€             3,166€             3,218€             2,467€             

Services Rendered 70,472€          88,511€          66,978€          74,551€          68,058€          71,030€          54,892€          

Other income 756€                1,250€             1,915€             1,105€             960€                15,566€          254€                

income/loss related with registrations 38,658€          82,500€          23,907€          76,445€          29,133€          31,885€          35,297€          

Total Expenses 125,029-€        109,238-€        96,707-€          98,334-€          91,862-€          87,269-€          63,359-€          

Cost of Goods Sold 3,004-€             2,655-€             2,607-€             2,065-€             1,892-€             2,032-€             1,471-€             

External Supplies and services 38,662-€          33,237-€          42,048-€          37,499-€          34,876-€          30,774-€          19,732-€          

Payroll expenses 75,791-€          69,999-€          48,885-€          54,065-€          49,595-€          50,065-€          39,252-€          

Amortisation, depreciation etc. 3,950-€             2,774-€             559-€                716-€                852-€                944-€                916-€                

Impairment losses 355-€                632-€                86€                   733€                1,468-€             722-€                192-€                

Other expenses 2,663-€             1,037-€             1,162-€             2,974-€             2,732-€             1,820-€             1,408-€             

Gains and losses in investments 604-€                1,096€             1,532-€             1,748-€             447-€                912-€                388-€                

EBITDA 10,560-€          66,851€          187-€                56,553€          9,455€             34,430€          29,551€          

Amortisation, depreciation etc. 31,556-€          31,374-€          27,131-€          26,526-€          36,343-€          28,366-€          27,085-€          

EBIT 42,116-€          35,477€          27,318-€          30,027€          26,888-€          6,064€             2,466€             

tax (effective tax rate) 693-€                1,037-€             2,346-€             826-€                913-€                3,132-€             1,905-€             

NOPAT 42,809-€          34,440€          29,664-€          29,201€          27,801-€          2,932€             561€                

Financial expenses 17,217-€          17,009-€          12,735-€          12,893-€          11,048-€          7,395-€             5,392-€             

Financial income 1,993€             2,091€             2,565€             3,771€             3,191€             2,305€             3,269€             

tax shield 250-€                436€                874-€                251€                267-€                2,629€             1,640€             

Consolidated Net Income for the year 58,283-€          19,958€          40,708-€          20,330€          35,925-€          471€                78€                   

Reformulated Balance Sheet (EUR ´000) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2011

Tangible Assets 140,504€        139,965€        1,197€             1,561€             1,803€             2,220€             2,586€             

Intangible Assets 90,625€          65,910€          61,506€          76,159€          99,255€          89,774€          67,828€          

Other intangible Assets 1,670€             1,715€             1,764€             1,748€             1,842€             1,882€             1,740€             

Goodwill 4,469€             3,140€             3,140€             238€                459€                718€                717€                

Trade receivables 15,690€          13,545€          11,244€          24,767€          32,825€          12,817€          10,591€          

Other non-current assets 6,812€             8,092€             24,692€          15,253€          15,289€          15,325€          15,362€          

Inventories 2,549€             2,180€             1,597€             1,112€             766€                607€                568€                

Trade receivables 86,670€          74,758€          64,499€          64,129€          39,193€          59,315€          68,657€          

Other current assets 12,152€          24,571€          15,071€          22,820€          14,660€          16,128€          4,678€             

Net operating assets before op. Liabilities 361,141€        333,876€        184,710€        207,787€        206,092€        198,786€        172,727€        

Other creditors -€                 -€                 -€                 7,670€             8,775€             -€                 -€                 

Trade Payables 11,213€          5,636€             1,006€             3,745€             5,973€             2,780€             3,109€             

Other non-currrent liabilities 54,060€          15,964€          12,763€          10,206€          14,107€          8,900€             8,189€             

Pension liabilities 325€                335€                449€                -€                 -€                 -€                 -€                 

Deferred tax liabilities 2,154€             2,210€             -€                 -€                 -€                 -€                 -€                 

Provisions -€                 -€                 411€                1,925€             1,925€             1,925€             1,925€             

Other creditors 6,841€             11,089€          10,028€          -€                 6,967€             3,531€             -€                 

Trade payables 49,368€          46,133€          35,846€          61,677€          45,447€          39,680€          30,170€          

Other current liabilities 47,664€          32,784€          33,820€          39,629€          42,198€          46,264€          23,839€          

Total net operating Liabilities 171,625€        114,151€        94,323€          124,852€        125,392€        103,080€        67,232€          

Invested Capital 189,516€        219,725€        90,387€          82,935€          80,700€          95,706€          105,495€        

NIBD 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2011

Financial Assets 13,904 €         25,359 €         15,686 €         20,065 €         4,635 €            26,537 €         10,174 €         

Other financial assets 466 €         292 €         721 €         2,247 €      2,718 €      3,998 €      1,722 €      

Other financial assets 6,622 €      6,826 €      -  €          -  €          -  €          -  €          -  €          

Cash and cash equivalents 6,816 €      18,241 €   14,965 €   17,818 €   1,917 €      22,539 €   8,452 €      

Financial Liabilities 177,556 €       161,980 €       139,140 €       95,373 €         97,993 €         98,949 €         92,840 €         

Bank Loans 34,361 €   36,288 €   19,112 €   13,225 €   14,400 €   22,373 €   16,468 €   

Bonds 44,705 €   63,711 €   19,396 €   29,527 €   9,813 €      27,106 €   17,497 €   

Derivatives 306 €         526 €         -  €          -  €          -  €          -  €          -  €          

Bank loans 78,530 €   61,455 €   71,041 €   43,004 €   55,982 €   49,470 €   58,875 €   

Bonds 19,654 €   -  €          29,591 €   9,617 €      17,798 €   -  €          -  €          

NIBD 163,652 €       136,621 €       123,454 €       75,308 €         93,358 €         72,412 €         82,666 €         

Equity 25,864 €         83,104 €         33,067 €-         7,627 €            12,658 €-         23,293 €         22,829 €         

Invested Capital 189,516 €       219,725 €       90,387 €         82,935 €         80,700 €         95,705 €         105,495 €       



 
 

 
 

Appendix 5: Common Size Analysis and Indexing of Financial Statements 

 

 

 

 

Common-Size Analysis BVB 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Revenues 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Match operations 12% 14% 16% 15% 14% 18% 21%

Advertising 22% 27% 28% 23% 26% 33% 35%

TV Marketing 22% 30% 31% 29% 28% 21% 19%

Transfer Deals 25% 5% 2% 17% 12% 9% 4%

Merchandising 11% 14% 13% 15% 19% 18% 18%

Conference, other and catering 7% 10% 10% 2% 1% 2% 2%

Total Expenses -78% -86% -83% -72% -74% -81% -87%

Cost of Materials -7% -7% -8% -6% -6% -5% -4%

Personnel Expenses -37% -43% -41% -35% -36% -40% -44%

Other operating expenses -34% -36% -34% -32% -32% -35% -39%

Other Revenues 1% 6% 2% 1% 2% 2% 2%

Other operating income 1% 6% 2% 1% 2% 2% 2%

Net Income/Loss from investments in associates 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

EBITDA 23% 20% 19% 29% 27% 21% 15%

Total depreciation -13% -15% -12% -7% -8% -11% -16%

Amortisation of Intangible Assets -10% -12% -9% -4% -4% -6% -8%

Depreciation of PPE -3% -3% -3% -4% -5% -6% -8%

EBIT 10% 5% 7% 21% 19% 10% 0%

tax (effective tax rate) -1% 0% -1% -3% -5% -4% 0%

NOPAT 8% 4% 6% 18% 14% 6% 0%

Finance Income 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Finance cost -1% -3% -2% -2% -2% -4% -5%

Tax Shield (effective tax rate) 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 2% 0%

Net financial expenses, after tax 0% -2% -1% -1% -2% -2% -5%

Consolidated Net Income for the year 8% 2% 5% 17% 13% 4% -6%

Indexing (7 years) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Revenues 342                 251                 237                 277                 199                 139                 100                 

Match operations 200                 171                 173                 191                 134                 118                 100                 

Advertising 218                 195                 188                 178                 149                 129                 100                 

TV Marketing 391                 389                 386                 415                 286                 152                 100                 

Transfer Deals 1,926             252                 90                   1,046             530                 263                 100                 

Merchandising 202                 199                 178                 230                 208                 141                 100                 

Conference, other and catering 1,294             1,252             1,238             303                 112                 109                 100                 

Total Expenses 307                 248                 227                 230                 170                 129                 100                 

Cost of Materials 548                 442                 434                 373                 266                 164                 100                 

Personnel Expenses 292                 246                 225                 221                 167                 128                 100                 

Other operating expenses 296                 230                 207                 225                 164                 126                 100                 

Other Revenues 163                 788                 244                 129                 176                 137                 100                 

Other operating income 169                 816                 251                 134                 179                 140                 100                 

Net Income/Loss from investments in associates 11                   -                 36                   17-                   79                   43                   100                 

EBITDA 518                 332                 294                 523                 359                 194                 100                 

Total depreciation 293                 247                 179                 131                 108                 102                 100                 

Amortisation of Intangible Assets 465                 388                 266                 137                 100                 102                 100                 

Depreciation of PPE 125                 110                 94                   125                 116                 102                 100                 

EBIT 8,415-             3,039-             4,268-             15,036-           9,573-             3,450-             100                 

tax (effective tax rate) 3,238-             3,880-             3,024-             13,416-           8,281-             3,400-             100                 

NOPAT 3,186-             3,889-             3,011-             13,400-           8,268-             3,399-             100                 

Finance Income 298                 554                 512                 229                 351                 624                 100                 

Finance cost 38                   128                 71                   89                   86                   99                   100                 

Tax Shield (effective tax rate) 14                   159                 48                   79                   73                   93                   100                 

Net financial expenses, after tax 14                   159                 48                   79                   73                   93                   100                 

Consolidated Net Income for the year 210-                 124-                 167-                 866-                 512-                 151-                 100                 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Indexing (3 years) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014

Revenues 144 106 100

Match operations 115 99 100

Advertising 116 104 100

TV Marketing 101 101 100

Transfer Deals 2132 279 100

Merchandising 114 112 100

Conference, other and catering 105 101 100

Total Expenses 135 110 100

Cost of Materials 126 102 100

Personnel Expenses 130 109 100

Other operating expenses 143 111 100

Other Revenues 67 323 100

Other operating income 67 325 100

Net Income/Loss from investments in associates 30 0 100

EBITDA 176 113 100

Total depreciation 164 138 100

Amortisation of Intangible Assets 175 146 100

Depreciation of PPE 133 117 100

EBIT 197 71 100

tax (effective tax rate) 107 128 100

NOPAT 106 129 100

Finance Income 58 108 100

Finance cost 54 180 100

Tax Shield (effective tax rate) 29 332 100

Net financial expenses, after tax 29 334 100

Consolidated Net Income for the year 126 75 100



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Common-Size Analysis BVB 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Non-current Assets 98% 101% 129% 108% 132% 144% 144%

Intangible Assets 21% 34% 32% 14% 16% 14% 14%

Property, Plant and Equipment 61% 66% 95% 91% 114% 125% 123%

Investments, Equity Method 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Financial Assets 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0%

Trade and other financial receivables 11% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 0%

Deferred tax assets 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 4% 5%

Prepaid expenses 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2%

Current Assets 39% 34% 22% 46% 24% 18% 7%

Inventories 3% 3% 3% 4% 4% 2% 1%

Trade and other financial receivables 16% 10% 8% 33% 15% 14% 4%

Current tax assets 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Total Cash and cash equivalents 17% 19% 9% 6% 3% 1% 1%

Prepaid expenses 3% 1% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

Total Assets 137% 135% 151% 154% 155% 162% 152%

Cash and cash equivalents 8% 9% 9% 6% 3% 1% 1%

financial assets 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0%

Net operating Assets before Op. Liabilities 130% 126% 142% 147% 152% 161% 151%

Non-Current Liabilities  5% 6% 10% 12% 18% 24% 27%

Trade Payables 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Income tax liabilities 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%

Deferred Income 4% 6% 10% 12% 18% 24% 25%

Other financial liabilities 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Current Liabilities   25% 21% 31% 35% 34% 36% 24%

Provisions 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Trade Payables 5% 8% 9% 7% 6% 8% 5%

Other financial liabilities 11% 5% 11% 19% 14% 14% 8%

Tax liabilities 2% 0% 0% 2% 2% 2% 1%

Deferred Income 7% 7% 11% 7% 12% 12% 11%

Invested Capital 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Indexing (7 years) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Non-current Assets 148 142 122 104 103 96 100

Intangible Assets 321 473 303 140 126 91 100

Property, Plant and Equipment 108 109 106 102 105 98 100

Investments, Equity Method 89 86 86 78 92 95 100

Financial Assets 17 73 14 18 6 175 100

Trade and other financial receivables 68756 2924 2512 5572 0 1944 100

Deferred tax assets 17 17 19 22 25 74 100

Prepaid expenses 553 13 21 33 1 5 100

Current Assets 1150 917 404 852 362 237 100

Inventories 568 524 331 422 325 130 100

Trade and other financial receivables 1007 585 294 1300 484 387 100

Current tax assets 137 119 100

Total Cash and cash equivalents 4715 4899 1627 1143 480 99 100

Prepaid expenses 326 152 149 159 102 79 100

Total Assets 197 180 136 141 116 103 100

Cash and cash equivalents 4715 4899 1627 1143 480 99 100

financial assets 17 73 14 18 6 175 100

Net operating Assets before Op. Liabilities 175 156 129 136 114 103 100

Non-Current Liabilities  40 42 52 63 75 87 100

Trade Payables 2280 0 33 0 0 0 100

Income tax liabilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Deferred Income 33 44 55 67 80 93 100

Other financial liabilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Current Liabilities   229 178 182 206 164 149 100

Provisions 100

Trade Payables 227 353 280 220 149 163 100

Other financial liabilities 324 141 196 347 207 185 100

Tax liabilities 460 71 50 305 338 279 100

Deferred Income 136 136 140 93 128 108 100

Invested Capital 199 182 137 139 113 96 100



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Excluding Transfer Deals 

 

 

 

Common-Size Analysis BVB 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Non-Current interest-bearing Liabilities 7% 8% 29% 32% 40% 42% 46%

Non-current financial liabilities 0% 0% 17% 21% 26% 35% 41%

Other financial liabilities 1% 0% 2% 1% 1% 0% 0%

Non-current liabilities fin. Leases 6% 8% 10% 10% 13% 7% 5%

Current interest-bearing liabilties 1% 1% 5% 3% 5% 10% 11%

Current financial liabilities 0% 0% 5% 2% 4% 10% 11%

Current liabilities from fin. Leases 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0%

Interest-Bearing Assets 8% 9% 9% 6% 3% 2% 1%

Cash + Cash Equivalents 8% 9% 9% 6% 3% 1% 1%

Financial Assets 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0%

NIBD 0% 0% 25% 29% 42% 50% 56%

Equity 100% 100% 75% 71% 58% 50% 44%

Invested Capital 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Indexing (7 years) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Non-Current interest-bearing Liabilities 32 35 86 97 99 88 100

Non-current financial liabilities 0 0 55 70 70 82 100

Other financial liabilities 83 56 173 115 100

Non-current liabilities fin. Leases 287 327 304 299 320 143 100

Current interest-bearing liabilties 16 15 65 36 45 85 100

Current financial liabilities 0 0 56 28 38 83 100

Current liabilities from fin. Leases 923 873 569 482 449 185 100

Interest-Bearing Assets 1353 1463 1037 731 307 127 100

Cash + Cash Equivalents 2124 2267 1627 1143 480 99 100

Financial Assets 17 73 14 18 6 175 100

NIBD 0 0 61 71 84 87 100

Equity 499 461 234 227 151 109 100

Invested Capital 219 202 137 139 113 96 100

Reformulated Income Statement (EUR ´000) 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Revenues 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Match operations 17% 15% 16% 18% 16% 20% 22%

Advertising 30.1% 28.7% 28.5% 27% 30% 36% 37%

TV Marketing 29% 31% 32% 35% 31% 23% 20%

Merchandising 14% 15% 14% 18% 21% 20% 19%

Conference, other and catering 10% 10% 10% 3% 1% 2% 2%

Total Expenses -104% -90% -85% -87% -84% -88% -91%

Cost of Materials -9% -8% -8% -7% -6% -5% -4%

Personnel Expenses -50% -45% -42% -42% -41% -44% -46%

Other operating expenses -45% -37% -35% -38% -37% -39% -41%

Other Revenues 35% 11% 4% 21% 15% 11% 7%

Other operating income 1% 6% 2% 1% 2% 2% 2%

Transfer Deals 34% 5% 2% 20% 14% 9% 5%

Net Income/Loss from investments in associates 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

EBITDA 31% 21% 19% 35% 31% 23% 16%

Total depreciation -18% -16% -12% -9% -10% -13% -16%

Amortisation of Intangible Assets -14% -12% -9% -5% -4% -6% -8%

Depreciation of PPE -4% -4% -3% -4% -5% -6% -8%

EBIT 13% 5% 7% 26% 21% 11% 0%

tax (effective tax rate) 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

NOPAT 13% 5% 7% 26% 21% 11% 0%

Finance Income 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Finance cost -1% -3% -2% -2% -3% -4% -5%

Tax Shield (effective tax rate) 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Net financial expenses, after tax -1% -3% -2% -2% -3% -4% -5%

Consolidated Net Income for the year 12% 2% 6% 24% 19% 7% -6%



 
 

 
 

2-years Common-Size Analysis, depending on Revenues excluding Transfer Fees.  

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

Appendix 6: Detailed Net Financial Expenses, pre Tax 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 7: Financial Ratio Calculation 
 

Net Financial Expenses, pre tax 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Finance Income

Interest Income Banks 44,00 €          160,00 €       143,00 €       77,00 €          23,00 €          23,00 €          8,00 €            

Other interest Income 78,00 €          67,00 €          67,00 €          17,00 €          121,00 €       233,00 €       33,00 €          

Finance costs

Overdraft, loans, and other interest 816,00 €-       6.071,00 €-    2.804,00 €-    3.850,00 €-    3.879,00 €-    5.184,00 €-    5.290,00 €-    

Finance Leases 1.410,00 €-    1.315,00 €-    1.295,00 €-    1.312,00 €-    1.125,00 €-    516,00 €-       495,00 €-       

NFE 2.104,00 €-    7.159,00 €-    3.889,00 €-    5.068,00 €-    4.860,00 €-    5.444,00 €-    5.744,00 €-    

Net Financial Expenses, pre tax 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Finance Income

Interest Income Banks -2,09% -2,23% -3,68% -1,52% -0,47% -0,42% -0,14%

Other interest Income -3,71% -0,94% -1,72% -0,34% -2,49% -4,28% -0,57%

Finance costs

Overdraft, loans, and other interest 38,78% 84,80% 72,10% 75,97% 79,81% 95,22% 92,10%

Finance Leases 67,02% 18,37% 33,30% 25,89% 23,15% 9,48% 8,62%

NFE 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%

Net Financial Expenses, pre tax 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Finance Income

Interest Income Banks 550              2.000           1.788           963              288              288              100              

Other interest Income 236              203              203              52                 367              706              100              

Finance cost

Overdraft, loans, and other interest 15                 115              53                 73                 73                 98                 100              

Finance Leases 285              266              262              265              227              104              100              

NFE 36,63           124,63        67,71           88,23           84,61           94,78           100,00        



 
 

 
 

 

 

Average Balance Sheet Items 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Average IC 297,810€   239,941€   195,355€   178,434€   148,236€   139,047€   

Average NIBD -€            24,278€     52,422€     61,397€     67,695€     74,222€     

Average Equity 297,810€   215,664€   142,934€   117,037€   80,541€     64,826€     

Margins
EBITDA Margin 23.0% 20.1% 18.9% 28.7% 27.4% 21.2% 15.2%

EBIT Margin 9.7% 4.8% 7.1% 21.3% 18.9% 9.8% -0.4%

NOPAT Margin 8.3% 4.4% 5.8% 18.2% 14.2% 5.6% -0.4%

Net Profit Margin 7.8% 2.0% 4.6% 16.8% 12.6% 3.5% -5.6%

Financial Ratios

Asset Turnover Rate 1.26 1.15 1.33 1.71 1.48 1.10

Financial Leverage 0.00 0.11 0.37 0.52 0.84 1.14

ROIC (Average Year) 10.5% 5.1% 7.8% 31.1% 21.0% 6.1%

ROIC (Nopat Margin*ATO) 10.5% 5.1% 7.8% 31.1% 21.0% 6.1%

NBC #DIV/0! 27.2% 6.1% 7.0% 5.4% 4.2%

Spread (ROIC-NBC) #DIV/0! -22.1% 1.7% 24.1% 15.6% 1.9%

ROE (Net Earnings/Equity) 9.9% 2.6% 8.4% 43.7% 34.2% 8.3%

ROE (Spread*FinLev+ROIC) #DIV/0! 2.6% 8.4% 43.7% 34.2% 8.3%

Liquidity Ratios
Short-Term

Current Ratio 1.60 1.64 0.71 1.32 0.70 0.51 0.32

EBIT-CurrentLiabilities Ratio 0.48 0.22 0.31 0.95 0.76 0.30 -0.01

LiquCycle 360/(Rev/(CurAsset-CurLiab)) 43.64 49.43 -24.43 25.56 -26.92 -57.74 -74.21

Long-Term

Solvency Ratio 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.71 0.58 0.50 0.44

Interest Coverage Ratio 20.20 1.99 5.79 15.07 11.34 4.83 -0.08

Average Balance Sheet Items 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Average IC 228,899€   241,103€   228,775€   200,605€   154,265€   100,036€   

Average NIBD 179,885€   197,467€   183,146€   143,985€   124,436€   57,359€     

Average Equity 49,015€     43,636€     45,629€     56,620€     29,829€     42,677€     

Margins
EBITDA Margin 25.2% 24.7% 21.9% 20.0% 3.5% -18.4% 21.3%

EBIT Margin 5.0% 5.5% 2.8% -1.3% -19.3% -53.6% 2.4%

NOPAT Margin 1.8% 1.2% -127.2% -2.0% -20.4% -54.5% -12.5%

Net Profit Margin 1.0% 0.7% -2.1% -5.6% -22.8% -55.5% -5.0%

Financial Ratios

Asset Turnover Rate 1.69 1.44 1.38 1.41 1.39 1.72

Financial Leverage 3.67 4.53 4.01 2.54 4.17 1.34

ROIC (Average Year) 3.0% 1.7% -175.6% -2.8% -28.3% -93.7%

ROIC (Nopat Margin*ATO) 3.0% 1.7% -175.6% -2.8% -28.3% -93.7%

NBC 1.5% 0.9% -215.6% 7.2% 4.0% 2.9%

Spread (ROIC-NBC) 1.4% 0.8% 40.1% -10.0% -32.3% -96.6%

ROE (Net Earnings/Equity) 8.3% 5.3% -14.6% -28.1% -163.1% -223.6%

ROE (Spread*FinLev+ROIC) 8.3% 5.3% -14.6% -28.1% -163.1% -223.6%

Liquidity Ratios
Short-Term

Current Ratio 0.44 0.64 0.74 0.58 0.41 0.40 0.34

EBIT-CurrentLiabilities Ratio 0.10 0.12 0.06 -0.03 -0.28 -0.66 0.05

LiquCycle 360/(Rev/(CurAsset-CurLiab)) -97.86 -60.29 -47.99 -79.76 -147.47 -174.28 -112.25

Long-Term

Solvency Ratio 0.24 0.19 0.17 0.23 0.34 -0.04 1.08

Interest Coverage Ratio 7.03 10.68 -0.02 -0.37 -8.22 -56.18 -0.31



 
 

 
 

 

 

Average Balance Sheet Items 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Average IC 67,319€     67,733€     58,078€     50,485€     50,328€     55,656€     

Average NIBD 264€           312-€           347€           4,871€        7,347€        9,056€        

Average Equity 67,055€     68,045€     57,731€     45,614€     42,981€     46,600€     

Margins
EBITDA Margin 11.4% 9.2% 23.1% 22.5% 2.9% 16.8% 13.2%

EBIT Margin 1.1% -6.2% 14.5% 12.9% -12.0% 1.3% -2.1%

NOPAT Margin 1.1% -6.2% 14.5% 12.9% -12.0% 1.3% -2.1%

Net Profit Margin 0.7% -6.8% 13.7% 12.0% -13.4% 0.2% -3.2%

Financial Ratios

Asset Turnover Rate 1.28 1.12 1.69 1.95 1.29 1.38

Financial Leverage 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.11 0.17 0.19

ROIC (Average Year) 1.4% -6.9% 24.4% 25.1% -15.5% 1.7%

ROIC (Nopat Margin*ATO) 1.4% -6.9% 24.4% 25.1% -15.5% 1.7%

NBC 136.9% -158.4% 230.7% 17.4% 12.7% 9.3%

Spread (ROIC-NBC) -135.4% 151.5% -206.3% 7.6% -28.2% -7.6%

ROE (Net Earnings/Equity) 0.9% -7.6% 23.2% 25.9% -20.3% 0.3%

ROE (Spread*FinLev+ROIC) 0.9% -7.6% 23.2% 25.9% -20.3% 0.3%

Liquidity Ratios
Short-Term

Current Ratio 0.79 0.88 1.19 0.74 0.47 0.60 0.46

EBIT-CurrentLiabilities Ratio 0.02 -0.13 0.44 0.43 -0.24 0.03 -0.05

LiquCycle 360/(Rev/(CurAsset-CurLiab)) -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

Long-Term

Solvency Ratio 0.99 1.01 1.00 0.98 0.82 0.89 0.79

Interest Coverage Ratio 2.69 -9.47 17.72 14.91 -8.33 1.14 -1.98

Average Balance Sheet Items 2015/2016 2014/2015 2013/2014 2012/2013 2011/2012 2010/2011 2009/2010

Average IC 204,621€   155,056€   86,661€     81,818€     88,203€     100,600€   

Average NIBD 150,137€   130,038€   99,381€     84,333€     82,885€     77,539€     

Average Equity 54,484€     25,019€     12,720-€     2,516-€        5,318€        23,061€     

Margins
EBITDA Margin -9.2% 38.0% -0.2% 36.5% 9.3% 28.3% 31.8%

EBIT Margin -36.8% 20.1% -28.3% 19.4% -26.5% 5.0% 2.7%

NOPAT Margin -37.4% 19.6% -30.7% 18.9% -27.4% 2.4% 0.6%

Net Profit Margin -50.9% 11.3% -42.2% 13.1% -35.5% 0.4% 0.1%

Financial Ratios

Asset Turnover Rate 0.56 1.14 1.11 1.89 1.15 1.21

Financial Leverage 2.76 5.20 -7.81 -33.53 15.59 3.36

ROIC (Average Year) -20.9% 22.2% -34.2% 35.7% -31.5% 2.9%

ROIC (Nopat Margin*ATO) -20.9% 22.2% -34.2% 35.7% -31.5% 2.9%

NBC 10.3% 11.1% 11.1% 10.5% 9.8% 3.2%

Spread (ROIC-NBC) -31.2% 11.1% -45.3% 25.2% -41.3% -0.3%

ROE (Net Earnings/Equity) -107.0% 79.8% 320.0% -808.2% -675.6% 2.0%

ROE (Spread*FinLev+ROIC) -107.0% 79.8% 320.0% -808.2% -675.6% 2.0%

Liquidity Ratios
Short-Term

Current Ratio 0.98 1.13 1.02 0.87 0.58 0.85

EBIT-CurrentLiabilities Ratio -0.41 0.39 -0.34 0.30 -0.28 0.07

LiquCycle 360/(Rev/(CurAsset-CurLiab)) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Long-Term

Solvency Ratio 0.14 0.38 -0.37 0.09 -0.16 0.24

Interest Coverage Ratio -2.72 2.45 -2.47 3.38 -3.31 2.46



 
 

 
 

Appendix 8: Historical Profit Margins of Peer Group 

 

 



 
 

 
 

Appendix 9: Average Attendance by German Football Clubs 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

Appendix 10: Capacity of German Football Stadiums 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

Appendix 11: Average viewing Audience on Sky-Sports 

 



 
 

 
 

Appendix 12 GDP of German States 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

Appendix 13: Pro-Forma Statements 
 

Appendix 13.1: Reformulated Income Statement 
 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 13.2: Pro-Forma Balance Sheet and NIBD 

 

 

Reformulated Income Statement (EUR ´000) 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Revenues (Excluding Transfers) 263,601 €        281,261 €        286,645 €        296,544 €        305,519 €        312,815 €        318,678 €        323,923 €        

Match Operations 39,942 €    46,768 €          41,295 €          41,989 €          42,695 €          43,412 €          44,141 €          44,883 €          

Advertising 75,693 €    84,644 €          93,786 €          101,288 €        107,872 €        112,726 €        116,108 €        118,779 €        

TV Marketing 82,113 €    82,564 €          82,977 €          83,392 €          83,809 €          84,228 €          84,649 €          85,072 €          

Merchandising 39,270 €    39,805 €          40,283 €          40,806 €          41,378 €          41,998 €          42,628 €          43,353 €          

Conference, Catering, Miscellaneous 26,583 €    27,480 €          28,304 €          29,069 €          29,766 €          30,451 €          31,151 €          31,837 €          

Total Expenses 220,454 €-  289,591 €-  260,847 €-  269,855 €-  278,022 €-  284,662 €-  289,997 €-  294,770 €-  

Cost of Materials 20,684 €-          25,676 €-          25,798 €-          26,689 €-          27,497 €-          28,153 €-          28,681 €-          29,153 €-          

Personnel Expenses 117,932 €-        140,215 €-        126,697 €-        131,073 €-        135,039 €-        138,264 €-        140,856 €-        143,174 €-        

Other operating expenses 98,819 €-          127,208 €-        111,218 €-        115,059 €-        118,541 €-        121,372 €-        123,647 €-        125,682 €-        

Other operating income 16,981 €          3,508 €             2,866 €             2,965 €             3,055 €             3,128 €             3,187 €             3,239 €             

Other Revenues 12,447 €    95,006 €    60,008 €          36,686 €          37,608 €          38,117 €          39,054 €          39,575 €          

Net Income/Loss from investments in associates -  €                 8 €                     8 €                     8 €                     8 €                     8 €                     8 €                     8 €                     

Addition Income From TV-Deal -  €                 -  €                 -  €                 16,678 €          17,600 €          18,109 €          19,046 €          19,567 €          

Transfer Deals 12,447 €    94,998 €          60,000 €          20,000 €          20,000 €          20,000 €          20,000 €          20,000 €          

EBITDA 55,594 €          86,676 €          85,806 €          63,375 €          65,105 €          66,270 €          67,735 €          68,728 €          

Total depreciation 42,434 €-          50,238 €-          46,780 €-          46,884 €-          46,744 €-          46,265 €-          47,132 €-          47,908 €-          

EBIT 13,160 €          36,438 €          39,026 €          16,492 €          18,360 €          20,005 €          20,603 €          20,819 €          

tax (effective tax rate) 1,029 €-             5,198 €-             6,869 €-             2,903 €-             3,231 €-             3,521 €-             3,626 €-             3,664 €-             

NOPAT 12,131 €          31,240 €          32,157 €          13,589 €          15,129 €          16,484 €          16,977 €          17,155 €          

Reformulated Income Statement (EUR ´000) 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Revenues 263,601 €        281,261 €        1.9% 3.5% 3.0% 2.4% 1.9% 1.6%

Match Operations (constant at inflation rate) -1.4% 17.1% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7%

Advertising (historical growth) 3.7% 11.8% 10.8% 8.0% 6.5% 4.5% 3.0% 2.3%

TV Marketing (historical growth) 0.8% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%

Transfer Deals (manual) 179.4% 663.2%

Merchandising (historical growth) 12.1% 1.4% 1.2% 1.3% 1.4% 1.5% 1.5% 1.7%

Conference, Catering, Miscellaneous (historical growth) 1.1% 3.4% 3.0% 2.7% 2.4% 2.3% 2.3% 2.2%

Total Expenses 220,454 €-        289,591 €-        -9.93% 3.45% 3.03% 2.39% 1.87% 1.65%

Cost of Materials (% of Revenue) 7.0% 7.0% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9%

Personnel Expenses (% of Revenue) 44.7% 49.9% 44.2% 44.2% 44.2% 44.2% 44.2% 44.2%

Other operating expenses (% of Revenue) 36.0% 34.0% 38.8% 38.8% 38.8% 38.8% 38.8% 38.800%

Other operating income (% of Revenue) 6.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

Net Income/Loss from investments in associates (constant) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Addition Income From TV-Deal (New Estimate, source-driven) 0% 20.0% 21.0% 21.5% 22.5% 23%

EBITDA 43,147 €          86,676 €          85,806 €          63,375 €          65,105 €          66,270 €          67,735 €          68,728 €          

Total depreciation (% of Intangible Assets + PPE) -14.7% -17.3% -16.0% -15.5% -15.0% -14.5% -14.5% -14.5%

EBIT 13,160 €          36,438 €          39,026 €          16,492 €          18,360 €          20,005 €          20,603 €          20,819 €          

tax (effective tax rate) 7.82% 14.27% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6%

NOPAT 12,131 €          31,240 €          32,157 €          13,589 €          15,129 €          16,484 €          16,977 €          17,155 €          

Invested Capital  (EUR ´000) 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Net Operating Assets before Operating Liabilities 361,208€        401,133€        391,408€        397,512€        400,683€        402,431€        409,017€         415,749€                       

Current Assets 97,030€          121,780€        110,358€        108,239€        105,404€        101,665€        103,570€         105,275€                       

Prepaid Expenses 4,013€            8,571€            7,166€            7,414€            7,638€            7,820€            7,967€              8,098€                            

Trade Receivables 29,680€          51,072€          45,863€          41,516€          36,662€          31,282€          31,868€           32,392€                          

Other Current Assets 63,337€          62,137€          57,329€          59,309€          61,104€          62,563€          63,736€           64,785€                          

Non-Current Assets 289,509€        302,765€        304,417€        313,447€        320,184€        326,266€        331,425€         336,880€                       

Prepaid Expenses 297€                13,141€          12,039€          10,972€          8,555€            7,195€            6,374€              6,478€                            

Other Non-Current Assets 289,212€        289,624€        292,378€        302,475€        311,630€        319,071€        325,051€         330,401€                       

Cash (Financing cash + Financial Assets) 25,331€          23,412€          23,367€          24,173€          24,905€          25,500€          25,978€           26,405€                          

Non-Current Liabilities 16,000€          15,420€          15,715€          16,258€          16,750€          17,150€          17,471€           17,759€                          

Current Liabilities 59,130€          76,171€          73,668€          76,212€          78,518€          80,393€          81,900€           83,248€                          

Invested Capital 286,078€        309,542€        302,026€        305,043€        305,415€        304,888€        309,646€         314,742€                       



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NIBD (EUR ´000) 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Non-Current interest-bearing Liabilities 22,834€          20,772€          20,787€          21,505€          22,155€          22,685€          23,110€           23,490€                          

Other financial liabilities 1,204€            1,782€            1,433€            1,483€            1,528€            1,564€            1,593€              1,620€                            

Non-current liabilities fin. Leases 21,630€          18,990€          19,353€          20,022€          20,628€          21,120€          21,516€           21,870€                          

Current interest-bearing liabilties 2,497€            2,640€            2,580€            2,669€            2,750€            2,815€            2,868€              2,915€                            

Current liabilities from fin. Leases 2,497€            2,640€            2,580€            2,669€            2,750€            2,815€            2,868€              2,915€                            

Interest-Bearing Assets 25,331€          23,412€          23,367€          24,173€          24,905€          25,500€          25,978€           26,405€                          

NIBD -€                 -€                 -€                 -€                 -€                 -€                 -€                  -€                                

Equity 286,078€        309,542€        302,026€        305,043€        305,415€        304,888€        309,646€         314,742€                       

Invested Capital 286,078€        309,542€        302,026€        305,043€        305,415€        304,888€        309,646€         314,742€                       

Invested Capital 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Net Operating Assets before Operating Liabilities 137.0% 142.6% 136.5% 134.0% 131.1% 128.6% 128.3% 128.3%

Current Assets 36.8% 43.3% 38.5% 36.5% 34.5% 32.5% 32.5% 32.5%

Prepaid Expenses (% of Revenue) 1.5% 3.0% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Trade Receivables (% of Revenue) 11.3% 18.2% 16.0% 14.0% 12.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0%

Other Current Assets (% of Revenue) 24.0% 22.1% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0%

Non-Current Assets 109.8% 107.6% 106.2% 105.7% 104.8% 104.3% 104.0% 104.0%

Prepaid Expenses (% of Revenue) 0.1% 4.7% 4.2% 3.7% 2.8% 2.3% 2.0% 2.0%

Other Non-Current Assets (% of Revenue) 109.7% 103.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0%

Interest-Bearing Assets (% of Revenue) 9.6% 8.3% 8.2% 8.2% 8.2% 8.2% 8.2% 8.2%

Non-Current Liabilities (% of Revenue) 6.1% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 5.5%

Current Liabilities 22.4% 27.1% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7%

Invested Capital 108.5% 110.1% 105.4% 102.9% 100.0% 97.5% 97.2% 97.2%

NIBD (EUR ´000) 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Non-Current interest-bearing Liabilities 8.7% 7.4% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3%

Other financial liabilities (% of Revenue) 0.5% 0.6% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%

Non-current liabilities fin. Leases (% of Revenue) 8.2% 6.8% 6.8% 6.8% 6.8% 6.8% 6.8% 6.8%

Current interest-bearing liabilties 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

Current liabilities from fin. Leases (% of Revenue) 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

Interest-Bearing Assets (% of Revenue) 9.6% 8.3% 8.2% 8.2% 8.2% 8.2% 8.2% 8.2%

NIBD 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Equity 108.5% 110.1% 105.4% 102.9% 100.0% 97.5% 97.2% 97.2%

Invested Capital 108.5% 110.1% 105.4% 102.9% 100.0% 97.5% 97.2% 97.2%



 
 

 
 

Appendix 14: Estimating WACC including Beta Calculations and Bloomberg Data 
Bloomberg: WACC as of June 2016 

 

 

Beta Estimates by Simple Returns (5years) 

 

 

Simple Returns

BVB Dax

Mean 2.099% 1.038%

Variance 0.633% 0.205%

St. Deviation 7.96% 4.53%

Covariance 0.001

Correlation 0.279

Beta by:

Covariance/Variance 0.490

Regression 0.490

Formula 0.490

Adjusted Beta 0.660



 
 

 
 

 

 

Appendix 15: Multiples  
 

 

 

Appendix 16: Important Definitions 
 

Capital Asset Pricing Model: This model is used for estimating a company´s cost of equity. Within this 

paper, the model is referred to as “CAPM”. 

Regressions-Statistik

Multipler Korrelationskoeffizient 0.279169665

Bestimmtheitsmaß 0.077935702

Adjustiertes Bestimmtheitsmaß 0.062038041

Standardfehler 0.077053185

Beobachtungen 60

ANOVA

Freiheitsgrade (df) Quadratsummen (SS)

Regression 1 0.029106127

Residue 58 0.344357208

Gesamt 59 0.373463336

Koeffizienten Standardfehler

Schnittpunkt 0.015901192 0.010210055

X Variable 1 0.490467251 0.221517681

Ratios M/B EV/Revenue EV/EBITDA EV/IC EV/Nopat

High 5.66 1.55 9.1 2.11 91.92

Low 0.52 1.04 4.84 0.14 69.16

Harmonic Mean 1.05 1.24 6.32 0.35 78.93

BVB Book Value of Equity 309,542       

BVB Revenue 376,259             

BVB EBITDA 86,676            

BVB IC 309,542       

BVB Nopat 31,240          

EV=Equity Value 325,019       466,561             547,792          108,340       2,465,773    

Shares (´000) 92,000         92,000                92,000            92,000         92,000          

Estimated Share Price 3.5 5.1 6.0 1.2 26.8

Actual Share Price 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8

Upside/Downside Potential -39.09% -12.56% 2.66% -79.70% 362.10%

High 19.0 6.3 8.6 7.1 31.2

Low 1.7 4.3 4.6 0.5 23.5



 
 

 
 

Company Cost of Capital: Some scholars use the terms Weighted-Average Cost of Capital (“WACC”) 

and company cost of capital interchangeably, even though, the later actually implies the pre-tax 

WACC (Koziol, 2014). Within this paper, the term WACC is used as a post-tax term.  

Deutscher Fußball Bund (DFB): This institution is the German Football Federation. It is responsible 

for the German football in general, including the national team, amateur sports as well as 

professional football.  

Deutsche Fußball Liga (DFL): This institution belongs to the German Football Federation (DFB). It´s 

basic task is to ensure proper operations of professional football in Germany. Furthermore, it 

embarks in negotiations regarding Marketing and TV-rights.  

Industry: One may argue that football is part of a bigger industry, namely entertainment. Others may 

be in favour of splitting the football industry into national levels. Within this report however, the 

football industry includes any club-related football divisions and European as well as international 

competitions. National team competitions are not included in the analysis.  

 

Appendix 17 Scenario Analyses 
Worst-Case Scenario 

 

Equity = Invested Capital 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Net Operating Assets before Operating Liabilities 137.0% 142.6% 136.5% 134.9% 133.1% 131.6% 131.8% 131.8%

Current Assets 36.8% 43.3% 38.5% 36.3% 34.3% 32.3% 32.3% 32.3%

Prepaid Expenses 1.5% 3.0% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Trade Receivables (% of Revenue 0.11, 0.14) 11.3% 18.2% 16.0% 14.0% 12.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0%

Other Current Assets 24.0% 22.1% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0%

Non-Current Assets 109.8% 107.6% 105.5% 105.5% 105.5% 105.5% 105.5% 105.5%

Prepaid Expenses 0.1% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7%

Other Non-Current Assets 109.7% 103.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0%

Cash (Financing cash + Financial Assets) 9.6% 8.3% 7.5% 6.9% 6.7% 6.2% 6.0% 6.0%

Non-Current Liabilities 6.1% 5.5% 5.0% 4.7% 4.5% 4.2% 4.0% 4.0%

Current Liabilities (22% of Revenue) 22.4% 27.1% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7%

Invested Capital 108.5% 110.1% 105.8% 104.5% 102.9% 101.7% 102.1% 102.1%

NIBD (EUR ´000) 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Non-Current interest-bearing Liabilities 8.7% 7.4% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0%

Other financial liabilities (mainly derivates, 2010 exc. Salaries) 0.5% 0.6% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%

Non-current liabilities fin. Leases 8.2% 6.8% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5%

Current interest-bearing liabilties 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

Current liabilities from fin. Leases 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

Interest-Bearing Assets 9.6% 8.3% 7.5% 6.9% 6.7% 6.2% 6.0% 6.0%

NIBD 0.0% 0.0%

Equity 108.5% 110.1% 105.8% 104.5% 102.9% 101.7% 102.1% 102.1%

Invested Capital 108.5% 110.1% 105.8% 104.5% 102.9% 101.7% 102.1% 102.1%



 
 

 
 

 

 

Best-Case Scenario 

 

 

 

Reformulated Income Statement (EUR ´000) 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Revenues 263,601 €  281,261 €  1.7% 3.4% 3.2% 3.1% 2.7% 2.5%

Match Operations (constant at inflation rate) -1.4% 17.1% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7%

Advertising (historical growth) 3.7% 11.8% 9.8% 8.0% 7.0% 6.5% 5.5% 4.5%

TV Marketing (historical growth) 0.8% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%

Transfer Deals (manual) 179.4% 663.2%

Merchandising (historical growth) 12.1% 1.4% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 2.0%

Conference, Catering, Miscellaneous (historical growth) 1.1% 3.4% 3.0% 2.5% 2.3% 2.0% 1.8% 1.7%

Total Expenses 220,454 €-  289,591 €-  

Cost of Materials (% of Revenue) 7.0% 7.0% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9%

Personnel Expenses (% of Revenue) 44.7% 49.9% 44.2% 43.5% 42.0% 41.5% 41.0% 40%

Other operating expenses (% of Revenue) 36.0% 34.0% 38.8% 38.8% 38.8% 38.0% 38.0% 38%

Other operating income (% of Revenue) 6.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

Net Income/Loss from investments in associates (constant) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Addition Income From TV-Deal (New Estimate, source-driven) 0% 20.0% 21.0% 21.5% 22.5% 10%

EBITDA 43,147 €    8,330 €-       85,741 €    65,377 €    69,791 €    72,435 €    73,065 €    64,875 €    

Total depreciation (% of Intangible Assets + PPE) -14.7% -17.3% -16.0% -15.5% -15.0% -14.5% -14.5% -14.5%

Depreciation of intangible assets (% of intangible Assets) -33.6% -39.5%

Depreciation of PPE (of PPE -5.0% -5.8%

EBIT 13,160 €    36,438 €    39,079 €    18,614 €    23,094 €    25,914 €    25,269 €    15,899 €    

tax (effective tax rate) 7.82% 14.27% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6%

NOPAT 12,131 €    31,240 €    32,201 €    15,338 €    19,030 €    21,353 €    20,822 €    13,101 €    

Equity = Invested Capital 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Net Operating Assets before Operating Liabilities 137.0% 142.6% 136.5% 134.9% 133.1% 131.6% 131.8% 131.8%

Current Assets 36.8% 43.3% 38.5% 36.3% 34.3% 32.3% 32.3% 32.3%

Prepaid Expenses 1.5% 3.0% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Trade Receivables (% of Revenue 0.11, 0.14) 11.3% 18.2% 16.0% 14.0% 12.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0%

Other Current Assets 24.0% 22.1% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0%

Non-Current Assets 109.8% 107.6% 105.5% 105.5% 105.5% 105.5% 105.5% 105.5%

Prepaid Expenses 0.1% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7%

Other Non-Current Assets 109.7% 103.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0% 102.0%

Cash (Financing cash + Financial Assets) 9.6% 8.3% 7.5% 6.9% 6.7% 6.2% 6.0% 6.0%

Non-Current Liabilities 6.1% 5.5% 5.0% 4.7% 4.5% 4.2% 4.0% 4.0%

Current Liabilities (22% of Revenue) 22.4% 27.1% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7% 25.7%

Invested Capital 108.5% 110.1% 105.8% 104.5% 102.9% 101.7% 102.1% 102.1%

NIBD (EUR ´000) 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Non-Current interest-bearing Liabilities 8.7% 7.4% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0%

Other financial liabilities (mainly derivates, 2010 exc. Salaries) 0.5% 0.6% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%

Non-current liabilities fin. Leases 8.2% 6.8% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5%

Current interest-bearing liabilties 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

Current liabilities from fin. Leases 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%

Interest-Bearing Assets 9.6% 8.3% 7.5% 6.9% 6.7% 6.2% 6.0% 6.0%

NIBD 0.0% 0.0%

Equity 108.5% 110.1% 105.8% 104.5% 102.9% 101.7% 102.1% 102.1%

Invested Capital 108.5% 110.1% 105.8% 104.5% 102.9% 101.7% 102.1% 102.1%

Reformulated Income Statement (EUR ´000) 2014/2015 2015/2016 E2016/2017 E2017/2018 E2018/2019 E2019/2020 E2020/2021 Terminal

Revenues 263,601 €  281,261 €  1.7% 3.5% 3.4% 3.3% 3.4% 3.5%

Match Operations (constant at inflation rate) -1.4% 17.1% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7%

Advertising (historical growth) 3.7% 11.8% 9.8% 8.0% 7.5% 7.0% 7.0% 7.0%

TV Marketing (historical growth) 0.8% 0.5% 0.5% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7%

Transfer Deals (manual) 179.4% 663.2%

Merchandising (historical growth) 12.1% 1.4% 1.5% 1.5% 1.7% 1.9% 2.0% 2.0%

Conference, Catering, Miscellaneous (historical growth) 1.1% 3.4% 3.0% 2.5% 2.3% 2.0% 1.8% 1.7%

Total Expenses 220,454 €-  289,591 €-  

Cost of Materials (% of Revenue) 7.0% 7.0% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9%

Personnel Expenses (% of Revenue) 44.7% 49.9% 44.2% 43.5% 42.0% 42.0% 43.5% 44%

Other operating expenses (% of Revenue) 36.0% 34.0% 38.8% 38.8% 38.8% 39.0% 39.5% 40%

Other operating income (% of Revenue) 6.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

Net Income/Loss from investments in associates (constant) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Addition Income From TV-Deal (New Estimate, source-driven) 0% 20.0% 21.0% 21.5% 22.5% 10%

EBITDA 43,147 €    8,330 €-       85,741 €    65,426 €    76,964 €    78,026 €    73,651 €    66,858 €    

Total depreciation (% of Intangible Assets + PPE) -14.7% -17.3% -16.0% -15.5% -15.0% -14.5% -14.5% -14.5%

Depreciation of intangible assets (% of intangible Assets) -33.6% -39.5%

Depreciation of PPE (of PPE -5.0% -5.8%

EBIT 13,160 €    36,438 €    39,079 €    18,638 €    30,127 €    31,235 €    25,263 €    16,787 €    

tax (effective tax rate) 7.82% 14.27% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6% 17.6%

NOPAT 12,131 €    31,240 €    32,201 €    15,357 €    24,825 €    25,738 €    20,817 €    13,832 €    


